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DKFTrn T.ori'j
open stope - restricted open air mining
shaft - a vertical or inclined well-like excavation leading from 
the surface to the major workings below ground level 
and used for obtaining access to these workings and 
for hoisting ore out. 
ventilation shaft - a shaft which has a smaller diameter than those 
used for hauling ore out of the mine and which which 
were probably used solely for ventilation purposes as 
described in Summers (1969, p. 166, 1?4).
drive or
gallery - an underground passage (O.E.D. 196?)•
bridge - the gap between two shaft heads on the surface.
tailings - waste material removed from the mine and dumped after
sorting for the ore has teen completed. Little to no 
ore is found in tailing deposits, 
stull - a platform or framework of timber covered with boards to 
support workmen or to carry ore or rubbish; also a 
framework of boards to protect miners from falling 
stones (O.E.D. 196?). 
pit prop or prop - a piece of timber set upright to support the 
roof or keep up the strata (O.E.D. 196?)•
ore lode or lode - a vein of metal ore (O.E.D. 1967).
malachite - a bright green coloured copper carbonate ore 
chemical composition: CuCo^ CutOlOp
azurite - a bright blue coloured copper carbonate ore strongly 
related to malachite 
chalcocitc - a copper sulphide ore. Chemical composition: CupS
gad - a pointed tool of iron or steel; e.g. a wedge, or a small 
iron punch with a wooden handle (O.E.D. 19&7). 
fire setting - a proce s of breaking up rock by inducing thermal 
stresses derived from heating the rock with fire and 
quenching it quickly with cold water, 
furnace - a clay upright structure or clay lined cavity with one or
more lateral openings to admit forced air, in which
ore is reduced to metal by smelting.
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smelting site - any locality where evidence for smelting is
found. Evidence may range from the furnace to any 
of the by-products, e.g. slag, pieces of the furnace 
structure, or pieces of tuyere, 
slag - a vitreous substance, composed of earthy or refuse matter, 
which is separated from metals in the process of 
smelting (O.E.D. 1967). 
tuyere - a clay funnel-shaped bellow nozzle,
smelt - "Involves a chemical reaction between the ore and the 
fuel, or between a heated sulphide ore and the 
atmosphere. Most smelting processes are carried out 
above the melting point of the metal concerned, the 
main exception being iron." (Tylecote 1962 : )15). 
knrabiner - an elliptical metal ring used to fasten ropes in belay 
and ether positions in mountaineering, 
soapstone - a very weathered schist.
factory - a locality where the manufacture of objects or other 
produce is the primary concern of a population 
represented at the archaeological site, 
quai,y - a locality which snows evidence for raw material being
cut out of 0 fixed outcrop of rock.
Mruba board - a piece of stone or other material into which four
rows of holes have been excised for the playing of the 
game Mrubc..
quern - a lower grindstone, made of a slab of rock and determined
by the presence of a hollow produced by grinding in one 
or more faces, 
soapstone bowl - a bowl made from soapstone.
spindle whorl. - a disc of soapstone or fired cloy with a central 
perforation. The use is conjectural though based on 
on ethnographic model, 
lixivi&tion - the action or process of scpo oting a soluble from 
on insoluble substance by percolation of water, as 
salts from wood ashes (O.E.D. 19&7).
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tradition - the word is used in the wide American sense. (Willey, G. H.
and Phillips, P. 1958 Methcvl end  T h e o ry  in A m er ic an  Areh-sr-o i f  V| 
Chicago: University of Chicago Press: p. 41), except where
'oral' qualifies the word where the expression 'oral tradition* 
means record of historical events passed down by word of mouth,
daub - fired or semi-fired pieces of irregularly shaped mud with grass or
twig impressions, 
saline noil - soil containing a proportion of salt, 
industry - a trade or manufacture (0. E. D. 1967).
Early, Kiddle and late Iron ,‘,-e - In the Eastern Transvaal these are
temporary, informal terms used at present to separate a senbleges with
distinct settlement plans, pottery and Cl^ i dates into stages within the 
two regional sequences set up in the Eastern Transvaal. The terms are 
to be understood in a relative sense with the proviso that they do have 
come chioncmetrie boundaries. Tn the Eastern Transvaal the terms will 
be replaced by tradition names once these have been formally proposed 
and accepted.
I have followed the methods used by R. J. Mason in setting up the 
Stages of the Iron Age in the central and western Transvaal. His 
research from 1960-1971 revealed two stages, an "Early" and a Late Iron 
Age. In 1975 his excavations at liroederstroom proved the existence of 
on Iron Age tradition earlier than that designated, "Early Iron Age" in 
1960-1971. Eason then reclassified these last sites as Kiddle Iron Age 
intermediate between a true Early Iron Age represented at Broederstroom 
mid a Late Iron Ago represented by Olifantspoort 20/71 and other sites. 
Lottery and settlement type comparisons between the three stages showd 
them to bo distinct, a fact confirmed by the Cl4 dates and supported by 
historical and ethnographic comparisons b"tween, the Iron Ago sites and 
Tswana and Kgalagadi settlements. Mason's research proved the existence 
of a three stage development in the Iron Age of the Central and Western 
Transvaal which he termed "Early, Middle and Pntc Iron Ago".
In the north-eastern I oweId I have been fortunate to excavate at 
Eiland where three different pottery assemblages representing three 
separate traditions were preserved ctr 1 Lified consistently in several 
profiles.
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On the Eastern Transvaal escarpment only two traditions have been 
recognised. Wide comparisons show these to represent facies of Early 
and Late Iron Age and further comparisons with the sequences in the 
Central and Western Transvaal and the north-eastern Lowveld suggest that 
a Middle Iron Age also awaits discovery. The basis of the Eastern 
Transvaal classification of sites into stages is discussed in Chapter VI, 
section 1.
Tsonga - The peoples of Southern Mozambique have been the subject of L recent 
historical study by A. Smith (1973)% who points out ;hat there are three 
groups of people living in the region. These are Tsonga, who live near 
Delagoa Bay >'d in the area cast and immediately north of the Limpopo 
River; the Chopi, who live along the coast north of the Limpopo River 
mouth; and the Tonga who now live in a small enclave round Inhambane 
but who before Tsonga invasions of the eighteenth and nineteenth century 
had a much wider distribution. Trade between lelagoa Bay and the 
interior was in Tsonga hands, from Inhambane in Tonga hands.
Culture - A term used by other Iron Age archaeologists in contexts where 
I have used the word 1 tradition'. In places I have used the word 
•cultural* in place of 'traditional• to avoid confusion with other 
nuances of meaning ir.plied in the latter word (e.g. p. 59)•
Coirnlex - (as used on p. 41). A group of tribes known collectively by 
a single name. Eg. The ’Sotho' complex comprises Kwena, Kratla,
Rolong, Fokcng, Narene, Phalnborwa and other tribes.
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Abstmct
Three Iron Ape industrial sites on tha farms Harmory ,24 and 2$,
Letaba District, are described. The sites are a salt fa-tory, a 
soapstone bowl factory and a copper mine with adjacent, copper 
smelting sites. Excavations were conducted at the salt factory which 
produced evidence of soapstone bowls having been used for salt 
production and provided artefacts and animal bone foodwaste derived 
from wild species. At the soapstone bowl factory the site was mapped 
and sell tod areas plotted in detail. Analysis of bowls provided a 
reconstruction of bowl manufacture methods and reasons why some bowls 
had been abandoned. A number of other artefacts, notably Mruba boards 
were also found. Three other smaller factory sites wore briefly 
discussed. At the copper mine a plan and sections were drawn. The 
r ■> is described in detail. Excavations gave some light on mining 
and smelting processes, and artefacts associated. Correlative 
material between the three sites is discussed and strong positive 
correlations arc found to exist between the salt factory and the 
soapstone bowl factory. Links between the salt factory and copper 
mine are tenuous. The discovery of a habitation site with remains 
linking it to the copper mine, to the soapstone bowl "factory and the 
salt factory, proves that the industrial sites were exploited simultaneously 
by a single community.
The sites are put into perspective us far as is possible, wi th regard 
to the present state of knowledge of the Iron Age and the ethnology of 
tnc Eastern Transvaal. Their place in Iron Age trade is discussed. The 
conclusions reached point out the difficulties inherent in trying to 
discuss the sites in this manner.
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1I INTROOUCTTON
1. Industrico represented at Harmony
Three Iron Arc industries are represented on the farm Harmony 24 in the 
Letaba district, Eastern Transvaal lowveld. These are salt making, copper 
mining and metallurgy and soapstone bowl manufacture. The first two are 
extremely important in Iron Age contexts as both are connected with trade, 
both local and long distance. The manufacture of soapstone bowls is purely 
local and In the Lowveld, appears to be connected almost entirely with 
making salt.
The importance of the sites at Harmony lies in two directions. Firstly 
the sites are all well preserved. The copper mire is still in the state in 
which it was left by the ancient miners. This is even more important when 
one realises that all other known examples hive been damaged by modern mining 
and prospecting. The soapstone bowl factory still has many broken, partly 
finished oowls lying round the outcrops of raw material and also has evidence 
for some of the games played in Iron Age times. The salt factory is not, 
perhaps, the most well known salt site in the Lowveld but this at least means 
that the site has not been destroyed by keen amateur collectors of antiquities. 
Good collections of material and important information on these aspects of 
Iron Age technology could therefore be obtained.
Secondly the fact that the sitos are situated so close to one another 
(about 3 Km. apart) affords a unique opportunity for studying the industries 
in relation to one another. This is what I have attempted to do here with 
varying success. It seems that salt and soapstone bowls are strongly 
connected but that neither are connected, archaeologically, with copper 
I reduction. A small piece of ethnographic information, however, does connect 
the copper mine with the soapstone bowl site for, in both, banyai, or smiths, 
are responsible for production. Ethnohistorical evidence also shown that all 
three sites are likely to have been in the control of one chief at come time 
during the period and that the same population must have been responsible for 
exploiting these resources.
Thirdly, the recent find of habitation site 50/74, however, ties the 
three situs together closely and shows that they were exploited by a 
single Iron Age community.
2 .  H j.",tory o f  i nv'.' t i r n t i  on
In October 1971 I visited the farm Harmony 24 at the invitation of 
one of the directors of the Kampvuur Vakansieoorde, the firm ovming the 
farm, following their discovery of a soapstone bowl factory. Dur.ng the 
day we visited the site, u copper mine which lies mainly on the adjoining 
form Harmony 25, and I explored the area on the north bank of the 
Makhutswi river where the owners are developing a holiday resort around 
a mineral spring. I war, told that during the period before European 
occupation the spring and surrounds had been exploited for salt matting.
On a river terrace ju.st west of the resort office I discovered a low 
mound over the top of which wan scattered a number of sherds, animal 
bones and soapstone bowl fragments. I took this to be a habitation site 
and realising the potential of correlating the three sites, all posibly 
connected with local trade 1 obtained permission to excavate on the farm 
and was asked to prepare an exhibit for a small museum which would be set 
up at the resort.
I revisited the sites later the same month when Mr. Koekemoer, the 
chairman of the company, showed me a soapstone spindlewhorl and a small 
dagga pipe made uf the same material which his son had found on the 
mound near the resort office. Arrangements were made concerning 
accommodation and labour, with both of which, the resort provided us free 
of charge.
During the short Faster break in 1972, a series of small test 
trenches were dug into the mound, with some success, as I was able, on 
the bisis of the findings, to lay out the main excavation in June-July 
to maximum advantage. Further exploratory work was curried out at the 
soaps one bowl factory and the copper nine.
At the end of May, a further visit war made in the company of 
Mr. P. Allen, a trained surveyor, to assess the amount of work that 
would have to he done nt the soap tone bowl factory nnd the mine. A 
course o^ net on was decided upon but owing to unforeseen circumstances 
hztd to be postponed. In June-July four weeks wore spent excavating at 
the resort site (Cite A, or salt factory), surveying at the other two 
sites and doing further exploration. This information forms the bulk of 
the rest of this dissertation.
Further visits wore made in October when new sites across the river 
from site A were discovered. One of these appears to be an Farly Iron 
Agp site nnd does not fall strictly into the scope of this dissertation.
Excavations of this si to and final work at the other cites was carried 
out in January 3 975 over a three week period. At the same time further 
work was done at the copper mine where a shaft was partially opened, 
three smeltinp sites excavated and some sections surveyed by Mr. P. Allen. 
Arrangements wore made to open further shafts at the mine and to develop 
this as a major project on its own.
3 .  P o s i t i o n  o f  s i t e s
The sites thoroughly investigated arc on the farms 24 and 
Both of these arc part of the large Harmony block situated in the I etaba 
district, east of the village of Trichardtsdal. Site A, at the resort, 
is almost exactly 16 miles from the village by road.
The sites are located on the South Africa 1:50,000 series map
2450 BA, Selati river:
Site A Let. 30° 35’ 35" Long. 24, 11' 40"
Soapstone bowl factory Lot. 30° 35' Long. 24, 10'
Copper mine Lat. 30° 36' 35" Long. 24, 10' 30"
Site A in on the north bank of the Mnkhutswi river near a mineral spring, 
situated in the river and just across the river from the main traditional 
salt making area.
The copper mine is 2-3 Km. to the north-east of site A and is 
bisected by a gravel road between 1 eydr.dorp and the main Tzaneon-fydenburg 
road, approximately 1 Km. north of where the road crosses the Makhutswi 
river. The soapstone bowl factory is about equidistant from both site A 
and the mine, the distance being 2-3 Km. The site is situated on west 
and north-west facing slopes between two seasonal streams that flow west
to a tributary of the Makhutswi.
4, Environment
The farms Harmony 24 end 23 fall into a belt of Arid T.owveld, 
described and mapped by Acocks (Acocks 1953)• Annual rainfall is between 
450-500 mm. pfr annum, U.r majority of which falls between February and 
April (Koekenoer and Kruger, pfr- cr-m.). Rome years the area experience', 
much higher rainfall, the 1971-72 season was one of these. During the 
season about three time.', the average rainfall was measured, which had a 
great effect on the local vegetation cover. In October there was hardly 
a blndo of grass to be soon, in April the grass was so thick that we 
experienced great difficulty in relocating some sites and in two cases 
failed to do no.
4The majority of woody plants arc trees and shrubs, most of which 
arc Combretum species with an admixture of \c;'cin spp. S.Merocnrya 
caffra and other species in small quantities away from the river. Along 
the river banks arc scattered larger trees Combretum imbcrbe, Cchotia 
brachypet ila, Zi/.iphuo mucronnta, hiospyros r esr i 1 i i'ormis, Terminal ia 
cericea, and shrubs including Gardenia spatulifolia. Gra&c cover is 
generally sparse and clumpy during the wot season and dies away during 
winter and early spring. While this is handy for field investigations 
it does introduce hazards for herding peoples who wish to bo more or less 
permanently settled.
Topography is undulating, land rises from 457 m. (1500 ft.) at the 
river to 520 m. (1700 ft.) at the northern end of the farm about 3 Km. 
away. Geologically the area is extremely complex. North of the Xakhutswi 
schists, pegmatites and more recent volcanic dykes overlying granite arc 
the main surface features, the majority of which have been subjected to 
faulting to a greater or lessor extent (e.g. at the copper mine and the 
soapstone bowl factory). South of the river the land is rather lower, 
rising to 1650 ft. at some distance from the river. The geological 
composition is correspondingly different consisting only of granites.
All the rivers and streams are seasonal to scmi-permancnt. The 
Kakhutswi usually has some water (Hall 1912), though only flows well 
for a couple of years after a season of very good rains like the last 
one (Kruger, ocrr.. comm.). Otherwise the two nearest permanent water 
sources are the Olifants river about ?7 Km. to the south, and the 
Selati river ‘.ut 16 Km. to the north, Water, while present throughout 
the year, is not plentiful and is now supplemented strongly by 
numerous boreholes.
Resources arc good. The area is not well suited to arable farming, 
largely due to the low rainfall, though most farmers do grow a cereal 
crop or tropical fruit, cotton and a number of other cash crops. Cattle 
are kept on most farms where they rely on grazing and browning during 
the cummer and have a supplemented feed during the dry season. Goats 
and cheep are also kept but in small quantities. Game farming and 
private nature reserves ore common. Harmony 2*1 in one of the many private 
nature reserves in the district and is registered an the Rin Private
5Nature Reserve, fiane is plentiful; we saw, in the reserve, zebra, 
vervot monkeys, bushbabics, giraffe, impala, duiker, warthog, steenbok, 
tortoise, h'res, squirrels, mice, rats and a large variety of birds, a 
number of which are edible (guineafowl, francolm, etc.). That the 
animals mentioned are native to the area is borne out by the excavated 
animal bones from site A where zebra, impala, warthog and tortoise are 
specifically identified and are supplemented by tnessebe/hartcbccst, 
kudu, waterbuck and reedbuck. Giant land snails were found both in the 
excavations and in the veld; large fresh water mussels both in the 
excavations and in the Kakhutcwi. The latter are inedible and were 
presumably gathered for use an tools, as a number of examples from 
cite A testifies.
Clay and sand deposits are to be found on the banks of the major 
water courses. The clay is brown and fairly gritty, very much like the 
material out of which the pota were made.
Salt is readily obtainable by lixiviating the saline soil near 
cite A at certain tines of the year. The salt appears to be leached out 
of the ground duriig the rainy season and is deposited as a white crust 
on the surface. This crust is gathered and processed in the manner 
described in chapter VI.
Minerals arc abundant, copper on Harmony 25, gold further north 
on the farm Maranda where D. 3. van der Merwe (file in the Department 
of Archaeology) reported ancient gold workings, mica on the farm 
Islington to the ca-.t, copper and iron at Gravelotte and 1 halaborwa to 
mention the t:oat important. Much of the local schist ic soft enough 
to have been made into vessels and other artefacts. Sites arc not 
restricted to Harmony and occur on Sheila just south of Ihalaborwa, 
Kondowi, a few miles cast of Kiland, another well known salt making 
cite, and possibly also on Islington near Mica.
A large number of Iron Are sites are known from this part of the 
Eastern Transvaal I.owvold ccvei ing a wide variety of Iron Age activities. 
The majority of habitation sites known nrc from Phnlnborwa and the 
adjacent areas of the Kruger National Park. This distribution, however, 
merely reflects the distribution of archaeological activities. Other 
habitation nit« ;; are known from i land ( Ivor: excavations, January 197^).
6Numerous iron and copper smelting sites have been reported and extensively 
investigated. Centres appear to be Phalaborwa and Gravclotte with minor 
centres near Tzaneen, at Harmony, near Leydsdorp and near Eiland. These 
are closely associated with ancient mining.
Salt manufacture is also widespread. Sites are known from Harmony, 
Eiland, Loole (D. S. van der Merwo report), Rhoda (D. S. van der Merwe), 
Sautini (Witt, J. 1966) and Landraad 77'+ (N. J. van der Kerwe, pers. comm.). 
Metallurgy and salt production may have been major reasons for settlement 
in this part of the I.owvclu.
7II THE A T 7 factcpy
1. Position and description ^
The position of the factory has been described above. The site is 
situated on west, south and north facing slopes between two streams 
that flow into a tributary of the Makhutswi river. Outcroppings of 
soapstone occur both to the north and the south of the two streams, 
but as far as I know worked outcrops occur only to the north. Other 
worked soapstone outcrops occur on the farm (see below) but none of 
these is as important as the main site. The area mapped covers the 
greatest concentration of worked soapstone outcrops. One reaches the 
site by a small track that peters out just upslope of outcrop AB on 
the south-eastern side (see fig. 2 ). Four fairly prominent land­
marks help one to orientate oneself: outcrop AB, point F, the diabase
dyke, outcrop X. Starting from the end of the track to the south east 
of AB one walks in a westerly direction. The first land mark is AB, 
a large outcrop, roughly circular in plan and abou' 5C m. in diameter.
The height of the outcrop, 6-7 m., is due to the hardness of the stone 
which rendered much of the outcrop unsuitable for artefact making.
Nearly all the suitable material is on the south side, extending round 
to point c5. Unfortunately, nearly all the bowls were removed for use 
as decorative wall building material before the owners realised the 
scientific value of the site. Points c5-7 refer to the findspots of 
stones with small conical holes bored into them (see below). Proceeding 
in a north-westerly direction one crosses an expanse of open ground. A
peg at C marks the spot where two bowls in a nearly complete state were 
found. One has a handle at each end. Both were removd to prevent 
their being further damaged before being exhibited at the museum.
Walking westerly, one reaches point D, marking a concentration of bowls 
in the outcrop D3FGQ. This outcrop, physically, is different from AB 
as it is very low, reaching a maximum height of perhaps 0.5 m. over the 
majority and 2 m. at F. All the soapstone, save the majority of that at 
F, is suitable for bowl manufacture and it seems to have been extensively 
exploited.
We plotted areas D, C and Q, giving details of bowl fragment 
distribution round outcrop areas. Just upslope (i.e. N. N. E.) of 
point G, there is a hollow in the outcrop which is almost undoubtedly 
the result of quarrying operations. At E a small quantity of ash 
eroding out of the hillslopo wis noted but not further investigated.
1) Page 3.
8The soapstone at F is of a peculiar pitted type. The pitting is the 
result of the weathering of small dark mineral inclusions which gives 
unweathered examples a sp^tcy appearance. This characteristic 
presumably made the material unsuitable. Certainly no bowls appear tr 
have been made or it. Outcrop DEFGQ abuts onto a diabase dyke just 
northwest of F. The dyke runs roughly east-west. Crossing the dyke in 
a northerly direction, one arrives at outcrop H, a small but heavily 
exploited outcrop, measuring about 15 m. in diameter. The centre has 
been hollowed out in the same way as at Point G. To one side of the 
hollow, the in situ soapstone shows signs of quarrying. The whole 
outcrop was plotted in detail and we hope to reconstruct it at the 
resort as part of the display. To the cast, there is another small 
outcrop, not marked on the map, which does not seem to have been as 
extensively worked. Walking west along the line of the dyke, one 
bypasses H and a short way further on notes a large quartz vein similar 
to those found in conjunction with soapstone outcrops elsewhere in the 
Letaba district. Further along the dyke is another heavily exploited 
outcrop, LM. Most of the worked stone is to the couth and to the 
southwest, or downslopc side. Points L and M are of particular interest 
as L marks the position of a large Kruba board and M the position of an 
outcrop with very informative quarry marks on it (see below). A walk of 
about 100 m. in a northerly direction brings one to point X, an outcrop 
similar in shape and size to AB and for the same reasons. Most of the 
outcrop is unsuitable for bowl manufacture owing to its hardness. The 
centre of the unit has n flat earth filled platform, on which two 
quartzite querns were found. Point d6 refers to another stone with 
small holes bored into it. On the north-west side is the best example 
of a quarry known to date and this has provided us with the most infor­
mation about quarrying methods. As with AB and LM, the great majority 
of worked soapstone occurs on the downs!ope, south and west sides of the 
outcrop. The most suitable material is on these sides and it is quite 
possible that these parts have been subjected to the greatest weathering. 
The soapstone used is, after all, a very weathered form of talcoce and 
chloritic schist.
There is no further worked soapstone for 100 m. in any direction 
other than the one travelled from. The next outcrops occur across a 
stream bed and vlci to the north of X. One of the nearer examples, Z, 
has another stone with email borings in it and a well executed circular, 
flat bowl.
92. The survey
The survey took place in two parts. The first part involved the 
drawing of a map of the area extensively explored. This was done by 
R. van den Berg, a geologist at E.R.F.M., who mapped all the surface 
geology. He emphasises that the edges of outcrops can not be 
accurately fixed and that another worker might extend or contract the 
boundaries he decided upon. The main point of difference that a non- 
geologist might like to make regards DF1FGQ. Geologically, this is a 
single unit. Archacologically, it can be divided into four, based on 
the distribution of bowls in relation to surface features of the raw 
material. These differences are, however, too small to be shown on a 
map of this scale. Plots of the outcrop do show the differences quite 
clearly.
The second part of the survey involved the detailed plotting of 
1070 irl , covering H, DEFGQ. With reference to the plans the following 
general points can be made. (figs. 3-7)
(a) Bowl fragments cluster close to the source of raw material: 
e.g. at H outside the plot only 4 bowls have been seen within
10 m. of the plotted area in any given direction; plot G shows 
two concentrations, the first just below and around the quarry, 
the second in the bottom left :orncr vjry close to point F;
There is a strong cluster of bowls between the two outcrops of D 
and a gap between that and the concentration of bowl fragments 
round outcrop R south of plot D. As previously noted, similar 
concentrations of worked soapstone at AB, LM and X are found close 
to the source of potential raw material.
(b) Working appears to have been done downslope of the major 
sources of raw material. This probably due to human agencies. It 
is, after all, easier to carry a heavy weight down a slope than 
up. Where the slope is less marked the scatter of bowls is more 
general. The principal reason, however, lies in the fact that 
upslopc, the terrain is very uneven, whereas downslope, it is 
regular.
The points made above arc to be expected. In addition to the task of 
plotting an analysis of worked soapstone into 12 ad hoc groups was done. 
With these I attempted to gain an overall impression of the content of, 
and the variability in the worked soapstone from each plotted area.
Groups were defined on the site to take cognizance of what was actually 
observable and were added to as the analysis and plotting proceeded.
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Comparison between the plots was not easy as four teams of students 
were responsible and patterning perception naturally varied from 
person to person. The analysis and problems related to it are described 
in section 11,4.
A careful search was a]so made in the areas between outcrops.
The search revealed few artefacts; those recovered included a bored 
stone and a second that someone had failed to perforate completely. The 
first was found midway between C and G, the other at the bottom of 
DEFGQ. . No artefacts that could have been used for making bowls were 
found, save a few quartzite rubbing stones. To the east of AB, a rough
out of a pipe was found and nearby several flakes, handaxes and cleavers
of E. S. A. types.
3. Reconstruction of bowl manufacture process
Owing to the fact that bowls were abandoned in all stages of 
manufacture, the processes by which they were made can easily be recon­
structed. Three major stages are recognised; obtaining the raw material 
(quarrying); roughing out the bowl; finishing the bowl. 1 ^
Quarries are common. Mention has already been made of the hollows
at G and H and the stone with quarry marks at H, M and X. One can see 
others on the west face of AB, and more still await discovery. Those at 
M and X are particularly informative. At M the top of an outcropping 
piece of soapstone has been chipped to form the bottom of a bowl. Work 
was abandoned before the craftsman started to undercut the piece owing 
to a breakage.
At X the evidence is more complete. Here an outcrop has had its
top undercut and removed. Undercutting was done with a sharp, round-
ended iron tool, prclably an adze. Before the process was complete, a
lever was inserted and the undercut portion broken off. The levering
seems to have been slightly premature as a jagged piece was left
protruding from the centre of the concave scar in the parent material.
This concave scar is typical of quarries and has been seen at H and
AB, as well as at X. The concave surface is covered with adze marks
(see photograph). The fact that hollows have developed at H and G
suggests that the bowl makers quarried a good deal of their raw material. 
Perhaps as many as half of the bowls were made irom quarried stone.
Roughing out the bowl appears to have followed a fixed set of 
procedures. Usually the bottom of the howl was completed before the 
maker started the hollowing process. This is borne out by examining 
the numerous bowl fragments abandoned at the site and in particular one
1) This technique was noted by Mason (1962).
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specimen from H which tins the base completed and only a few adze marks 
on the upper face to show that the hollowing process had been started,
The bowl was abandoned because a misdirected blow removed part of the 
edge. That not all bases were completed before bowls were hollowed is 
shown by an example at point A. This specimen is, however, of a harder 
form of soapstone than was usually used and working was abandoned 
almost as soon as it was begun. Some of the blows are randomly placed 
and look like those of a rather exasperated individual who was not 
doing as well as he had hoped.
The next step was the hollowing out of the vessel. Invariably the 
worker chipped a ring round the top surface marking the maximum internal 
diameter. This was usually taken down to maximum depth before the 
central block was removed. In the removal of the centre some variation 
in technique can be scon. The ordinary semi-skilled worker merely 
hacked at the centre until he had removed it; more ambitious craftsmen 
undercut the central portion until it could be broken off with a well 
directed blow. This was in many ways an advantage as the work of 
finishing the vessel was considerably reduced; its main hazard lay in 
the distinct possibility that the adze might break through the base. A 
good example of a central portion undevcut in the manner just described 
comes from the west side of X, and several bowls with unlocked for holes 
in the base ore known, especially from H.
Finishing off the vessel takes two forms. Some bowls were merely 
chipped delicately all over the interior until they were satisfactorily 
smooth. A smoother more aesthetically pleasing finish was achieved by 
rubbing the inside of the bowl with a river stone until all the chip marks 
and irregularities had been removed. Grinding is not an arduous task, 
as the mav'rial from which the vessels are made can be scratched with a 
finger nail. The best evidence comes from four complete vessels found 
in the resort area. Three were found near the little dam to the east of 
the resort office, the fourth on the river terrace cn. 20 m. from the 
north-west corner of the . wimming pool. Of these, the last is of the 
first finish type mentioned, the other three of the smoother finish.
One of these three was also smoothed on the outside with a rubbing stone.
Shapes ore divided by the attribute of plan form. No figures are 
available owing to the fragmentary nature of the bowls. However, the 
following shapes arc discernible:
1) 10/72
f
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(1) sub-rectangular plan form. This is a bowl with slightly 
curving sides and well defined, rounded corners; e.g. specimen 1 
from the dam site, the nearly complete bowl from site A,
unit Ah (1). (fig. 19)
( 2 ) ellipsoidal plan form. This plan is usually associ; ted with 
a curved base; e.g. an example from the dam site and the great 
majority of specimens from the soapstone bowl factory. (fig,
(3) circular, e.g. the remaining two specimens from the resort 
area, one of the two bowls from point C at the bowl factory anti 
a further example at Z. (fig. 15)
(4) semi-triangular to oval; these are not common, only three 
specimens are known, all from the hollow at H. They may have
been strongly influenced by the shape of the original material.(fig. 20)
(5) an exceptionally deep bowl of sub-rectangular plan can be 
separated from the rest of class (I). Two examples are known, 
one from point I), the other from one of the later Iron Age sites 
on the south bank of the Kakhutswi. (fig.80).
A very few bowls have lug handles at either end. They are usually 
of class (?) shape; e.g. the second of the two bowls at Point C, one
specimen from plot G and a third from just below plot I), (fig. 15, 17)
4. Analysis of worked soapstone from plotted areas 
Bowl fragments from four plotted areas were analysed at the same 
time as being plotted. Twelve categories were used;
1. whole bowl broken in half, the halves lying next to each 
other
2. whole bowl, cracked
J. whole bowl with hole in the base
4. bowl with an edge broken off
5. chips of undecided provenance
6. foreign stones other than quartz and diabase
7. adze marks on rocks - parts of bowls to rocks with
2-3 chip marks
8. whole bowls, no reason ascertainable for their being 
abandoned
9. holes in soapstone - cf. mrubn board or perforated stone
10. bottom or base of a bowl with the sides missing
11. bowl edge with a handle
12. bowl edge.
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Table I shows the relative proportions of each class by 
plotted area:
r ■ ----
Class
No. No.
H
% No.
D
* No.
G
% No.
Q
%
Total 
No. %
1. 15 13,02 12 10,04 30 10,08 2 2,41 59 10,00
2, 1 0,8? 6 5,21 1 0,36 3 3,62 11 1,87
3. 4 3,48 1 0,8? 5 0,80
4. 4 3,48 12 10,04 9 3,26 4 4,82 29 4,92
5. 12 10,04 5 4,35 118 42,70 57 68,70 192 32,60
6. 10 8,70 5 4,35 18 6,52 2 2,41 35 5,95
7. 65 56.50 72 62,60 74 26,80 12 14,90 223 37,80
8. 3 2,60 1 0,87 9 3,26 1 1,20 14 2,38
9. 1 0,8? 3 1,08 4 0,68
10. 1 0,87 13 4,70 14 2,38
11. 1 0,36 1 0,17
12. 2 2,41 2 0,34
Total 115 99,56 99,20 276 99,12 83 100,47 589 101,19
At first glance two groups are apparent. However, a number of factors 
have to be considered which have a strong bearing on the results,
(a) Some of the categories overlap; e.g. 5 and 7» 1 and 7;
5, 7 and 10, Of those, the first overlap listed is probably the 
greatest source of error.
(b) The plots and analysis were done by a constantly changing party 
of students. Four basic parties were used and were responsible for 
the following plots:
Party 1 - H
Party 2 - D
Party 3 - 0  
Party 4 - 0 and Q
In each case there was an overlap of members between parties so that,
for example, one member of group 1 could train the new members 
forming party 2, etc. Parties 1 and 2 were largely composed of 
medical students, party 3 of archaeology I students and 
R. G. Melbourne, party 4 of two teachers, one archaeology student 
and one social anthropology student. Of these parties 1 and 2 
needed little training, parties 3 and 4 a lot of training. It fe
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interesting to note that the bowl fragment analyses fall into two 
groups that conform to the two groups of students. The students 
who were extensively trained observed more of the chips resulting 
from the manufacturing process (class 5) and may have been more 
strongly motivated than the first group.
(c) It in likely that exploitation of the soapstone bowl factory 
was carried out over a long, perhaps intermittent, period of time.
In thi case many of the small chips would become so weathered as 
to be unrecognisable, or could have been washed away. The last is 
certainly possible at D which is very exposed.
(d) The dearth of class 5 at D may also be explained by the fact 
that no quarry is visible on either of the two small outcrops in 
the plot. Quarrying operations no doubt added greatly to the 
number of chips in areas where quarries are found.
In general, plots G and Q have more likely proportions of specimens of 
classes 1-12 than H or D. At a factory site one should expect high 
proportions of small chips as the waste products of both quarrying and 
bowl manufacture. A more diligent search at H and D would probably have 
revealed a greater number of class 5 examples.
The proportions of the other classes seems fair though two are worth 
commenting on. Class 8 is described as whole bowls undamaged. There is 
an amazingly high incidence of this class in the plots, a total of 14.
Host examples come from plot G and, in fact, are slightly damaged. By 
rights, they belong to class 4 (bowl with on edge broken off) as each 
has a nick or nicks, in the rim. Two examples are in a very hard stone 
and the makers probably abandoned them in favour of more suitable material.
The second class worthy of comment, is class 11 (bowl edge with 
handle), a single specimen of which was found in G. This is an uncommon 
class and was probably only mde when the raw material and the skill of the 
craftsman allowed it.
Breaks in bowls con be divided into three categories:
(i) flaws in the raw material which cause cracking during 
hollowing, e.g. the handled specimen from point C.
(ii) holes in bases, e.g. class 3*
(iii) bowls with part of the edge broken off, e.g. class 4, part of 
class 7, class 10 and class 12.
The Inr.t two arc the results of careless adze blows.
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5. Other art' f-ict:;
Artefacts other than soapstone bowls fall into seven main categories:
(1) E. S. A. flakes and tools
(2) Querns
(5) Rubbing stones
(4) Mruba boards
(5) Bored soapstone fragments
(6) Large stones with rows of conical holes arilied into them
(7) A pipe roughout
(1) E. S. A. artefacts. These artefacts are scattered over most of 
the factory area east of the dyke and are concentrated south cast of AB. 
Between the end of the track and AB three handaxcs and two cleavers were 
picked up. The material is a coarse indurated sandstone (?) and appears 
to be derived from a small outcrop of the same nearby. The tools are 
crude but much of the crudeness ray bt due to the coarse nature of the 
raw material.
(2) Two querns of quartz!te were noted on the flat earth platform
in the middle of outcrop X. They are of the common type, an irregular
slab with n dimple ground into one face.
(3) Rubbing stones ere usually waterworn river pebbles, obtained 
from the nearby stream bed. They are scattered, apparently 
indiscriminately, among the soapstone fragments around outcrops. It 
is this fact, combined with the smoothed interiors of some bowls, that
suggests !hey were used to smooth bowl interiors.
(4) A complete mrubn board and an attempt at making another were 
noted. The first is at point L and measures ca. 1,5m. x 0,5%. 71 holes 
are visiblc but there are indications that these continue under the 
rubble directi'' up si ope of the flat outcrop on which the board is made. 
Consultation witn two members of ny labour force, Franz and Freddie
(Mr. M. Lewis interpreting), revealed that the great number of holes was 
due to the boards having been re-made on several occasions. They 
deduced this from the fact that the game is played on a board comprising 
four rows of eight holes each (total of 32 holes). Re-making was 
probably due to breakages on the edges of the holes. The soapstone is 
fairly flaky and would be likely to break if too much pressure was 
exerted in the excitement of the game. We noticed, when being taught 
the rules of the game, that wear of the holes in three slow, sedate games 
was very noticeable. The ruler, of play are described by M. lewis in 
Appendix E. Hal 1 (1905) mentions the game as being extremely popular
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among his labourers at Zimbabwe and that skill was needed to win a game. 
Finds from Zimbabwe Great Enclosure (Summers, Robinson and Whitty 1961) 
suggest that the game has been popular in Southern Africa for many
centuries. The other board was found at the end of the track southeast
of AB. It was a small piece with four holes irregularly set on it. 
Further examination was precluded by its being stolen during July.
(5) Two stones with holes bored through or partly through, were 
found, the one between C and G, the other below D. The first is 
completely perforated, the second is incomplete, abandoned before 
completion as the maker could see that his borings, started from both 
sides, were not going to meet in the middle. The borings are biconical 
and thus different from those in the spindlewhorls at the salt site.
It is difficult to cay what they were used for, though a suggestion, 
by Mr. Klapwijk, that they might have been weights for extracting the 
afterbirth from cattle is a useful one. M. Klapwijk derives his
suggestion from his own ethnographic work in the Eastern Transvaal 
Lowveld.
(6) Six stones with small conical holes drilled into them were 
plotted. Four of them were mapped on the north side of AB ( c 9-7 
and one unlabelled specimen); one was plotted and removed from the 
south west side of X (ti6); and the la^t was noted at point Z to the 
north of outcrop X. (fign. 22-2*0
c5> has a row of 1J conical holes along one edge
c6 has a curved line of 9 holes on the top, a smoothed
soapstone boulder 
c? has three deeper holes net in a triangle on a 
small rounded and smoothed soapstone fragment.
The unlabelled specimen from AB is a single hole bored into the 
middle of an outcrop between c5 and c6.
d6 is different from the other five in that the holes arc drilled 
at an acute angle to the surface of the stone whereas all the other 
examples have holes at ca right-angles to the surface. Two holes were 
drilled wry close together, ca 2mm. apart in one direction. A single 
hole was drilled at about the name angle to the surface in the opposite 
direction. The latter is partly broken giving it the probably 
misleading, appearance of n complete perforation.
The example from Z has 13 holes sot out in a T-ohape with the cross 
of the 'T' composed of 9 holes, the other stroke of 4. The purpose of 
those stones is a complete mystery.
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(7) The pipe roughout is a cylindrical piece of worked conpotonc 
with adze marks all round the circumference. No perforations are visible 
and the interpretation is largely based on the fact that it is very 
nearly the name size as two pipes recovered by the resort owner at the 
salt factory.
6. Other soapstone bowl factories on Harmony ?M
Three other sites merit some discussion.
(1) The first is situated in the northern part of the farm, a 
few hundred metres south of the northern borehole. The soapstone 
occurs in fairly largo outcrops but appears to be of a different quality 
and type from that found at the main site. The principal sorts are, 
firstly, a hard fine grained compact variety found an an outcrop a few 
metres from a recently abandoned Bantu homestead, the second is a 
coarse grained, crvmbly, variety uneuited to bowl production. A 
proapectoro trench has been dug into the first mentioned and cloooby 
there is a single v ry weathered, partly completed bowl.
(P.) The second site is much closer to the anlt site than the -noin 
factory is but the outcrops are very email and not all the material is 
suitable for bowl making. The site is situated 1 Km. along tho t-"ck 
marked on the relevant 1:50,000 map leading northwest from the main 
resort - Tzanocn road. Only two worked pieces of soapstone were found, 
with one water worn river pebble, probably ur;od as a rubbing stone. A 
stream runs north-south about 400 metres to the cast of the factory and 
in this a curious soapstone object ca. 60 mn. square with two complete 
conical perforations through it was found. Several sug cations concern­
ing its possible use have boon made, These include that it was used for 
drawin.- wire, an unlikely suggestion because the stone is too soft and 
the perforations too large. Another, that it may have formed part of a 
furnace mack, may be discounted as tho holer; arc too close together to 
act as eyepieces. It may have been a 'bull-roaror'.
(5) Tho third site it. within 1 Km. of the copper mine and to the 
north and weat of it. It consists of a single, thin, low, outcrop of 
aoapctone, very closely associated with quartz veins. A number of bowls 
and a quarried area were seen. About 50 m. west of the site a broken 
mrnb-i board was found but left in si tu. It had the gaming holes on both 
sides.
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i l l  Tii . c o n  v'iNE
1. Description
The workings are about 400 m. long and run east to west along a 
fault zone. They arc comprised of a series of shafts and ventilation 
shafts with a single open stope. Each of these is regarded as a unit 
and units are numbered from west to east (see plan fir. 27,28 ).
Their description is as follows. (Measurements given are those on the 
nreoent surface level, depths ars escinttes).
Unit 1. Ventilation shaft. 6 m. square and about 2 m. deep
2. Ventilation shaft. 6 m, square and about 2 m. deep
3. Shaft. 9 m. long x 8,5 m. wide, about 3 m. deep
4. Shnft(s).18 m. long x 8,5 m. wide, about 3,5 m. deep 
A double pit longitudinal section suggests the 
possibility of two shafts. Built up walls a^e present 
in the north tailings, 7 m. from the west end.
Books of mica are present.
5. Shaft. 24 m. long x 14,5 m. wide and about 6 m. deep. 
Part of the tailings between units 5 and 6 are 
artificially built up with a stone retaining wall.
6. Shaft. 17,5 m. long x 14 m. wide and about 5 m. deep.
A core of solid rock juts ou. from the cast end. A
dimple-faced hanmcrstone was found between units 6 
and 7, 1,5 m. from 7.
7. Two shafts. 11,5 m. long x 9 m. total measurements; 
depth about 3,5 m. Two nearly circular pits 
separated by a low, narrow earth bridge. At the east 
end hard rock is found to the north and soft brecciatcd 
fault fill to the south.
8. Open stope and shaft. 52 m. long x 6 m. 30-17 m* wide 
and about 10 m. deep. The slope covers the western
27 metres. The shaft meets the stope at on angle.
Trenches Cl, II and IV were dug through the tailings 
of the stope 7 m. from the west end. Cl and II are in 
the south tailings, CIV in the north. Highest point 
of tailings about 3 m. Artificial stone walls 
encountered at east end and in south tailings at the 
point of contact between the stope and the shaft.
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9. Shaft. 7 m. in diameter, depth about 3«5 m.
10. Ventilation shaft. 4 m. in diameter, about 2 m.
deep.
10.a Ventilation shaft. 4 m. in diameter, about 2 m.
deep. This unit is off the line of the other units
and presumably reflects a lateral mining operation 
underground. There is a 50 m. gap between 10 and 11 
which probably at one time contained a shaft or two. 
The gravel road Lydenburg-Gravelotte runs north-south 
through the gap and any shafts would have been filled 
in by the Roads Department.
11. Ventilation shaft. 5«5 m. in diameter, less than 1 m. 
deep.
12. .Shaft. 24 m. long x 9 m. wide, about 4 m, deep. The 
unit is in two stages, 0-6 m. (from west) which is 
shallow (ca. 1,8 m.) and 6-24 m. which is deeper and 
wider. Tailings are correspondingly higher around 
the second part.
13. Shaft. 7,5 m. in diameter, about 3 m. deep. Ash 
visible in the north tailings.
14. Shaft. 23,5 m. long x 12 m. wide and about 10 m.
deep. It is widest at the west end from which it
narrows and grows shallower towards the ea^l. A 
dimple-faced hammcrstone was found at the east end.
14.a Ventilation shaft, 3 m. in diameter, less than 1 m.
deep. Just south of the west end tailings of 
unit 14.
15. Ventilation shaft. 3m« in diameter, less than 1 m. 
deep.
16. Ventilation shaft. 3 m. in diameter, less than 
1 m. deep.
17. Shaft. 14 m. long x 10 m. wide, about 5,5 m. deep.
18. Shaft. 9,5 m. long x 6,5 m. wide, about 3,5 m.
deep.
19. Ventilation shaft. 5,5 m. long x 8 m. wide, aoout 
3 m. deep.
20. Shaft. 12 m. long x 8,5 m. wide, and about 9 m.
deep. Shaft open to depth of 2 m. below the bottom
of the rest of the unit. The shaft is on an
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incline under the narrow bridge separating units 
20 and 21. It is about 1,2 m. in diameter and
follows the fault line against the rock north wall.
21. Shaft. 12,5 m. long x 10 m. wide, depth about 5 m.
22. Shaft. 10 m. long x 8 m. wide, depth about 5 m.
This shaft was partially cleared in January 1973. 
(See section III 2). A dimple-faced hammerstone
was found on the tailings north east of the shaft.
2). Ventilation shaft. About 8 m. in diameter and 3 m.
deep. This is the most easterly unit.
Between units are gaps ranging from less than a metre (20-21) to 
6 m. (6-7). Work in clearing the shaft of unit 22 shows that below the 
present fill in the base of each unit, the dimensions decrease rapidly.
The top of 22 measures 10 m. x 8 m., after clearing, the shaft's
lower dimensions are 1,7 x 1,5 m. It seems likely that the top few metres
were stoped out before shafts were sunk to exploit the ore lode lower down
(e.g. units 5« 8, 14, 20). The tops of all units, i-xcept perhaps some 
ventilation shafts, have been widened by erosion, which has added greatly
to the fill inside each unit. This fact and the difficulty of assessing
exactly where the boundaries of units lay,meant that measurements given 
above are only to the nearest half metre.
Smelting sites are also associated with the mine. These arc located 
both to the south and to the north of the workings (fig. 27-8) and are 
discussed in detail (section III 5).
2. Cler.rinr of shaft at Unit 22, January, 1973 and 
reconstrurt.jon of the iinin^ mothod
As I had a mountaineer (R. G. Melbourne) experienced in the use of
ropes as safety devices in my tram, I decided, in January 1973, to try 
and open this shaft. It was chosen because it had been open within 
living memory and the fill was, therefore, loose and possibly formed a 
plug.
Method
A platform (see figs. 29-30) was rigged up over the hole, 
from which buckets could be raised and lowered to the person working in 
the shaft. The bucket was attached to the rope by means of n mountain 
climber's Karabintr. The rope was anchored at both ends allowing 
maximum safety both for those raising and lowering the bucket and for 
the digger several metres below. Material in the shaft was loosened by 
pick and shovelled into the bucket which was then raised to the surface
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and emptied. As timbers were found in some profusion these were 
labelled and photographed as found. Timbers were raised to the surface 
as soon as they became loose, to expedite the work.
Rubble about three metres deep was extracted from the mine using 
the method above. At this stage it was decided that mechanical means 
would be the only economical method for removing the rest of the fill.
Ry this point there was a large hole on the north side of the shaft 
through which we could clamber into the stope and, with both natural light 
and torches, could make out throe remaining pit props still in situ; the 
bottom is about 10-15 metres vertically below the platform. Photographs 
down the shaft were taken by Professor Mason, by a professional 
photographer from Phalaborwa, Hugo Hagen, and by myself, all using flash. 
Photographs within the stope were taken by myself.
Results
The shaft appears to be vertical for the first five metres and 
then dips at approximately 50° both to the north east and to the north 
west. The latter dip is not o n  well documented as the former because 
clearance has not produced a hole as big as the one showing the north east 
dip. The miners appear to have rmde a vertical shaft measuring 1 m. 50 
north-south and 1 m. 70 east-west, which they reinforced with timbers.
Where the shaft dips the shaft dimensions arc unknown north-south, but 
east-west have increased dramatically to about three metres (exact measure­
ments not known). The excavations at present indicate a possible shape for 
this shaft which is given diagramatically in fig. 31-32. This will have 
to be confirmed by further work later in 1973-74.
Timbers were found in the fill of the vertical shaft. Thirteen were 
labelled pending removal but of these, several arc still firmly fixed.
They do not appear to be in their original positions, nor are they, in 
length, suitable for use a? pit props. It in possible that they formed a 
stull above the vertical shaft, used in the same way as our own platform. 
Much of the above will have to be confirmed by later more extensive 
investigations.
The geologist's report (see Appendix A) (livers and van den Berg, 1974) 
shows that miners followed the fault zone in mining operations. The fault 
fill itself is soft and easy to work and is found next to the copper bearing 
echist-gr iitc contact. Malachite and uzuritc were mined.
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Mining appears to have been conducted on a roughly west to east axis 
along the fault line, but as the fault zone dips at ca. 50° to the north, 
material was removed in a northerly direction as well. Back filling 
presumably would have taken place as work proceeded, partly to obviate 
the necessity for removing all waste and partly to assist primitive 
timbering in supporting the hanging wall. This will have to be confirmed 
by future research.
The open nature of the tops of the shafts suggests the possibility 
that copper ore was rem'.ved from this area first. R. van den Berg 
(pcrs. comm.) suggests that the ore body may have been sloped out for 
the first m. at which point open sloping became uneconomic. Below
3-4 m. the economic method was to remove only the ore body shoring up 
the country rock han; ng wall. In this way a system of shafts and under­
ground slopes evolved. In some shafts haulage may have been facilitated 
by clulls (e.g. 22). Stulls have been found at other copper mines, 
notably Umkondo Mine in Rhodesia. (Summers 1969).
Below ground level, miners probably worked using natural light 
supplemented by crude torches (cf. van Warmelo, 1940). Ore was broken 
off the side of the workings by iron gads (cf. Kooiberg, Baumann, 1919) 
hammered like wedges into cracks by dimple-faced hammerstoncs. Fire 
sotting was used to crack harder material and fires may also have been 
used to create draughts below ground for ventilation purposes (cf. Rhodesian 
gold mines, Summers 1969). Evidence for fire sotting was obtained from 
trenches Cl, CII and CIV (sec section III 3)* Material ray have been sorted 
below ground so that only a fraction of the loosened material (presumably 
that bearing copper) was sent to the surface. The rest would have been 
used for backfilling as suggested above.
On the surface the ore would have been sorted a second time (numerous 
sorting areas occur between the main body of the tailings and the smelting 
cites). Once sorted the ore was either smelted close by, e.g. CI1I, CV,
CVI, CVII, or taken nearer the river for processing (e.g. 6/73)«
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3. Excavations, trenches Cl, CII, CIV,CVIII
Three trenches were lug into the tailines of the open stope 
in unit 8, Cl and II on the south side, CIV on the north side. The 
reasons for digging were twofold:
1. To test a patch of ash eroding out of the south tailings 
in the position covered by CII
2. To determine the stratigraphy of deposits in the tailings,
especially ash levels. It was hoped that successive layers of 
ash would be revealed, which, in turn, would indicate whether 
fire setting had been used.
All three trenches were dug quickly in 10-20 cm. spits, the profiles 
of the trenches being the most important source of information from my 
point of view. A careful lookout was kept for artefacts, animal bones 
and charcoal.
Stone mining tools and slag were found, some animal bones were 
recovered and a small amount of charcoal. A sample of charcoal 
combined from all three trenches has been submitted for dating to 
Radiocarbon Ltd., New York. (Appendix G).
1'rench Cl
This trench is situated in the south tailings on the side away 
from the mine. The trench is 4 m. 80 long and 2 m. wide. Maximum depth 
at the maximum height of the tailings is 1 m. ?8. Six ash levels are 
visible in the west face of the profile, of these, two may be the same, 
so an absolute minimum is five. The deposit otherwise is composed of 
earth with a fine rubb3t admixture and finally a coarse rubble with 
little earth. The lowest ash level is black, not the light grey to 
white of the other: and may represent the burning of the surrounding 
bush or the sweepings from the first fire netting. A third source is 
indicated by some slag found in the ash, which could be derived from the 
smelting site, CUT, ten metres away. Nearly all the finds came from 
this level or just above it. Imediately below the ash is a layer of 
red compacted earth which may bo the result of fire. Immediately below 
the red zone lies topsoil which is taken as the base on which the 
tailings rest.
Finds: r.jdt 1. charcoal
spit 2. charcoal
spit 3* mica, charcoal, single plain body sherd, 
spit 4. mica, one plain rim sherd, animal bone, 
charcoal.
mw-
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spit 5. mica, animal bone, clog, tuyere fragment, 
charcoal
spit 6. mica, animal bone, plain body sherd, charcoal, 
dimplc-face hammerstonc 
spit 7. animal bone, one plain body sherd, slag.
Cleaning the face of the profile for drawing purposes yielded one 
decorated sherd, some more charcoal and a single piece of slog, all 
from the level of spits 5-7.
Trench CTT
CII is separated from Cl by a 1 metre balk and covers the ash 
exposure mentioned above. The deposit is extremely loose and the sides 
of the trench had to bo drastically sloped in from the 2 metres at the 
top to less than 50 cm. at the base, at a depth of about 1 m. 20, Ash 
was found in two places:
1. on the surface where it had been exposed by erosion;
2. in the deeper part of the trench at about the same level 
as the thickest ash layer in Cl. No profile was drown.
Finds: spit 1. nil
spit 2. battered quartz nodule 
spit j5. nil
spit 4. charcoal and a battered quartz nodule 
spit 5* nil.
Trench CIV
CIV was dug light through the tailings on the north side of 
the nine immediately opposite CII. The profiles from this trench tell 
a story similar to, but more detailed than, that from Cl. The west 
section is the more useful. The south end of this section contains a 
largo block of coarse rubble which on the edge of the mine looks as if 
it was deliberately stacked to form a retaining wall. North of the 
rubble is a profile recording successive layers of ash, reddish rubble 
with a rock fracturn different from that in the coarse rubble, and the 
earth with fine pebble admixture which forma the bulk of the sequence.
The rcddl.h rubble is the most interesting level here, two interpretations 
arc possible:
1. the layer represents merely th< reddish breccia ted fault 
fill
2. that the red colour and the fracture were due to thermal 
ntreFM's like thov.e generated in the fire setting process.
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Mr. van den Berg felt that either was possible but would not commit 
himself. The second interpretation in very attractive and circumstan­
tial evidence points to it:, being correct. The most important point is 
that the red rubble occurs immediately above ash layers. In fire 
setting the succession of layers runs from top to bottom as follows: 
top: fire and the results of burning (charcoal, ash, etc.)
middle: rock immediately affected by fire and later by
cold water. This layer is in contact with the fire 
bottom: deposit unaffected by fire, except indirectly.
When this io removed from the mine and dumped onto the tuilinrs one can 
expect the stratigraphy to be inverted and this appears to be the case 
here, ash at the bottom, followed by material affected by heat and then 
by unaffected material.
spit 1. dimple-faced hammerstone, one battered
quartz nodule
spit 2. one plain body sherd, one battered quartz
nodule
spit 3. charcoal, one battered quartz nodule
spit 4. charcoal
spit 5. one battered quartz nodule
spit 6. one dimple-face hammerstone
Trench f:V!U
This trench was cxr.ivated in May 197'' to provide confirmation of 
the nature of tailings deposits as seen in the 1972 excavations of Cl,
CII and CIV. Excavation was possible only at the tailings of unit 4 on 
Harmony 24 os the ownership of the rest of the mine had changed since 
1973 and permission to excavate was refused.
An area 1,3 x 5,1 m. war, excavated to a total depth of 1,7 m. at the 
deepest point. Excavation proceeded in a pit.) of 10-20 cm. each following 
an closely -is possible the slope of the rround. Extreme difficulty was 
experienced in maintaining spit depthe and finally in cleaning down the 
sidea of the tre:ch for photography. A glance at fig. 45 will give the 
reason. There is a hand of very loose bouldery rubble about 0,50 m. 
thick covering most of the area of the trench. This rubble is so loose 
that the dislodging of a sinrle stone la enough to cause a minor landslide. 
All deposits arc derived from the mine geology and agree closely with 
that part of unit 4 which was exposed in an unsuccessful attempt to 
clear the shaft in May 1973.
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The top 25 cm. is composed of a red earthy rubble of i comparatively 
stable nature. Towards the south end this is replaced by n darker brown 
rubble of the came nature which has been humified. Underlying the red rubble 
at the northern end of the trench is a layer of white powdered rock which 
is relatable to the north side wall of Unit 4. Below this is the band of 
very loose red boulder rubble merging at the northern end into a boulder 
rubble of greyish colour. A red earthy rubble separates the grey rubble 
from the und-; ying light brown earthy rubble with boulder rubble lenses.
This is again a loose deposit but is considerably more stable than the 
overlying boulder rubble. In the centre of the cut and towards the southern 
end the light brown earthy rubble is underlain by a dark brown possibly 
burnt soil remarkably like the black ash layer at the base of trench Cl.
No ash was found at all throughout the section except for a small patch in 
the couth face which could possibly be recent. Charcoal nodules were, 
however, found between the second rod earthy rubble and the lirht brown 
earthy rubble.
Comparison with the section of trench Cl shows the two to have several 
similarities. In both cases a loose boulder rubble sepirates the more stable 
earthy rubbles; in both cases the loose boulder rubble made spit depths and 
vertical cities extremely difficult to maintain or attain (it took 6 man hours 
to clean the sides of trench CVIIT). Ths major difference lies in the fact 
that ash was stratified in the Cl profile and not in CVIII.
The CVIII trench adds no new information to that obtained from trenches 
Cl and CIV. CVIII charcoal, however, could provide a new date. No artefacts 
of any kind were found except for two stone hammers of Class 2 which were 
located at depths 22cm and 70 cm.
Pi ssion
Two features warrant further discussion, first the origin of the ash in the 
tailings, second the nature of the deposition in the tailings.
Ash in the tailings at Cl clearly has n complex set of possible origins.
At least one and possibly two layers (the lowest two) are associated with slag 
which suggests that the layers are the result of clearing out a furnace a few 
metres away at CHI. Cubs, pient ash levels have no rlag and, therefore, need 
not be attributed to furnace clearance. The thick ash layer that appears in all 
three frees of Cl and in CII conforms to the shape of the mound and its position
emong the deposits that come from the mine suggest a similar origin.
In CIV the problem is less complex. Numerous ash levels arc present. Their 
plan form was sketched throughout the sequence and those show a pitchy distribution 
concentrated in the middle and towards the mine side. The nearest smelting site is 
over 100 metres away and seeing that this site, CV, is closer to units 4, 5 and 6 
than it is to unit 8 where CIV is situated, it is unlikely that the ash is derived 
from it. The most obvious source is the mine and this, in turn, suggests fire 
setting.
Tho nature of deposition on the tailings is extremely complex.
From excavating Cl and CIV it appears that each form of deposit 
(rubble, ash, etc.) has a limited spatial distribution along the length 
of the tailings. This means, in effect, that trenches 2 met’-rs on 
either side of those dug, would show different arrangements of the 
constituent deposits. The reason for the complexity is twofold. The 
first is that the deposits mined rhow change along the length of the 
workings. These changes affect the mining method used and the deposit 
dumped on the tailings. The second in that mining probably was only 
carried out in one place at any time. Hence, fire netting in urit 8 
would have several different centres, partly to facilitate moving 
hot material and partly because tho working party would not have been
largo and, tht before, would not have been able to undertake large
scale operations. Dumping waste material on the tailings would then 
result in a patchy distribution of deposits.
4. Flnin^ toolr at th, !’• rmonv copper mire
Two types of hammerstone were found, those with dimple faces made 
of igneous rock and battered quartz nodules. Details are tabulated in 
table II.
Class 1. tools Tabic IT
Site measurements ~ 
(mm.)
weight
(g«)
number
of
dimples
dimple 
depth 
(mm.)
raw
material
state:
f resh/ 
weatherec
C1V6 68 x 87 x 2 cn 5 diabase fresh
Cl 6 116 x 93 x 89 1110+ 5-6 co 7 diabase fresh
CIV 1 irregular 688 2 ? quartz fresh
Sur.l 63 x 84 x 86 1110+ 5-6 ca 3 diabase fresh
Sur.2 85 x 64 x 83 1031 3 ? diabase weathered
.'ur.3 72 x 93 x 94 1110+ 5 ? diabase weathered
Sur.5 128 x 75 x 122 1110+ 8 ? . diabase fresh
Sur. 6 100 x 111 x 84 1110+ 6 3-5 diabase weathered
Clis P. tooli
CIV 1 irregular 1110+ quartz
CIV 2 irregular 1110k quartz
CI1 2 irregular 607 qua'tz
Cl I 4 irregular 1019 qi.urtz
CIV 5 irregular 897 quartz!t# grinding
stone ?
CIV 3 irregular 427 quartz
Sur. 4 irregular 843 quartz
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Class 1. tools compare well in size and weight and description with 
those reported from Rooiberg by Baumann (Baumann 1919, Trevor 1912,
Mason 1962). Baumann describes his specimens as of a size to fit into 
the hand, weighing three to six pounds and having a concentric groove
or dimples in the faces. The dimples are, however, much deeper than
those in the specimens from Harmony. One of the Harmony examples 
(Sur. 6) has the start of a concentric groove round it.
One of ic Harmony tools, CIV 6, is unusual in that it is
sub-spheroidal with a dimple in each of two opposite ends. All the
other class 1. tools are cubic with rounded corners. The weathered
specimens are interesting in that they may implj a considerable lapse 
of time between their being u- ed -• nd the pr sent day. That and the 
fact that another surface find is still fresh suggests that the mine 
may have been worked over a long period of time.
5. Kxc-iv :ti on it l.hf' f.-eltin.- h/72 "'I"! 1 'Uid IV
V75 CVI and CVI1
1. At CIII an area of ca 25 m." was found to have slag on it.
Two concentrations, one in the north east, the other in the south west, 
appeared and a 5 x 5 m. trench was laid out to cover them. Expecting to 
find a furnace of the typos found hithert n the Lowvcld, the topaoil
was quickly removed and some slag and tuyere fragments recovered. Below 5 cm. at
subcoil no f^nds were made and I concluded that the furnace had been
destroyed.
2. At CV a larger area, ca 10 m. x 8 m., had a scatter of 
slag on the surface. Rush and gross were cleared and n trench 1 ,5 m. 
square was excavated on a spot that had a marked concentration of slag 
and sing on stone. This was excavated carefully with every find plotted.
The top layer showed a general scatter of slag, ring on r tone and clay 
fragments and a concentration of tuyere fragments in the south eastern 
corner. Th- . e were removed and oxr ivntions continued to a depth of five 
centimetres at which level an indistinct circle of stone and clay, both 
with slag on them, was revealed. The circle was open at the south east 
facing the concentration of tuyere pieces from the previous layer.(figs.
Further digging showed that this wan the base oi the archaeological hori­
zon. The remains may indicate a fur; i - ? made of atones with clay 
filling in the cracks but excavations at CVI and CVII show this is
unlikely, utones were   11, generally measuring less than 1C cm. in
maximum length, and r.lag adhered to one side only. Clay frar-cnts were 
smaller than the stones and occasionally had slog adhering. Very little
free elafi occurred in the excavated area though pieces were picked up 
in the surrounding area. Pottery was found in the trench to the south 
of the furnace and is undecorated. A single cross-hatched body sherd 
was seen 3 m. to the north.
3. CVI. This furnace was situated ca 20 m. north weot of 
excavation CV. The furnace was easily recognised by the fact that it 
had only partly been filled in. The furnace measured ^  cm. in breadth 
x 72 cm. long and was of a  roughly oval shape. There was a single 
tuyere entrance in ozi" of the short ends which led into a hollow 
depression, 62 x 58 cm., forming a second oval shape complementary to 
the first. The w a l l  was well preserved to a depth of 30-3!) cm. The 
excavations appeared to have been taken down below the actual base of 
the furnace which did not ceom to have been clay lined. Fragments
of tuyere and sing were found scattered round the furnace and ca 1,5 m. 
away in a group of stones were fragments of two lower grindstones. The 
furnace was cylindrical and the walls vertical with no definite outside 
edge. The tuyere opening faced south east and measured 13 cm. across.
4. CVI1. Two furnaces were located !X) cm. ap rt about 75
pacc^ north of the shaft at unit 22. Both belonged to the same type as
that excavated at CVI. They were called furnaces A and B. A was the
more easterly of the two and the bettor preserved. It was bell shaped,
belr, r at the bottom than at the , 48 cm. x 42 cm.
Again the tuyere opening was on the long axis but here faced south weot.
The width of the aperture was not measured as part of the wall is not
preserved. The opening, however, was lined to form a funnel, a feature
not teen, or perhaps preserved, at the other two. The tuyere was
preserved in place, though broken a t  the outer end. ^urnarc B was lens
well preserved and measurements were, therefore, loss reliable. The
width was 44 cm. but the length cannot be moonured. The tuyere opening
wan not well pro oryed but orientation arpeared to have been south.
This may mean that the he1Iowa for bath furnaces could have been
operated eirultane uniy by the rrme pernon. The physical work of
pumping th" boll own furiously might have precluded this.
Excavations in "ty 1073 revealed that a depression similar to that
found in front of CVI wan present in front of CVIIA.
5. Other smelting areas•
(a) A further smelting area was located by finds of 
slag and furnace wall a few metres south of units 7 and 8 and 
a few metre.', west of ClII. No furnace han been located.
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(b) A second area on the south of the mine has been 
identified by the find of three pieces of slag about 60 paces 
south of unit 4.
(c) A third area was located on thn north side of the 
road where it passes through the main private motor gate between 
Harmony 24 and 25• (Site 6/73)•
In none of the above cases was the furnace itself exposed. 
The third site is c 800 m. south of the mine and c 200 m. north of the 
Maki.utswi. There is, therefore, a distinct possibility that more 
smelting sites should be preserved between the river and the mine.
Analysis of slag from GUI by Dr. II. Friede, the close 
proximity of furnaces to the mine and the find of copper bends in 
another piece of slag from GUI arc conclusive pieces of evidence that 
copper was the metal produced in the furnaces.
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IV THE SALT FACTORY
1. Position and description
The salt factory is situated on both banks of the Kakhutswi river,
in a southward bulge, near its confluence with the Kuanyane river.
The area selected for intensive study is on the north bank ca 100 m. 
west of the resort swimming pool. The major site is situated on a 
river terrace, on a level above the pool, and forms a low but 
distinguishable mound above the terrace.
The main mineral spring is situated several hundred metres
east-south-east of the mound in the river bed, and only flows after 
the rains.
The site was recognised by a scatter of sherds, broken animal 
bones and soapstone bowl fragments on the surface and also by small 
patches of ashy coil eroding out of the top of the mound in -wo places. 
Evidence for occupation extends along the terrace edge both east and 
west of the mound which was designated 9/72 site A.
Two other localities were excavated.. The first, cite B, was dug 
next to Rondavcl 100 where, in the digging of the rondavel foundations, 
a patch of ash had been discovered. The trench proved.to be sterile.
The second rite, 10/72 D, is situated on the river side of the little 
dam, constructed cast of the resort office ana south of Mr. Kruger's 
house. In digging the basin for the dam three complete soapstone bowls 
were found. Trenches were dug in two places but these proved to be
sterile. The dam was drained and the area probed to a depth of one
metre but no obstructions, other than roots, were noted.
?. Kxcav ■tion:-. 't 9/7? 'Ate A, April 1972
Two sets of excavations at site A were carried out. The first of 
these took the form of trial trenches in April, the second, an area 
excavation, was undertaken in Junc-July 1972. In April, five test pits,
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ranging in size from 1 m. to 3 m. , were set out within the boundaries
of a grid. Excavated 1 m. squares arc F 1-3, C iG, A 11 and B 11, K 14
and L 14, and T 17. The major objects were to try to establish the 
nature, depth and extent of the archaeological deposits relating to the 
Iron Age.
In F 1-3 the archaeological deposits covered F 3 and the adjacent 
half of F 2. The main constituent was ash, at that time thought to be a 
midden, but later realised to be the remains of a larg fireplace that 
also covered parts of Aa and Ab of the July excavation. vintis were
largely restricted in distribution to the ash and consisted of animal
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bones and sherds, including a number that were re-asuembled to 
produce about one quarter of one pot.
The excavation of A 11 and B 11 was very disappointing. A few 
sherds, some heat spalled river stones and a fragment of a soapstone 
bowl were found in the top 10 cm. Below this the excavations were 
sterile, save for a tree stump at 40-50 cm. The deposits changed 
little; from 0-25 cm. the section shows a dark brown, slightly sandy 
clay. Below this the clay is less sandy and has a reddish-brown 
colour. This was confirmed us being below the Iron Ago occupation 
layer at other parts of the site.
K 14 and L 14 had a very rich series of deposits with artefacts 
from 0-30 cm. helow the artefact bearing horizon is reddish-brown clay. 
The majority of finds was made between 10-30 cm. The top 10 cm. 
contained two small isolated patches of ash with a sparse scatter of 
artefacts. Below this the only change in deposit was the increase in 
daub and small pebbles. At 30 cm. a layer of soapstone bowl fragments 
(ca 5 cm. maximum dimension) was encountered. This was attributed to 
ants re-working the deposit and forming a biotic stone line) 
ants were common throughout the whole excavation. Finds include sherds, 
animal bone foodwaste, soapstone fragments, 1 daub1 and charcoal. 
Stratigraphy was almost identical with that found in A 11 and B 11.
T 17 was dug on the steeper slopes of the terrace. On the surface 
we fend some heat spalled river stones and a soapstone bowl fragment. 
Below these was a 2-3 cm. thick topsoil overlying clean river sand.
The excavation was abandoned at 60 cm. without reaching the bottom of 
the sand. Excavations in July confirmed that the archaeolo -ical 
deposit overlay river sand (Ag and Al), where it did not overlie 
reddish brown clay.
C 16 was dug in what I, in April, thought was the western edge of 
the mound. Th« square contained a soapstone bowl fragment with a set 
of mrub-i holes on the other side. The deposit was a mixture of clay, 
sand and ash and the last suggested that further digging in the vicinity 
would be profitable. This pit was incorporated into unit Ae in July.
3. Excavations -it - it'- A, .Tuni’-July
The grid set out in April was abandoned and excavation units,
4m. x 3 m. were laid out using the base lines of the grid. Balks of 
1 m., running east-west, and i,5m. , running north-south, wore left 
to preserve the profiles and to provide easy access to all parts of the
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site, should the excavations be extended. Six units, Aa-Af, were set 
out first and those were extended by five further units, Ag-A3. This 
brought the total excavated area of site A to l4l m. , including the 
April test pits. (Sec plan, fig. 57)
Units were dug in 5 cm. spits, however, control over these was
very difficult as my labour force changed weekly and new members
constantly made mistakes. In seven squares, Aa, Ac, Ad, Af, Ag, Aj
and Ak, spit depths were reasonably constantly adhered to, come bad 
mistakes were made in the others. However, all excavations showed 
that there was no series of living floors and that the archaeological 
deposits represented rather an accumulation, probably rapid, of earth 
end occupation debris. Ant working of the deposit is noticeable, 
especially in Ab, where we dug into an nnthenp in the south cast corner. 
Re-working of the deposit by insects and also by human agencies is 
neatly shown by fitting sherds together; in Ad three sherds from 
spits 1, 3 and 5 were found to join. This also confirms that the 
deposit represents the remains of a single occupation.
A great many ash lenses were noted but the only stratified scries 
were found in Ad and Af. In Ad there were three small"lenses stratified 
one above the other; in Af, a small patch of ash was noted on the surface 
and near the base a large accumulation was uncovered, the came was noted 
for Aa.
In all squares, save Al and part of Ag, the bottom of the Iron 
Age layer was recognised by the presence of the lighter, reddish-brown 
clay. In the two exceptions the clay was replaced by river sand.
Proof that the bottom of the Iron Age occupation had been reached was 
provided in the for of quartz flakes, found especially in Ad, where 
two spits were dug into the red clay.
The deposits bearing Iron Age artefacts and food waste arc 
essentially a lark brown clay with varying amounts of sand mixed in.
Heavy sand admixtures occurred in patches in Ab, Ae, Ag and Ah. Quite 
why this should have occurred is difficult to say. While the stratigraphy 
of the resort is complicated and is based on clay and sand#comparisons with 
Sautini and Hi land, both salt m iking sites, suggest that a human agency was 
responsible. Sthnographically at Sautini sand is added to the clay/salt 
mixture to aid the lixiviation process.
Under several of the ash lenses there was a hard crumbly red earth 
deposit. This was always thin and never extended over the full area 
covered by the ash. On investigating our own camp fire place, we noted
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a very similar deposit immediately underneath ash. The possibility 
that the red colouring was caused by heat is attractive. Examples 
were found in An, Ab, Ad, Ac, Af, Ah and Ak. These probably 
represented fireplaces for fires about the same size as a large camp 
fire. All patches of red earth were on the same level _+ l/10th of a 
foot.
Plans were made of only some levels in each square save in Ag 
and Ah. In the top one or two spits of "nch square so few finds were 
made that I felt that plotting them was n waste of time. Ag and Ah 
were completely recorded and Ag plans are given as typical for the site. 
All plotted spits show an overall scatter of artefacts and bone 
foodwastc in and around the piles of ash. No strong concentrations of 
any one typo of artefact could be distinguished, though two groups were 
distinguisablo on the basis of quantities of finds. Group 1 comprises 
Ac-Ag, group 2, Aj and Ak. Very few finis were recovered from the 
remaining squares. Group 2 had a high bone content, with comparatively 
few artefacts, group 1 had a high content of both bone and artefacts.
Important feature,-, and finds from each square
Aa: Ash appeared both on the surface (couth-central) and in
spite 2-3 (east centre). Two red patches wore noted on the lower ash 
level, one associated with ash, the other not. A white snapped cane 
glass bead wus found in the upper ash. A soapstone fragment with 
perforations in it was found in spit 3 (west-central). Deposit apart 
from ash was a very hard clay with little to no sand.
Ab: One major ash concentration and several smaller ones were
noted. The major concentration was in the north east corner, bounded 
in the south by anthill and associated with a patch of red earth.
Other ash piles occurred in a rough line, running west-east down the 
centre of the square, The unit was heavily worked over by ants. In 
the south-east corner, in the anthill, n portion of a single pot in a 
very fragmented state was found.
Ac: One largo asU lens was situated in the south-west corner in
spits 2-3 and around this ash the majority of artefacts, etc., was
uncovered. A thinner scatter of occupation debris was found over the 
rest of the square. A feature of the ash itself waa the great number
of ’daub' fragments compared with the s-fount outside.
Ad: This unit had at leant three levels of ash lenses in the
central and western } i''tc f the square. All ash lenses, were small, the
largest appearing in the balk, left a « witness section, in the centre 
of the square. In the north west, a clay deposit with a sand and nsh
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admixture was noted. Mont artefacts and foodwastc remains came from 
around the ash lenses though the scatter was fairly even, both 
horizontally and vertically.
Ae: Ash was uncovered in three zones: along the south edge,
in the centre and in the north cast. The last was most interesting 
as it differed in shape from any of the others. It was bowl shaped, 
like a modern Podi cooking hearth, and may well heve been used as a 
cooking place. Thu central and southern zones were mixtures of ash, 
sand and clay, with the emphasis on the first two. Two small red 
earth patches were noted along the southern zone. Most finds came 
from in and around the ash and these were probably mixed with the earth, 
after the fires had been abandoned.
Af: This was the richest square that we excavated. The top few
centimetres in the north-central area were composed of ash and ashy soil. 
Few finds were associated with this ash. From 10 cm. and below, finds 
were much more numerous. At this level, another ash concentration was 
visible in the south west and north west portions and this continued 
to the base of the Iron Age occupation, where three red earth patches 
were seen, two along the southern edge, the other in the south-western 
corner. The mujori ty of finds was in a general scatter in and around 
the ash. Important finds included abraded river mussel shells, part of 
a polished bone spatula, a nearly complete, though fragmented 
soapstone platter, and a piece of copper.
Ag: This square was on the steep slope of the river terrace. Ash 
was again present, though in patches, (cf. Ac). The major concentrations 
wore in the south east, protruding towards the centre, with a number of 
minor occurrences in the west-central portion. Artefacts were again 
evenly distributed and mixed with foodwastc. riots of Ag arc given as 
representative of the type of distribution we found, (figs. 64-6?)
Ah: Ash patches occurred in an 5-shaped line starting in the south
east corner and finishing in U north went. The line was not continuous 
but wuo made up of four concentrations of ash, under two of which, red 
earth areas wore noted. An almost complete soapstone bowl was found on 
one of the piles of ash, and two half bowlo on another. It is 
interesting to note that ther.o bawls were found on the ash piles covering 
red patches and that the bowin bear traces of r.oot on the outside.
Aj: Ash petehen wore sail and confined to the eastern edge.
Spit 1 produced a light olive green, snapped cane, glass bead. Spit 2
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had an extra-ordinary distribution of bone in a line running cast to 
west along the centre of the unit. This may have been contrived by 
the excavators. Ir all three spits the majority of finds comprised 
animal bone foodwasto. A soapstone spindlevhorl was recovered fror 
spit 3.
Ak: A largo pile of ash covering just under half the square was
present from top to bottom of the Iron Age sequence. Finds were 
distributed all over the square with a heavier concentration in and 
around the ash. Bone and giant land snail shells were particularly 
prominant. Away from the ash, and particularly to the south, the 
deposit was an exceptionally hard clay.
Al: Only a single tiny patch of ash was noted, less than 20 cm.
in diameter. Finds were thinly scattered over the square. Black hard 
clay gave way to river sand below the Iron Age horizon.
4. Finds - /uno-Jul y rxc-iv i tior.-. 1°72 
A. 1ottcry
Sherds of two groups are represented here. The first group 
is represented by six ; herds of the typos found at the Karly Iron Age 
site 65/72 across the ffekhutswi. (Evers, 1973 . ). The second group
comprises the rest of the ceramic material at site A. Of those in the 
first group, 5 are rim hx-rds, three of which belong to pots with 
flaring mouths and constricted necks. The other two can not be put into 
any particular shape category.
The throe belonging to pots w:th constricted necks each have a line 
of singlt stylus impressions just below the rim. One rim is bevelled, 
the others are rounded. The other three sherds have two varieties of 
herring bono design. Two, probably belonging to the same vessel have 
lines of din-unal incisions separated by broad U-shaped incised line&. 
Each lino of diagonal sloshes is in the direction opposite to those
a herring bone motif effect. The 
final nherd his lines of herring bone incisions between broad lines of 
U-shaped section (see fig. 6fi ).
The second -roup in represented by 1391 sherds. Analysis was 
centred on the rim and decorated sherds, these b ing regarded is 
diagnostic. /11 undecorated body sherds were counted and an analysis 
of thicitne: s, ware and burnish was carried out on a sample of the whole 
(all chords from \o and Af). Rim sherds were analysed for section type, 
and for any indications they could rive on the shape of the vessel; 
lowover, le;:t than half coula do so.
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Shape: Tvo basic shapes with some internal variations are
discernible. The first is a hole-mouth pot with a globular body and 
a round base. Variations are seen in rim morphology and ir the 
diameter of the mouth. The angles of body to rim were measured, these 
varied between ^O0 - 70° over all. However, pots with beaded rims vary 
between 'tO-Go0, those without, bended imc between 45-70°, the majority 
above 55°• (See figs. 68-77)
The second basic shape in an open bowl. Variations are again
present:
1. sides nearly vortical (80-90°) with straight rims
2» the same with everted rims
5. an example with a restricted neck
4. wide-mouthed flaring bowls (100-120°)
Waroj This was resolved as an analysis of colour with an 
assessment of the grit content of the clay. Colour variants arc: red; 
brown; black; grey; rod «■ brown; red + black; rod + grey; brown + black; 
brown 4 grey; black + grey. Crit content was assessed as follows:
A - no inclusions; B - quartz present, ware firm; C - quartz present, 
ware crumbly. T^o size of quartz inclusions in R and C were given as 
f - fine; m - medium; c - coarse; intermediate classes are also 
recognised. Mont sherds are brown ♦ black in colour with quartz 
inclusion between Bf - Biq/c.
Thickness was also measured. Measurements rcnge between 5 - 1 7  mm. 
the great majority falling between 7 - 1 0  mm. Despite the great range, 
a plot of the frequency distribution chows a single peak, only very 
nlightly skewed from the normal distribution. The slight skew can 
probably be attributed to the fact that come chords vary considerably 
in thickness and that the smaller measurement was u: cd for the plot. 
Examples of thicknera variation are: 5 - 11 mm.; 5 - 12 mm.;
8 - 1 J  mm.; 10 - 16 mm. Thickness, colour and grit content are
tabulated in tables 111-V and plotted in figs. 7"-80.
sample 1 - undecorated body sherds from Ac and Af.
sample ? - rima and decorated sherds from Ac and Af.
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Table III Thickness in mm.
sample 3 4 3 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 total
1 1 1 12 16 50 58 57 46 30 27 10 4 1 2 2 317
2 - - 3 11 14 12 18 7 3 1 69
Total 1 1 15 27 64 70 75 53 33 28 10 4 1 2 2 386
Table IV Quartz, content
sample A Bf Bf-m Bm Bm-c Be B/Cm B/Cm-c R/Cc Cm Cr total
1 - 25 117 110 10 7 4 3 3 1 317
2 - 2 8 26 - 2 - 1 - 69
Total - 42 14J 139 1.0 9 4 3 4 1 386
Table Colouring
eample R Br Bl G R/Br R/Bl R/G Br/Bl Br/G Bl/g total
1 5 7 7 - 4 37 7 249 1 - 317
2 2 1 1 - 2 5 2 55 - - 69
Total 7 8 8 - 6 42 9 304 1 - 386
Hrror.itl vo r.oti fr.: The following ore disttnpiir.hablu:
1. Indeed line nnd dor.hem
2. Horizontal band of incised 
hatching in one direction:
3. Din^onal/chovron band of 
incised hatching in one 
direction:
4. Band of equally snared 
inci ned crooc-hatching:
5. Hand of unequally sjacod 
incited cro; s-hatchingj
6. Band of I noised hatching and 
dashes:
z
,
I
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?.
8.
9.
Incised herring bone band:
Incised herring bone line: /
z ’l v V <
Incised herring bone with 
U-shnpcd incision between 
components: (cf. 65/72)
10, Rnnd of diagonal incised hatching in y  
two directions:
11, Hand of vertical and horizontal 
incised hatching:
12, Vertical slashes just below 
the rim:
13, I^nctation marks just below 
the rim (cf 65/72):
14, Punctation marks just below 
the rim with colour burnish:
I ! M  M  I I M i
• o o O 0 O t' ci
15. Incised chevron,(?) cf. Badfontein:
16. Multiple bands of incised hatching - 
one horizontal, the others 
diagonal:
— * 7- ■
17. Bend of dashes:
r
18. Uncertain - trace on sherd edge:
In nearly all cases, decoration is confirv.d to the body of the pot 
between 3 and 10 cm. below the rim. A number of sherds are decorated 
on the rim, the rim punctales (13 and 14) are obvious. Four rherds 
with motif 2 are also decorated just below the rim,
T M e  VI  Decorated nhrrds 0/72, r'.ite A. Jni.v < vc.-iV'it i on-.
Motif
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  10 n  12 13 14 15 16 17 18
Numbe * 23 41 - 14 6 3 1 3 2  7 2 1 3 2 3 3  1 23
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Him Morphology: Rim sherds were analysed into 12 possible
variants:
1. Straight - round 57
2. Straight - squared 8
5. Straight - bevelled 2
4. Straight - beaded
5. Everted - round 5
6. Everted - squared 0
7. Everted - bevelled 0
8. Everted - bended 0
fni Y,
9 - 1 2  inverted round,
squared, etc. 0
total: lOo
f7
Two peaks arc visible when plotted and arc easily reen in the 
figures. The peaks are formed by high frequencies of straight-round 
rima and straight-beaded riirn, to other, th. oe comprise over cCv; of 
the total. Straight rinn, on a group, comprise 95 • Neither group 
correlates perfectly with graphite burnish or any particular mode of 
decoration. Thio is complicated by the problem of whether all 
burniihed sherds core from decorated vessels and whether any of the 
so called undecoratcd rim sherds are from decorated pots. Certainly 
a large number of undecoratcd rima are broken jtu t below the rim, and, 
if one bears in mind th t decoration in usually J-10 cm. below the rim, 
the possibility that, at leant, no o of the undecoratcd rimn came from 
decorate d potn in very strong; perhaps on much as $09.
Affl ni t i m : The t ccond assemblage described above has strong
affinities with other Lowvcld groups in the North Eaetern Transvaal. 
Both shapes are found at Phalnborwa and the range of motifo is very 
similar. From Profornor van dor Korwc'n description (no illurtr. tions
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unfortunate]y) (van dcr Merwe and Gcully, 1971) It coemn that all the motifs 
from Harmony are present at 1halaborwn but that the reverse is not the case. 
However, the assemblage of ceramic m rial from Phalaborwa comes from 
several separate sites and covers a longer range of time t.ian that from 
Harmony Site A, and, therefore, the greater variety of material at Phalaborwa 
in to be expected. From Professor van dt r Merwe 'r, comments it would appear 
that there arc several differences, the most important of which is in rim 
morphology. At Phalaborwa few beaded rims arc present and their place is 
taken by slightly everted rims. The difference is small but distinct.
(See rim morphology above).
Comparisons with Kiland site 4/74 111 0-90 cm. can be rrtde. The 
Eilnnd material virtually duplicates that from Harmony as can be seen in 
table VII.
Table VII
Pottery l ? , i, 5 6 7 8 9 10 li 12 15 14 15 16 17 18 Total
ciass
Harmony: 2) 4l - 14 .6 5 1 3 2 7 ? 1 3 2 3 3 5 23 148
Eilond: 21 24 - 69 21 1 - - 7 - - - - - - -  19 171
No figures arc available for pottery from Phalaborwa but von dcr Merwe*s 
description (van dor Merwe and Scully, 1971) indicates that the pottery
at .'-.emblnges from the Phalaborwa sites and Harmony must be very similar. A
pot found with n burial at Filer ton Mine (W‘*ll» 1939) is difficult to place 
but may belong to a Vcnda complex influenced by Northern f.otho or original ly 
from the routh (Krige, 1937)
Macon (1968) com) ires pottery from the Phalaborwa site of Naveng with 
modern pottery he collected from Tshimbupfe in southern Vcndalnnti. Krige 
Tinker, the int-n. ting point that Tnhimbnpfe Verna with some other southern 
Vends group n ; • ir to have come from Mol 1 traditionally situated in the 
Pilgrim# Rest district and clo ie tc Duel buck Ridge where the Ihnlaborwa 
appear to have come from. (Krige 1937, Du Toil 196?, van dcr Merwe nnd Scully 
1971). Common origin? probably reflect the tenl reason why the pottery in 
so similar.
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B. Metal artofactr:
A single item of metal was recovered from square Af spit 4. It is 
made of copper (or an alloy). The artefact is tube shaped, made from a sheet 
of metal 0,62 mm. thick; the maximum diameter at one end is 4,7 mm. at the 
other end 3,1 mm. At the latter end is a piece of iron which is held in 
place by the narrowness of the tube. The length is 93 mm. The join has been 
smoothly accomplished and is in a quarter spiral. The function of the 
artefact is unknown.
C. Glass beads
Two glass beads were found rear the surface, one in Aa, the other in 
Aj, the colours are white and green respectively, both are snapped canes.
1. Aa spit 1, ash. Opaque white glass, not perfectly 
cylindrical, maximum length 4,6 mm., maximum diameter 4,9 mm., 
perforation diameter 1,6 mm. This bead resembles fairly closely 
Schofield's description of Fedi white Thaxu beads (Schofield 1938, 
1958).
2. Aj spit 1. Opaque olive green glass, slightly weathered.
Maximum length 9,3 mm., maximum diameter 6,6 mm., perforation 
diameter 1,9 mm. This bead may resemble Fedi green Thaxa beads 
but is bigger than those measured by Schofield (1938, 1958).
The beads are nothing like Venda, Mapungubwe or Zimbabwe beads 
(Beck 1971, van Riot Love 1955, Davison 1972, Schofield 1938, 1958).
D. Spindle Whorls
Two examples came from excavated deposits, the first from Ae, 
spit 2, the other from Aj, spit 4.
1. Ac spit 2. This example is made cn a sherd with a line of
cross-hatching and graphite burnish on one side. The edge has been 
ground smooth all round, though this did not result in a perfectly 
circular whorl.
Diameter: 6l,l - 57,5 mm., perforation is off-centre, 22 mm. from 
one edge, 32 mm. from the opposite one; the perforation is 
cylindrical and measures 7, ; mm. in diameter.
2. Aj spit 4. This example is made of soapstone and has one flat
face and one curved. Part of one edge is broken. Maximum diameter is
63,4 mm. thickness at the perforation is 15,5 mm., perforation is 
central and slightly conical, started from the flat aid-, diameter on 
the flat face 9,6 mm., on the curved face 7,9 mm. Manufacture was by 
careful chipping with on adze, the flat face appears to have been 
ground flat and the edge shows battering.
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Two sherds, one from Ab spit 3, the other from Ac spit 3, also 
have a ground edge and may be remnants of two other wnorls. A 
further soapstone whorl was picked up by one of the Koekemoer children. 
The whorl has a truncated lenticular section and a cylindrical section
perforation. Maximum diameter is 68,9 mm., maximum thickness at
perforation 14,6 mm., perforation diameter 8,9 mm. This example was 
polished on both faces and on th ? edge.
Affinities; numerous r.pindl< whorls have been found in Iron Age 
contexts. Those known are restrict'd to Rhodesia and the Northern 
Transvaal and have been tabulated by Huffman (1971, table 2). F'.xamples 
from Zimbabwe shown to mo by the curator, Mrs. L. E. Hodges, in
December 1972 are about half the size of the Harmony specimens and may
have been top whorls used in a game played by youths. Kthnographically, 
spindle whorls arc known from the Eastern Transvaal. Duggan-Cronin 
(1935) photographed a Pedi youth using one to spin wild cotton into 
thread.
apparently unshaped piece of soapstone, probably a fragment of a very 
much larger artefact. In its present state it has 10 unbroken 
perforations and traces of 4 broken ones. Perforations are slightly 
conical, all having been bored from the same face. The largest hole, 
which shows much wear, measures 6,0 mm. in diameter, the smallest,
3,7 mm. Holes appear to be placed almost at random though two lines, 
at right angles to one another, are apparent. A suggestion that the 
artefact may have been used for drawing wire can be ruled out, as the 
ctone is very soft. It may be the perforated base of a soapstone bowl 
used in the salt making process, very much like those of pottery or 
gourd, known from Rhode in (Reynolds 1968, II. J. B. 1940), and Zaire 
(Nenquin in Shinnie, ed. 1971).
E. Soapstone strainer
The single example comes from Aa spit 3* This is an
F. Worked t ■ . and bone artefacts
1. Disc her Seven specimens were found: 
1 (broken)
■ 1 
- 5
Ab spit *• 
Ad spit  ^
Ac spit 4
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Two sherds, one from At spit j5, the other from Ac spit 3, also 
have a ground edge and may be remnants of two other whorls. A 
further soapstone whorl was picked up by one of the Koekemoer children. 
The whorl has u truncated lenticular section and a cylindrical section
perforation. Maximum diameter is 68,9 mm., maximum thickness at
perforation 14,6 mm., perforation diameter 8,9 mm. This example was 
polished on both faces and on the edge.
Affinities: numerous spindlcwhorls have been found in Iron Age
contexts. Those known are restricted to Rhodesia and the Northern 
Transvaal and have been tabulated by Huffman (1971, table 2;. Examples 
from Zimbabwe shown to mo by the curator, Mrs. L. E. Hodges, in
December 1972 arc about half the size of the Harmony specimens ard may
have been top whorls used in a game played by youths. Hthnogrnphieally, 
spindle whorls are known from the Eastern Transvaal. Duggan-Cronin 
(19.35) photographed a Pcdi youth using one to spin wild cotton into 
thread.
E. Soapstone strainer
The single example comes from Aa spit 3. This is an 
apparently unshaped piece of soapstone, probably a fragment of a very 
much larger artefact. In its present state it has 10 unbroken 
perforations and traces of 4 broken ones. Perforations are slightly 
conical, all having been bored from the same face. The largest hole, 
which shows much wear, measures 6,0 mm. in diameter, the smallest,
3,7 mm. Holes appear to be placed almost at random though two lines, 
fit right angles to one another, ore apparent. A suggestion that the 
artefact may have been used for drawing wire can be ruled out, as the 
stone is very soft. It may be the perforated base of a soapstone bowl 
used in the salt making process, very much like those of pottery or 
gourd, known from Rhode .ia (Reynolds 1968, H. J . B. 1940), and Zaire 
(Ncnquin in ohinnie, cd. 1971).
F. Worked bone and bone artefct.r.
1. Disc bends. Seven specimens were found:
Ab spit 3 - 1  (broken)
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The material used is Achatina shell ? save one which is made of
bone (R. G. Wei bourne, pers. comm.). Cnly tr. oample from Ac’ (of
bone) is completely finished, the others ’.r v 11 been per ft rated \ it
still have irregular edges and are of many sizes.
Ad spit 3 max. dia. 9,0 mm. , r-foration dia. 2,6 mm.
Ab spit 3 12,4 mm. 2,0 mm.
Ac spit 4,,a .3,7 m. 2,3 mm.
b 15,2 mm. 1,9 mm.
c 14,t niiii. 2,1 mm.
d 17,0 mm. 2,8 mm.
e mm. 1,8 mm.
Bone or shell disc b mis are common finds on Iron Age sites. Sites 
include Robertsdrift 40/ 1 (Dcrricourt and Kvers in press), tiatendere, 
llubvumi, DhloDhlo, Chi’  ^ i, Ndanga cave, Zimbabwe (Caton "!j mpson 1971), 
K2 and Mapungubwo (Gardiner 1963), Kliprivicrsberg (Mason 1' 62). (fig. 79)
2. Abrad ■ river mussel shells:
Ad spit 3 1 Ag spit 1 - 4
Ad spit 5 - 1 Ag spit 2 - ]
Ac spil 3 - 1 Ag spit 4 - 3
Af spit 3 •* 2 Ah spit 1 - 3
Af sp t 6 - 3
Total: 19 (complete shell and fragments) 
Abrasion & restricted to the edges as if the shells had been used 
as scraping t ols. Van dor Merwe and Scully (1971) report similar 
examples from site: at Ibalnborwa and say that those shells are still 
used by potters as a smoothing tool. The use at Harmony may have been 
restricted to scooping salt from evaporation bowls and scraping salt 
adhering to the bowl away from the edge. Similar tools wore round at Mland.
3. A bone spatula wan recovered from Af spit 3. It 
appears to have been nude from part of n long bore and is broken at one 
end. At t: 3 other end it narrows to a rounded point and becomes much 
thinner.
Maximum breadth 
Breadth at point 
Maximum thickness 
Thicvncno at point 
In cross section it is convex on o 
the other, (fig. 79)
28,3 mm.
9,4 mm.
7,3 mm.
1,8 mm.
face and
4. Two bones show abrasion marks on one edge. One is 
from Ad spit 2, the other from Ag spit 2. This type of bone tool is 
the most common found on Iron Age sites in the Transvaal. They are 
generally referred to as bone polishers or skin rubbers, though their 
use is, in fact, conjectural. (' rrlcourt and Evers, 1975).
5. Thirteen bones show scars indicative of butchering
tv ..niques. A phalanx, fror. Aj spit 2, has been perforated and split 
open to extract the marrow. <mi!r.r specimens also come from 
Robortsdrift (’erricourt and vers 197.3) and Badfontein (Evers in 
press).
A metapodial has been broken mesially and the proximal end 
has been perforated longitudinally. This may have boon for the 
extraction of marrow. The piece comes fi om Af spit 6.
A tortoise carapace has n single chopnark cutting in from one 
edge to the central 3rug suture. This comes from Ac r.pit ).
Three long bonr- fragments, from Ah spit 1, Ag spit 3 and Ac
spit 3, have been flaked and chopped. The last has particularly deep
chop scars. A fragment of rib from Ag spit 2 was cut obliquely at
one end and cut straight across at the other.
Six vertebrae (two from Ag spit 2, the rest from Ag spit 3), 
show chop and break marks, of which three types arc discernible. The 
first shows scars from the separation of ribs from vertebrae, the 
second the separation of vcrtcbr c from one another and the third 
axial splitting.
Chops and breaks on the one hand, indicate crude butchering 
techniques used for dividing the boast into portions, on the other 
hand, they show evidence that marrow was extracted, and that even the 
minute amounts found in the phalange were considered worth the effort 
of extracting. Bones were used as tools probably only as the occasion 
arose and these wore then abandoned.
G, Animal bone foodwu-t.c
The most important point that arises out of Mr. R.G. Melbourne'a 
analysis of the animal bone foodwaste from the salt factory (see 
Appendix c. ) is that the animain represented are nil from wild species. 
Some bonus arc classified as cf. cattle, or cf. sheep/goat, but 
apparently, could just as well belong to wild species. There is no 
evidence to suggest that the people of this site wore exploiting these 
animals in any systematic fashion (e.g. hording), and one must, 
therefore, suppose that the animals were hunted. From the minimum
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number analysis, it appears that a wide variety of animals were 
hunted and that, of these, the large and medium sized antelope and 
zebra provided the biggest amount of animal protein; this was 
supplemented by small mammals, tortoise and giant land snail. The 
river mussel is not an edible species and must, therefore, have been 
gathered for its uses as a tool.
The lack of domestic stock is somewhat unusual for an Iron Age 
site (the artefacts ore unquestionably Iron Age). While the ratios 
of domestic stock killed, to wild animals killed, varies quite 
considerably, domestic stock has certainly been present on every other 
Iron Age site known from Southern Africa. A possible explanation can 
be put forward.
Fauna1 remains from habitation sites at Fhalaborwa analysed by 
B. H. Fagan and M. Bisson (van der Merwe and Scully 1971) arc composed of 
75 per cent cattle and r,hoe p/goat and the remainder wild animals.
Cattle remains have been found at the habitation site 5C/7,i on Harmony 
about If Km. from the salt factory. The salt factory at Harmony has 
no domestic stock preserv d, a fact echoed at the Eiland salt works.
From this it appears that meat from domestic stock was not eaten at 
salt works; why? Modern ethnographic studies indicate that salt making 
is the prerogative of women only (Grey 19/*6, Witt 1966, Evers pers. 
observation). The men who showed me the Sautini site, where salt is made 
today, assured mo that they would not go to the works while salt was 
being made. It is probable, therefore, that as salt making was so 
restricted to women that objects oi peculiarly male rirhts (domestic 
stock) were excluded because they might have interfered magically with
the saH making. Another explanation may como from the fact that salt
making is o dry season activity and that domestic stock were possibly 
not killed at that time. That the 9/?<‘A salt works was worked in the 
dry season is shown by the presence of the kudu baby which R. Welbourre 
assures no war. ca. 6 months old when it died. Kudu, he also told me,
drop their young ca. December which would mean the period of salt working
was between May and July. The element of chance that the salt works at 
Eiland and Harmony were worked when no domestic stock was being *-aten
4?
in the village can probably safely be ruled out. At Eiland the lack of 
domestic stock holds true for five separate stratified salt working 
mounds covering th^ee Iron Age traditions.
H. 'Daub'
The name 'daub' may well be a misnomer. What is meant by the 
term arc numerous small piecen of irregularly shaped semi-fired mud.
Some pieces, particularly from Ad and Af are mud 'fossils' of sticks, 
the root are irregular. They occur in all squares and are tabulated 
in the table VIII by weight. They are probably the result of ant activity 
(cf. Shaw, C. T., 1961).
Table VIII
Weight in grammes:
An - 268 Ag - 1491
Ab - 436 Ah 239
Ac - 2941 (1949 in ash) Ad 363
Ad - 553 (523 in ash) Ak - 1323
Ae 584 (3S9 in ash) A1 41
Af - 1654
Total weight: 9893 g.
The great majority of fragments come from squares with much ash:
Ac - Ag or.d Ak. Ag has ash in patches nearly all over the unit, the 
plots of Af show daub principally in the west where the ach is found and 
the same distribution round or in ash is true for Ak. In addition all 
pieces have ash on them suggesting a strong positive correlation between 
ash and daub. The figures given for Ac - Ae are probably, therefore, 
typical.
What iu striking in the renembl/nce of some of the daub to mud covered 
grass and twigs which have been burnt out. The daub may represent the 
results of ants attacking twigs and grass in the deposit incorporated during 
the filtering process.
I. Soapi, tone Vf so 1 n
Fragments of vear.elr. have been recovered from nil squares.
Unfortunately the vessels have only survived in a very fragmentary state,
K'ivc four fro:"' Ah nnd one from Af. Those alone allow some ideas
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on shape to be drawn. Rim fragments also occur in other units but 
work at the soapstone bowl factory precludes any suggestion that 
inferences on shape could bo made from them. However, a few broad 
conclusions -an be reached.
Bowls are wide and shallow and have nearly vertical sides and 
curved or flat bases. From the nearly complete examples both oval and 
probably circular examples occur. Bowls are general!j smoothed on the 
inside with a rubbing stone but still bear the marks of the ndzo or. the 
exterior. A few exceptions to the last are known, ac a number of bowls 
do not appear to have been prepared on the outside and one example from 
Ah was smoothed on the outside as well. These remarks are borne out by 
the study of the four complete vesselc found by the resort owners at 
the resort and by examining broken examples at the soapstone bowl 
factory.
Twenty-four exterior fragments have been blackened by fire and it 
is interesting to note that the four complete examples from the resort 
all have blackened exteriors. The nearly complete bowl from Ah is 
another of these with o black»ned exterior and the fact that it was 
found on top of an ash pile over a red patch of earth (probably, 
therefore, a fireplace), adds potency to the argument that theoe bowls 
were used on fires, probably as evaporation pans.
None cf the examples from this cite has a hole in the bare like 
the one illustrated by Mason (1962), however, numerous examples have 
been recovered from sites ncror.c the Makhutswi. This type of bowl is 
traditionally linked with salt manufacture and they must have been used 
as lixiviation vessels. Those from site A all seem to hav** been 
evaporation vessels, with the exception of one described below. The 
four bowls from Ah belong to two types as ret out for examples from the 
soapstone bowl factory. Three ore c the sub-rectangular type, the 
fourth in eliptical on the inside and sub-rectangulnr on the outside. 
Maximum measurer onto for the interiors are at the mouth, the exteriors 
arc very irregular by corr.j irison. Heights of vessel walls, measured 
from the inside, are between 5*0 and 190 mm.
The example from Af is jlearly a platter and as such may have 
been used for serving meat or other food stuffs.
Findo per unit are given in the catalogue.
J . Other s tone  nrt e f a r ta
Those can bo divided into six basic categories:
1. Red ochre, a small fragment war. found in Ad.
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2. Quartz flakes, usually found in final spits were found 
in Aa - Ao, Ah - Ak. They are all irregular in chape and probably
belong to a previous Stone Age occupation. None shows the type of
wear found on Iron Age examples from Olifontopoort and Kaditshwcne 
(Mason, 1968),
3. Heat spalls and heat spalled stones are found in all 
squares. They were plotted and then usually thrown out. They were 
presumably fire stones and were nil derived from river stones.
4. Unspoiled river stones. Some are undoubtedly fire stones, 
others chow evidence for use as grindcrn or polinhere. The 
grindstones arc not common and are recognisable by o well defined, 
amooth, flat surface on an otherwise curved rock. Part of n
lower grindstone was recovered from Ag spit 3.
5. Two types of hammer stone were noted. One, made of 
quartz, with a lenticular section, has better marks round the 
edge. The other, a diabase spheroid, lias two adjacent incipient 
dimples in a manner reminiscent of those from the copper mine.
6. Nodules of a variety of rocks, in particular quartz and 
granite appeared in the excavations. Neither of these materials 
occurs in the immediate vicinity of the site and, therefore, muct 
have been imported. One of these, from Ad, contains mica and 
may have been derived from the copper mine.
Individual finds are catalogued.
5 .  Kinds,  Apri l  <■xcavutlons
No additional types of finds were made daring the test excavations 
and, therefore, finds are merely catalogued.
6. Hi to A nr. 1 ; il t  manufacturing s i t e
The interpretation of Site A as a salt making oite is based on 
several pieces of circumstantial evidence which together make a 
substantial case.
1. The site in located within 400 m. of a mineral spring and 
within 600 m. of a group of sites on the opposite bank which are 
traditional!' regarded as being the major centre of salt 
manufacture on this part of the farm.
2. On the south bank, salt appears on the surface after
the r a i n s ,  in  o manner very l i k e  t h a t  a t  s i  land ,  an undoubted rilt 
making r i t e .  The d a n c e s  a r e  that  a t  some timu in  the p a s t ,  th in
phenomenon also occurred on the north bank not far from site A.
The spring is on the north side of the river.
3. Soapstone bowls arc present at all known salt producing 
sites in the Eastern Transvaal Lowvnld, they are rare at habitation 
sites. These resemble, very closely, those found at Harmony. It 
is, therefore, not unreasonable to suppose that they fulfilled the 
same purpose.
4. The deposits at Harmony and Kiland arc virtually 
identical, especially with regard to ash lenses and ortcfucts, 
apparently trodden into the mud as they were broken and 
lixiviation took place.
5. The soapstone strainer found in As spit 3 is of a type 
related to those connected with malt production in Rhodeeia, 
though the raw material is not the came.
6. Ash pilem at site A arc too numerous and too 
haphazardly scattered to represent the remains of a normal Iron 
Age living site.
7. The lack of domestic arimals, the small size or the 
mound, the small number of soapstone vet re.a and of pottery 
containers and finally the thickness of the deposit suggest a 
fairly shortlived occupation. This coincides neatly with 
ethnographic and ^storicnl evidence which states that salt is 
produced during a limited period of the year.
7. Other si ter in the ralt factory area
1, Aren D. In Kay 1972 three isolated soapstone bowls 
were uncovered during dam building operations. Further excavations 
and irobing in July failed to reveal any other artefacts,
?. South bank of the Makhutawi river, east of the Kuanyunc 
confluence. A number of mounds were discovered on an exploratory 
tour of this part of the mouth bank. Mounds 2-4 and 9 have a 
scatter of pottery and mcapstone on tho surface very like that 
found at site A. Mound 3 has a merloa of piles of mud and pebbles 
that may be the remains of huts, but which uro probably dumps of 
cult leached coil.
Mounds and the in mediately surrounding area ham a scatter 
of pottery of a markedly different sort, related to ware found on 
Mr. Klapv/ijk's farm at New Agatha. Tottery from both sites bears
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n very strong resemblance to the Early Iron Age Kwale ware 
from Southern Kenya (Soper, 1967). The cite at Harmony has 
been given the number 65/72 and was investigated fully in 
January 1973 (Evers 1973).
). South hank of the Makhutswi river, west of the 
Kunyanc confluence. Two sites were noted with ash, soapstore 
and come plain body sherds. The ware of the sherds is the 
same as that from site A.
<♦. On the low ridge to the north of site A, two 
smelting cites have been reported. One was destroyed 
several years age, the other was shown to me in October 1971 
but I failed to re-locate it for excavation owing to the 
very heavy undergrowth resulting from the good rains during the 
summer of 1971-1972.
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V C O ’.N E C T j  ONo  biJTWK!' N T ll r :  S l ' l ' n S
Direct connections between the three oiton are, at best, tenuous, though 
those between the salt factory and the soapstone bowl factory t.ppear to be 
good. Much may be clarified when the results of the Cl4 determinations 
from the copper mine and the salt factory are known. In May 197'* a 
habitation site was found that relates to all three industrial localities.
1. The copper mine - salt factory
Unfortunately, few common objects were found at these two sites.
Two decorated sherds are kno*n from the copper mine and smelting sites,
both fall within the range found at the salt factory.
At both sites animal bone foodwaate was recovered. In both
cases all bones were found to be of wild species but samples are email,
and the correlation meaningless.
The single metal find from the salt factory is made of copper, or 
a copper alloy. Copper is, however, readily obtainable in the Lowvoid 
and the source need not necessarily be the Harmony copper mine.
On the baric of the above evidence, no real conclusions may be 
reached. N. J. van dor Merwo (van der Merwo and Scully, 1971) has 
shown that the pottery of tho Later Iron Age in the Low veld ha» a veri- 
long history, ca. 1 000 years. However, the came population group may 
well have worked both sites.
2. The copp" r rlre - S' >p t ont^  bowl factory
Mo direct relationship can be postulated. No metal tools have been 
found at the soapstone bowl factory, no soapstone artefacts have been found 
at the cop]-r mine. In any cane, in the event of the latter state 
occurring, there art two sources of soapntono closer to the mine than 
the main soapstone outcrops, (see fig. 1).
5. The s.-ilt factory - soars tone bowl factory
Relationships between these two miles are unquestionable.
Not on ly  are soapstone artefacts and vessels found a t  both s i t e m  but 
the typology of vers els in very similar and the evidence for the 
manufacturing process shown that the marc techniques were used.
The main and subsidiary bowl miking sites are the closest to the 
salt factory by revere1 milcm and occasional finds of bowl fragments 
have been made between the two main sites.
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4 .  H a b i t a t io n  s i t e  -  i n d u s t r i a l  s i t e s
During the t r i p  made t o  r e - e x c a v a t e  the copper mine t a i l i n g s  
I was shown a l o c a l i t y  with ash ,  querns,  rubbers and s l a g  on the s u r f a c e .
A c l o s e  examinat ion  r e v e a l e d  soapstone  bow ls ,  daga and copper ore .
Tes t  e x c a v a t i o n s  were c a r r i e d  out  a t  two l o c a l i t i e s ,  50/7**A and R a t  
both o f  which sm al l  a r e a s  o f  daga f l o o r  were uncovered.  On the f l o o r s  
was p o t t e r y  i d e n t i c a l  t o  that  found a t  the s a l t  f a c t o r y  e x c a v a t i o n s  
9 / 7 2 A, upper and lower  r r in d in g  s t o n e s ,  c h a r c o a l ,  s o a p s to n e ,  copper o r e ,  
one s m a l l  p i e c e  o f  s l a g  and a c a t t l e  t o o t h .  I was a b l e  t o  map the  
area  roughly  and found t h a t  the a r c h a e o l o g i c a l  o c currences  were in  a 
roughly  oval  r i n g  about  80 m. l o n g  and 50 m. wide. The s i t e  i s  to  be 
e xcavated  when t ime and funds perm it .  The importance o f  the s i t e  i s  
obv ious;  i t  c o n t a i n s  remains i n d i c a t i n g  c o n t a c t  or p o s s i b l e  c o n t a c t  
between i t  and the t h r e e  i n d u s t r i a l  s i t e s :  ore from the copper mine,
s oaps ton e  bowls  from the soaps ton e  bowl f a c t o r y  and p o t t e r y  i d e n t i c a l  
t o  th a t  e xc ava te d  from the s a l t  f a c t o r y .  The h a b i t a t i o n  s i t e  a l s o  has  
soaps ton e  bowls  in  common with  the s a l t  f a c t o r y .
The p o s i t i o n  o f  the  h a b i t a t i o n  s i t e  i s  a l s o  i n t e r e s t i n g  in  t h a t  i t
i s  rough ly  midway between the three  i n d u s t r i a l  s i t e s :
1 , 6  Km. from the s a l t  f a c t o r y
1 , 5  Km. from the soapstone  bowl f a c t o r y
0 , 9  Km. from the copper mine.
The thr ee  measurements were taken o f f  an a e r i a l  photograph s u p p l i e d  to  
the owners o f  the Kampvuur Vakansic -oorde by the South Afr ic an  Trignomc t r i c a l  
Survey .  I walked the d i s t a n c e  between the s a l t  f a c t o r y  and the h a b i t a t i o n  
s i t e .  The walk through dense bush took me f o r t y  minutes  and could have been 
accompl ished  a g r e a t  d e a l  f a s t e r  during Iron  Ago t im es  owing to path  
networks undoubtedly s e t  up by the members o f  the community.
This  in fo r m a t io n  allow.n me t o  conclu de  that  a l l  t hree  i n d u s t r i a l  s i t e s  
are w e l l  w i t h in  the e x p l o i t a t i o n  t e r r i t o r y  o f  the h a b i t a t i o n  s i t e  a s  
d e f in e d  by H iggs ,  Jarman e t  a l ,  a f a c t  amply confirmed by the f in d s  a t  
5 0 /74  documented above.  I t  doer not  n e c e s s a r i l y  me .1 tha t  the community 
l i v i n g  a t  50/74 were e x p l o i t i n g  the  i n d u s t r i a l  s i t e s  throughout t h e i r
1)  Higgs and V ita  F i n a l  1972, Vita F i n z i  and Higgs 1970, Jarman 1972
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p e r io d  o f  p r o d u c t i v i t y .  The l a c k  o f  rad iocarbon  d a t e s  g i v e s  no time  
depth to  the a r c h a e o l o g i c a l  data recorded  from Harmony. This  i s  a l l  
the  more u n f o r tu n a te  a s  N. J .  van dcr Merwe ( S t u i v e r  and van dor t'erwe 
1969,  van dcr Merwe and S c u l l y  1971)  has demonstrated the long time 
depth o f  the Fhalaborwa c u l t u r e  (VI 1 C) t o  which th e se  s i t e s  are  c l e a r l y  
r e l a t e d .
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VI HARHOr.'Y, Tii-. AKCHATTLOGICAL AND HI ■’/I'C'Ri CJAL C(;HTKX? OK THK 
1NDUSTRTAL SITrS
1 .  The nrchar o l o r i c a l  bich.-ronnd ; the I^on Ape o f  the  
E a s te rn  Trar,r,y.-<al
Ag far as work to date is concerned the Eastern Transvaal can be 
divided into two regions:
1. the north-eastern Lowveld, bounded to the west by the line of the 
Drakensberg, to the east by the Iebombo, to the north by the Lctaba River 
and to the south by the line of latitude 2/*° 30* S. This is an arbitrarily 
defined area and reflects the distribution of archaeological research up to 
1974.
The Eastern Transvaal escarpment zone neur lydonburg, bounded by the 
line of the escarpment in the east, the Komati River in the south, the 
Steelpoort River in the west and the Spekboom River in the north. This is 
again an arbitrarily defined area.
The escarpment zone north of the Spekboom River and the Lowveld zone 
south of 24° 301 S. are archaeologically unknown. This is especially 
unfortunate as it is from the latter zone that some of the north-eastern 
Lowveld tribes are believed to have come.
1.A The north-c-intern Lowveld
Archaeological research has been largely confined to the farms 
surrounding the modern town of Phulaborwa (Schwellnus 1937, Hall 1912, 
Trevor 1912, Lore 1974, Stuivcr and van dcr Herwe, N. J. 1968, 
van der Kerwe, N. J. and Scully 1971, van dcr Merwe, D. S. 1937,
Mason 196?, 1965, 1967, 1968b). Concentration of work has been on 
mining and metal working though more recently N. J. van der Merwe 
has been engaged in excavating habitation sites in nddi tion to metal 
working oites. Elsewhere in the north-eastern Lowveld ork has been 
more scattered) Rates, 1947, wrote a preliminary description of salt works
at Eiland which I subsequently dug in January 1974, he also described 
smelting sites, a shell midden and Stone Age s i t e s  from adjoining 
farms. The pottery Rates described includes nil three Iron Age 
traditions recognised at the Eiland soIt works in the January 1974 
excavations. Van der Merwe, I). S.  (1937) also described mines and 
smelting sites on the farm Maranda adjoining the Lcydsdorp town 
lands. Wells (1935 ) dcr.criocd a grave with cloth, pottery and copper
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ornaments from iUlrrton mine. The cultural affinities of this burial 
cannot be determined at present but probably belong to the Phalaborwa 
tradition. Klnpwijk, M. (1973, 1974 and pers. comm.) has a fine range 
of archaeological material from the district, principally from near 
Tzaneen. On his own property he has excavated two sites, one belonging 
to the Early, the other to the Middle Iron Age? ^ These arc discussed 
below.
So far, archaeologists have recovered remains of three Iron Age 
traditions in the north-eastern Lowveld:
1. An Early Iron Age tradition called (for the purpose of this
discussion) the 'Silver Leaven tradition' after the name of M. Klapwijk's
property where a habitation site with this pottery was first found. 
Remains of the tradition have subsequently been found at Harmony 65/72, 
Eiland 2/74, 4/?4, 6/?4 and at Landraud near Grovelotto. A single sherd 
representing the tradition from the Limpopo Mouth 4n the Department of 
Archaeology collection.
2. A Middle Iron Ago tradition, referred to here as the 'Hiland 
tradition', has been found at Eilnnd and Silver Leaves (Klapwijk, 1973) 
and resembles M3 pottery from Mapungubve (Eouchc 1937, Klapwi jk 1973).
3. A Later Iron Age tradition called by van der Merwe the Ihalaborwa 
Culture, referred to here as the 'Phalaborwa tradition* to maintain 
terinology, (van der Merwe and Scully 1971), Most of our information
on the north-eastern Lowvcld Iron Age is ascribablr to this tradition and 
it in in this tradition that the Harmony sites can be put.
1 A (i) TIk- Silver leaves tradition The sites referred to above fall
into two clas.es: a habitation site represented by the type site,
Silver leaves; salt works represented by biland, Harmony 65/72 
and Landroad. There arc come differences in the pottery assemblages 
which can probably be referred to differences in activity and age.
At Silver Leaves the archaeological material was dug out of pits 
exposed in a read cut ting. Kinds include pottery, sing, charcoal 
and ash, suggesting that the pits were used ns rubbish disposal.
The vessels arc of two shapes, flaring necked jars and inturned 
bowls with simple dentate stamp decoration and bevelled or fluted 
rims. The occurrence has been dated in Pretoria as follows:
Pta - 901 1680 55 R.l . (A.D. 270) and Pin - 914 l620-t- 50 13.P.
(A.D. 330) (Klapwijk 1973).
l) See definitions
The Harmony 65/72 and Landraad occurrences are surface features 
with weathered pottery oil falling into the class of jars.
Decoration is made with a single stylus as it probably is also 
at Silver Leaves (personal observation) and occurs in two places, 
in a lino just below U  e rim and in spaced groups of diagonal lines 
from the shoulder to the belly. The latter may also be done by 
breadline incision. Very few bevelled or fluted rims wore seen 
(Evers 1973). At Pi land immense concentrations of sherds 
O  1300 per n5) from jars were found in ash piles oftenrtratificd 
below Eilend and Fhalaborwa tradition levels. Jars arc essentially 
similar to those from Harmony 65/72 with minor differences in 
decoration (e.g. two lines of punctatcs below the rim) tnd some 
graphite burnish. Discussion between Klapwijk, Huffman, T. N. and 
Evers in October 1973 brought a consensus of opinion that the 
Harmony 65/72 sherds were probably slightly later than the Silver 
Leaves occurrence and may date to about 600 A.D. This could also 
apply to Eiland. The lack of bowls from Harmony 65/72 and Eilend 
may reflect the specialist activity at those cites. An interesting 
find, made both at Eiland and at Harmony, was sherds in very email 
quantities identical to sherds found at the 1 ydcnlurg Early Iron Age 
site 57/73 (uee section l.D (1)). This should suggest some trade 
connection (pots for salt?) and is discussed in section l.C.(ii) 
below.
Affinities for the Silver Leaves tradition can only be given 
broadly. There are resemblances in the pottery between the Silver 
Leaves tradition and that at Kwalo (Soper 1967), Nkope (Robinson
1970), Brocderstrcom (Macon 1973 , 197'*a, 1974b) and NC?D are 
(Schofield 1942). There is possibly also cono resemblance to 
Beaumont’s Castle Cavern pottery dated to A.D.4(0 (Beaumont and 
Vogel 1972). Resenblnnccs probably reflect common origin for all the 
traditions mentioned rather than derivation of one from another.
An interesting feature is tho easterly distribution of these tradition 
in Africa though attempts to link this with Bantu linguistics are 
probably premature at this stage.
1. A (ii) The Kil.-jnd t i-nd i t i  on Thir- tradition i s  very i m p e r f e c t l y
known; the information is derived from a small test excavation 
on Silver leaves (M. Klapwijk 19?)) and from my own excavations 
at the fcilnnd salt works. The Silver leaves site produced pottery 
and charcoal which gave a date Pta - 911 85Ch 50 B.P. (A.P. 1100).
An examination of pottery from Silver Leaves and Eiland by Klapwijk 
and Kvoro in January 19'A showed that the two are indistinguishable.
At Eiland a large stratified samnle was recovered from trench 4/?4 
III 90-1^5 cm. and contained pottery and animal bone foodwaate.
R. G, Melbourne*a report on the foodwaste shows that all the animals 
were wild and parts of the body analysis demonstrates convincingly
that all food was brought to the site. The pottery is still being
analysed but appears to consist of slightly carinated deep bowls and 
pots with wide mouths and no necks. Decoration is above the 
carination and consists of several motifs which are not mutually 
exclusive:
1. hatching either on the rim or as a chevron pattern below the rim;
2. on irregularly horizontal incised lire scored with gashes;
3. herring bone designs in hands, segments of circles or in panels. 
The last in most skilfully done and is apparently the most common form 
on preliminary analysis. Affinities are with M3 ware from Mapungubwo
(Louche 193?) and with sites on the Central Plateau near Potgieterr.rus 
(Mason perm. comm.). Some features li<c the carination ai.d the segment 
of circle design are reminiscent of Tonga pottery near Soiwana Lay 
in Northern Natal (R. Gnisford, pcrs. comm.). 
l.A (iii) The Ihnlnhorwa tradition This tradition is by far the bent 
known in the Iron Age of the north-eastern l.owvold largely owing to 
the work of N. J. van dcr Merwc (van dor Mcrve and Scully 1971,
Stuiver and van dor Morwo, N . J. 1968), Mason(1965)and Evers 
(excavations nv Harmony and Eilond)$ and to the pioneer work of 
Schwollnus (1937), D, S. van dor Morwo (1937), Hates (19^7), Hall 
(1912) and Trevor (1912). N. J. van dcr Merwe’s definition of the 
Phalaborwa Culture is confined to an area within 13 miles (21 Km.) 
of phalaborwa, in which area all slags and ores appear to be derived 
from the Phalaborwa mines. My definition of the Phalaborwa tradition 
is wider than this and in token to include all sites in the north­
eastern Lowvold with pottery, furnace types and habitation sites
s i m i l a r  t o  t h o s e  descr ibed  ' y van der N'erwe (van dcr Merve and 
Scully 1971)  from Phalaborwa. My d e f i n i t i o n  docs not  have the  
t r i b a l  c o n n o t a t i o n s  s p e c i f i e d  in  tha t  o f  N. J .  van der Merwc.
The Phalaborwa t r a d i t i o n  has f i v e  ty p e s  o f  s i t e  a s s o c i a t e d  or 
probably  a s s o c i a t e d  with i t ;  t h e s e  are h a b i t a t i o n  s i t e s ,  mines,  
s m e l t i n g  s i t e s ,  s a l t  works and soaps ton e  bowl f a c t o r i e s ,
( i l l )  a .  Hahlt a t i o n  niter. The kopp ic s  a t  Ihfllnborwa,  the Black H i l l s  
a t  Kiland  and the Harmony I n v e s t i g a t i o n s  have produced e v id e n c e  o f  
h a b i t a t i o n .  At Kiland two h u t s  have been exc ava te d ;  a t  one the  
f l o o r  was o n ly  very p a t c h i l y  p r e served  and remains o f  p o t t e r y  (a 
s i n g l e  v e s s e l  o f  M.l typo (Kouche 1937) )and animal bone food waste  
were r e c o v e r e d .  At the o t h e r  h u t ,  p r e s e r v a t io n  o f  the daga f l o o r  
was much b e t t o r  and ev id en ce  was recovered  to show a c e n t r a l  f i r e  
bowl and po le  and daga w a l l s ,  much l i k e  those  d e s c r ib e d  for  
Phalaborwa (van der Merwo and S c u D y  1971 ) .  Only t u y e r e s  were 
found i n  the hut  and t h e i r  r e l a t i v e  p o s i t i o n  s u g g e s t s  that  the  
s t r u c t u r e  was used  as  a forge  for  the i ro n  produced a t  the nearby  
f u r n a c e .  The c u l t u r a l  s t a t u s  o f  t h i s  v i l l a g e  i s  in  doubt owing to  
the l a c k  o f  p o t t e r y .
The Harmony s e t t l e m e n t  i s  aga in  not  f u l l y  e xcava ted  but appears  
to  be oval  in shape with the c e n tr a l  area  c l e a r .  The presen ce  o f  
s l a g  and copper ore s u g g e s t s  th a t  s m e l t i n g  was c a r r i e d  on a t  the  
v i l l a g e .
N. J. van der Merve1s  e x c a v a t i o n s  a t  Phalaborwa (van der Merwc 
and S c u l l y  1971)  have prov ided  the g r e a t e s t  amount o f  e v i d e n c e .  
S e t t l e m e n t s  occur  in  two ways hotn a s s o c i a t e d  with  kopp ie o .  One type  
i s  found on t e r r a c e s  on the lower s l o p e s  o f  k o p p ic s ,  g e n e r a l l y  one 
hut per  t e r r a c e .  The o t h e r  occurs  round the base  o f  kopp ics  on open 
ground.  In both cases  h u t s  are  small  7 - 1 0  f t .  ( 1 , 2  m. -  )  m .) 
a c r o s s ,  with a centra l  f ir cbowl  s e t  in  the daga f l o o r  and p o le  and 
daga w a l ln .  A ssoc ia ted  with huta arc p o t t e r y ,  animal  bone foodwas te,  
metal o b j e c t s  and gr in d in g  otonon.  Glaoo bends occur  with the  
t e r r a c e d  c i t e s  and are a p p a r e n t ly  n i n e t e e n t h  century  in  d a t e .  The 
s i t e s  on open ground have no g l a s s  beadn and dates  from Kgopolwe I I I  
s u g g e s t  an e a r l y  date cn .  1000 A.I). Kou.ial remains a na ly sed  by
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M. Bisson and B. Fagan chow that cnttlc and ohoep/goats 
were important accounting for about 75 per cent of the unF-emblnge, 
the remainder io composed of antelope, zebra and nmall animals. 
Smelting sites are generally nway from but nevertheless clone to 
villages and van der Merwe (van dor Merwe and Scully 1971) 
suggests thin may merely have been because it was desirable to 
keep the heat associated with smelting away from the huts. 
l.A (ill) b. Mining Mines have been reported from n number of places 
in the north-eastern Lowveld (Trevor, 1912, Hall 191?, Schwellnus 
19)7, Mason 19&5, D. S. van dor Merwe 19)7, N . J. van der Merwe 
and Scully 1971, Stuiver and van dor Merwe 1968 ore the most 
important). All authorities feel that the Fhnlaborva occurrences 
(farms l.oole, Wogottok, Schiettocht in particular ) are by fur the 
most extensive and the most important. Other centres in the 
I.owvold appear to have been at Gravclotto (More 197^, Bamford 
pers. comm.) and I.oydndorp (l). S. van dor Merwe 19)7 ) with 
scattered miner, elsewhere (Trevor 1912) among which Harmony may 
be included. All mines reported, with the exception of those on the 
farm Maranda near Lcydodorp (D. S. van der Merwe 1937 ) are copper 
mines, those on Marandn were gold. Only those at Thalnborwa, 
however, have been at oil adequately described. Mines described 
by Hall (1912), Trevor (1912, Mason (1965) and van dor Merwe (3971) 
fall into four types: open cast, open slope, adit and shaft and 
drive and/or underground slopes. Figures for relative frequency 
arc not available and as I.olwo, the chief hill with mines, h is now 
been destroyed, no figures of thin sort will ever be available.
All authors refer to the great numbers of miror. present and to their 
great size. Few seem to have boon deeper than 20 ft. (cn. 6 m.) 
though this if. probably an underestimate, as some have boon found 
os deep os 70 ft. (cn. 2j5 m.) (van der Merwe and Scully 1971).
Shaft diameters appear to have been as rmnll as 20 in. (0,‘O m.) 
which is considerably smaller than that at Harmony where measured 
examples wers over twice as big. In nil canes where copper mines 
have been fojnd in the lowvcld the ores were the copper carbonates, 
nzuritc and malachite,and in all cases ore wan removed in two ways\
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by lire setting and with the use of an iron gad and a stone 
dimple faced hammer.
Comparisons with gold, iron, tin and copper mining in the 
Transvaal, Botswana and Rhodesia (Baumann 1919, Trevor 191?,
Mason 1962, Steel 197*S Haninch 197h, Stanley 1910, Summers 1969, 
Evers and van den Berg 197*0 show that the Phalaborwa complex 
contains all types of mine except alluvial workings which are 
restricted to gold in any case. It appears that the type of working
relates more to geological features of each occurrence rather than
to cultural ties. Summers (1969) who describes mines from Rhodesia, 
Botswana and Messina hno divided hin mines into throe classes:
Clans 1 A open stopeo + occasional shafts 
Clans 2 shafts and underground stopes
Clans ) alluvial workings.
From the detailed descriptions of individual Rhodesian mines 
(Summers 1969) and those from Phalaborwa (Hall 1912, Trevor 1912,
More 197'*, van der Mcrwe and Scully 1971) in most cnr.ec only the 
ore body wan removed, creating stopeo as narrow as 50 cm. Open 
etopes ore always associated with near vertical ore bodiesj shaft 
and underground estope systems arc not. Thun at Umkondo (Summers 
1969) the ore body was nearly horizontal; at Harmony the vein of 
copper bearing rock dips at ca. 50°. At Phalaborwa the situation 
must have been more complex and from mine classes one can reconstruct 
ore body occurrences as: narrow vertical band:, or streaks worked by
open atoping, nearly horizontal occurrences near the surface worked 
by open costing, deep nearly horizontal occurrences worked by adits 
or by shafts and drives or by shafts and round underground otopes. 
Miners were obviously able to cope with numerous different types of 
geological occurrence.
A second point of comparison which shows the very wide distri­
bution of similar techniques is the fact that in all Transvaal and 
Rhodesian mines studied in detail, fire setting and/or iron gads and 
dimple face hammer stones hive been found. Timbering hnc teen found 
in a wide variety of contexts - Harmony, Umkondo, Gladstone Mine 
(Hummers 1969) arc examples,
A find of a branch of Kuihortla im eno in a working at 
Phalaborwa led More (197*0 to suggest that branches of this tree 
were used as tore he a aa suggested by van Warmelo (19**0).
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The finds of female and male skeletons in mines (e.g. Aboyne 
and Umkondo mines (Summers 1969)) are another pointer that van 
War me lo* a account of the copper mines of Munina (19,'0) has great 
technical and come social relevance to Iron Age arch icology. 
l.A (iii) c. Smelting sites Two types of smelting site occur in the
north cantcm I owveld. Van dor Merwc feels that one was used for 
copper smelting, the ether for iron. Kusel (197,<l n.d.) disputes 
this onying that slag from one example of the copper furnaces was 
shown to have no trace of copper on analysis. His assertion of iron 
os being the metal worked is not supported by supplying the analysis 
table. This is important os copper slags contain aprreciable 
quantities of iron but generally considerably less than an iron slag; 
the iron content of copper slag in in the order of 0 - JO per cent; 
for an iron slag it in generally over 50 par cent (H. Friede, perm, 
comm.).
The Harmony smelting sites fall into van der Merwe'a copper 
smelting class, a clans first described by Rchwellnus (1937).
Furnaces are small, ca. 0,40 m. in height and diametr.r, with « 
single tuyere entrance. There ic tendency for the bare to be larger 
than the top and for the structure to be built at least partly below 
the surface. Both of these features are recorded at Harmony 
(viz. the depression in front of C VI) and also occur at 1halnborwn 
(van der Ferwe, N.J., pern. comm.). Few examples of this typo of 
furnace have been found and thin is probably due to their small nine 
and their partial burial. The amount of slag near the examples at 
Harmony suggest that they wore used once only.
The iron smelters arc much bigger, often over 1,0 m. in diameter, 
have three slit-like tuyere entranccn running n nrly the full height 
of the furnace an at Nareng (Mason 1965). The aides between the 
tuyeres appear to have been banked up and the furnace wan also partly 
dug into the ground. This has two functions, to act aa insulation and 
to prevent the clay walls from cracking too much. The floors arc 
either of clay or natural soil and slope in towards the centre where 
m medicine hole is located. An interesting example with funnel 
shaped tuyere entrances was excavated near the Black Hilla 
habitation site 7/74 at Kiland in January 1974. This furnace typo io
widely d i s t r i b u t e d  in the Lowveld from Phuiaborwa to the 
Zoutpansbcrg (Kusel 1974, n.d.) and is often referred to as n 
Vcnda furnace. The ephithet*Vendu* may bo a misnomer as the 
distribution of the furnaces extends far south into Sotho country 
and Krige (1937) points out that some of the Vcnda clans particularly 
in the south of Vendaland arc of southern and possibly Sotho stock.
The furnace type may have been carried from south to north by these 
clan.) who became absorbed into the Vcnda tribe. Apart from this 
there it sufficient diveroity in furnace types in the Transvaal to 
b u r r ont that classes have cultural significance. Unfortunately, to 
date there is insufficient data for direct conclusions. The only 
two remotely well studied areas ore the north-eastern Lowveld 
(Schwellnus 1937, Macon 196.9, Kusel 1974, n.d., van der Her we and 
Scully 1971, Bates 1947, Ctuivcr and van der Merwe 1968,
D. S. van der Merwe, 1937) and the southern nnd south-western 
Trunavoal (Mason 1971, Manon 1962, Mason 1972, Kusel 1974, n.d.).
The two areas have different furnace types from each other nnd are 
culturally separate though related broadly.
l.A (iii) d. Metal work Metal work is not well published in this part of 
Africa with the exception of some hoes described by Klapwijk (1974) 
nnd some metal objects illustrated by Mason (1962).
N. J . van der Merwe (1971) lists from his excavations at Fhnlaborwp 
arrows, spears, gads, c: Iseln, adzes, hoes and small tools that wore 
made in iron and are more common than copper objects in the form vf 
wire, beads, bracelets or the ler.,lo or copper currency rod. Only one 
cop)'r object wu» found at Harmony (Chapter IV 4. B); Welle (1935) 
mentions that the woman in the Kllerton Mine burial had masses of 
coiled coj per wire anklets on the lego. Klapwijk (pere. comm.) 
ham skirtn made of bent copper beads collected from 
Modjadji’m kraal and suggests that they may have tcun heirlooms.
One thing is certain nnd that is that copper appears to have been used 
for personal adornment and for exchange purposes in the form of 
Moral* nnd por.ibly also an wire (of. Rhodesia, e.g. Qarlako 1973). 
Iron also seems to have been used for exchange, generally aa hoes 
(Schwellnus 1957, Itndblom 1926, Paver 1933, Klapwijk 1974).
1) in Die Vudorland, 25rd November, 1972
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Schwollnub (1957) mcntiono a find of a hoard of iron hooo bunched 
together in fivers, the exchange unit, in the Northern Trnnnvaal but 
does not give further dctailr. Metal working also appears to have 
regional and possibly cultural tier as shown by Mason’s comment on hoes 
from Louis Trichardt district which are distinct from north-eastern 
Lowveld examples (Maaon 1962) and equally distinct from those on the 
escarpment near Lydenburg (Evers excavations 1971-3)• Shape 
classification and trace element a-alysie of slags, ores and metals 
should enable a worker to net up trade patterns. 
l.A (iii) e. FjU 11works Only two salt works have been excavated though
other examples ore known. The excavated sites arc Harmony 9/72A and 
Kiland 1/74, 2/74, 3/74, 4/74, 6/74. Other reported cites include 
Landraad (van dor Herwo, N. J. pers. comm.), Rhoda (Mason 1962, 
van der Merwe, D.S. J937), Loolc (fichwcllnuo 1937, Xaaon 1962) and 
Sautini (Witt J. 1966, Kuaol, pore. comm., van der Merwe, pars. comm., 
Evers personal observation). The two excavated cites chow a remarkable 
number of oimilnritie' and come of these can also be seen at the 
un-excavatod sites. Points of similarity include the deposit (u 
mixture of sand and clay or ailt with lenoco of sandier material and 
of ash); the presence of soapstone bowls, the faunul assemblage 
including no domestic animal remains and at Kiland, where a skeletal 
part analyaio was undertaken, only certain parts of the body; the 
distribution of remains in the dope lit seemingly random except that 
at Kiland hearths were distinguishable.
Much of the above can bo explained by reference to published 
accounts of salt making (Junod 19"7, Witt 1966) and to observations 
made by Kusol and van dor Merwe (pers. comm.) at Sautini which were 
confirmed by my examination of recently abandoned filters and hearths 
there in January 1974 (coo fig. 86 ).
The important featured of salt making at Sautini are or, follows:
1. Salt making it. done by women only.
2. Women come daily from surrounding villages bringing food and 
utensils with them. They nev r sleep at the site.
3. They make sacrifice to ancestral spirits at a special place,
in this cuoe at a dead Manila tree (Sclerof arya cn f fra), which
consists of food and drink placed on chrrdn and firewood.
*t. They make a filter out of Mopano (Col ophonpormum rjpnnc) stakes, 
withies and bark into which grass and a sun dried clay funnel 
is placed.
5. Salt is scraped off the surface together with clay and is mixed
with sand to aid the filtering process. This mixture is placed
in the filter, a pot is placed underneath.
6. Fresh water obtained from the river is poured over the sand/salt/ 
clay mixture until the water pouring through the filter is no 
longer salty. This may be repeated several times until the brine 
is clean. The leached sand/clay mixture is dumped round the 
filter and builds up a mound.
7. The brine is boiled down in pots on a nearby fire until most of
the water has been driven off. Tt is then removed, the salt
is scraped out and made into cakes which are then allowed to bake 
in the sun or are lightly fired to give them a hard outer crust 
for easy transport.
8. Nowadays salt is not made for normal use but is widely traded over 
the towveld for ritual purposes.
9. A tithe of the salt is paid to the chief who owns the salt works 
in recognition of his ownership.
10. Broken pots and animal bone foodwaste are left lying around and 
mixed up with the mounds of filtered soil.
Junod (1927) records variations in the filter whereby a pot with a 
specially made hole in the bottom is placed on a frame like that described 
above. Grass is laid over hole and filtering proceeds as before.
This may be reflected on t outhern bank of the Makhutswi River at
Harmony where soapstone bo deliberately perforated in the base have 
been found. Junod also rcco.- that the ashes of certain grasses and 
compositan are filtered for sal tn the same way as saline earth but that 
this salt is only used when other sources are not available.
The archaeological finds at Harmony and Eiland salt works fit the 
ethnographic model neatly. The lack of habitation remains at beth sites 
is in accordance with daily visits, as is the distance between the 
village and the salt works at Harmony. The faunal assemblage from Eiland 
and probably also from Harmony is in complete accord with portions of meat
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being brought to the site for consumption rather than with animals 
having been killed and butchered at the site. The distribution of 
sherds tmd ash piles or hearths at the two archaeological sites agrees 
with that noted at Sautini; and finally the deposit found at the sites 
is identical with that at Sautini. At Eiland mound-like stratification 
is observable but this was not the case at Harmony where deposits in 
any case are only one third as deep as those at Eiland or Sautini.
The size of the mound made in one season's salt making at Sautini shows 
too that depth of deposit is no criterion of great length of occupation 
at archaeological salt works.
Salt undoubtedly played an important part in internal trade during 
the Iron Age as good salt denosits arc few in South Africa as they ore 
in Central Africa (Fagan 1969a, 1969b) and in West Africa (Davidson 
1963, Bovill 1970).
l.A (iii) f. Soap howl factories Tn addition to the soapstone bowl
factory sites cn Harmony (Chapter II) only two other factory sites 
have beer, recorded, though neither has been visited bv myself.
Mason (porn. comm.) and More (197,0 mention a factory site on Sheila
10. KU; Mason's photographs show it to be essentially similar to that 
on Harmony. Mr. 0. Catto (pens. comm.) told me of another factory site 
on Kondowie 7^1 IT, 17 Km. from the salt site at Eiland. The Sheila 
site is close to both the Rhoda 9KU and the I.oole salt works and must 
stand in much the name relation to them as the Harmony sites to each 
other. In all cases wood working techniques like those described for 
Harmony appear to have been used (cf. Mason 1962). Soapstone bowls 
appear to be very closely connected with salt production (Mason 1962).
Van der Merwe (van der Mcrwo and Scully 1971) record no soapstone objects 
from habitation sites, none were found at the Eiland Black Hills 7/7^ 
site and only three at Harmony 50/7t+ village. At the salt sites, 
however, finds of soapstone arc numerous.
l.A (iii) g. Burials Few burials have been recorded in the north-eastern
Lowvcld. D. S. van der Merwe 0937 ) and Scully (van der Merwe and 'cully
1971) record Sealeng hill as the royal burial place for the 
Phalaborwa chiefs. No excavations arc permitted and no details are 
therefore available. Wells (1935) describes the burial of a young
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woman and foetus from Eliorton nine, 'lie body had copper anklets, 
woollen (?) cloth preserved in contact with the coppsr, pottery and 
animal bones associated with the prave. The pottery is difficult to 
attribute to any group, but the known association of extensive copper 
workings with the Phalaborwu tradition suggests attribution to this 
tradition. The skull showed the young woman to be predominantly 
'Bantu* with an admixture of 1Push-Boskopoid' ancestry suggesting 
that the individual falls within the range of the South African Bantu 
speaking Negro. Glass was also associated and indicates a relatively 
late date.
At Harmony 35/7^ a pot burial was exposed durin" the construction 
of a rer.oivoir. The pot is a typical Phalaborwa tradition vessel, 
with a hatched band just above the belly, and was covered with a lid. 
Inside was an infant tentatively aged by tooth eruption by 
R, Melbourne to be about six months old. The find was made in May 1974.
l.A (ill) h. Bating Dating of the Pnalaborwa tradition is of immense
importance for several reasons. Firstly, the available dates suggest 
a long tine range of ca. 1000 years for the tradition. Secondly, the 
descendants of the Phalaborwa tradition communities still live in the 
north-eastern I.owvold tod^y and some oral tradition has been gathered 
(e.g. Krige 1937, van Warmelo 1944, Du Toit 1967, van der Mcrwe and 
Scully 1971), Quite how far back the oral tradition can be pushed 
is extremely important and will be discussed later. Thirdly, 
questions of internal exchange and trade with foreigners on the 
East Coast can be raised and the time depth possible for this must 
be discussed.
Table IX gives the published radiocarbon dates for the 
Phalaborwa Culture.
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Tabic IX
Site
Laboratory
reference
Radiocarbon
years
B.P.
error + Calendar
years
A.D.
Association
Kgopolwe III Y 1662 • 820 so 11)0 hut floor
Y 16)9 * 850 60 1100 hut floor
Y 16)7 * 910 60 1040 hut floor
Y 16)8 * 990 80 960 hut floor
Loolekop GrN 4215* 160 )0 1790 adit mine
Y 16)5 ' 950 60 1000 mine shaft with 
circular Chamber
Y 16)6 * Il80 80 770 mine shaft with 
horizontal gallery
Harmony RL 207 690 90 1260 copper mine 
tailings
Molotho Y 1661 * 60 120 1890 copper furnace
Nareng GrN 4928 " 110 25 l84o iron furnace
Y 1767 •* 160 60 1790 iron furnace
Kgopolwe IV Y I658 * 280 60 1670 iron furnace
Y 1657 ' 520 60 14)0 iron furnace
Tchanknre Y 1766 *• 290 80 1660 iron furnace
Y 1769 " 90 60 i860 iron furnace
GrN 4929 ** 110 4o 1840 iron furnace
Katsepe Y 1660 * 60 60 1870 iron furnace
Harmony 
, 9/72A RL 206(1) : )20 salt works
Notes
(1) A further sample from this site has been submitted, for which a date 
is still awaited.
* Source - Stuiver and van der Merwc 1968.
•* Source - Derricourt, R. H. 197), derived from Fagan, R. M. 1969
Radiocarbon dates for sub-Saharan Africa VI J. Afr. Hirt. 10:149-169
Harmony dates are otherwise unpublished.
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Additional sources of dating from archaeological source are scanty:
1. vnn dcr Merwe (1971) states that some of the terrace habitations at 
Phalnborwa have glass beads of nineteenth century date and that he 
does not exjj'Ct dates for terraced sites to go back further than one 
or two ccnturiKi.
2. The association of M 1 pottery with the Eiland flack Hills habitation 
site 7/7** suggests a date of c h .  1400 for the site and for the nearby 
iron furnaces.
3. The glass remains from the Ellcrton burial (Wells 1935) suggest a post 
l800 date.
The above evidence shows some important lacunae. Villages date to ca. 1000 A.D. 
and ca. IROO A.D. Copper smelting furnaces to the nineteenth century, mines 
to before 1300 and after 1750, iron smelters from 1400-1900. The gaps 
undoubtedly reflect th»> tyi e of distribution of dates that can be expected 
with so few readings. The dates for copper mining and for the copper furnace 
suggest that copper working war carried out probably for the whole period 
1000 A.D. - 1850 A . D .  contemporarily with iron smelting; the combination of 
all dates shows U  north-eastern Lowveld to huve been occupied presumably 
continuously iron ca. 1<00 to the present by a population that is essentially 
the same nr. the present day one.
Date Y - 1636 for the Loolokop mine is undoubtedly too early for the 
I hnlaborwa Culture ao it stands. There are two possible reasons for the 
high reading; firstly that the date is correct and refers to Early Iron Age 
mining presumably by the f.ilvcr Leaves Tradition population. This is not 
too far fetched no copper has boon recovered from Early Iron Age contexts in 
the Transvaal, at Lydonburg (von Dozing and Jnskeep 1966) and froederstrocm 
(Mason 1974) both dating to ca. 5C0 A.D. (Intikeep 1971, Mason 1974a, 1974b). 
Secondly the date may have been done on wood much older than the working of 
the mine. Scully (1971 ' records that wood from two types of hardwood trees 
Mokhwal 0 (? \c ir la nirror-.cen.n) and Vurunu (? Co~Vreturn, inl^rbe) .are used for 
making charcoal for smelting. It in eounljy possible that they were used for 
fire setting. Both are fairly slow growing, particularly the latter, ar'i 
both renint weathering markedly when dead. It is therefore quite ponsibl 
that the date recorded in ca. 200 years too early. The same critic!—  may be 
levelled at any of the mine dates, the furnace dates and possibly even the  
village dates. Nevertheless the present radiocarbon record implies an
1) with N. T. van der Merwe
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impressively deep timescale for the Phalaborwa tradition. The dote for 
the Kiland tradition at Silver I,caves requires comment in the light of the 
Phalaborwa dates. Either the Phalaborwa dates are too early or there was 
some considerable overlap between the two traditions looting as much as 
. 1-200 years. On examining the oral tradition (van dcr Mcrwe and Scully 
1971, Krige 19371 Du Toit 19&7) on arrival the BaPhalaborwa had to fight 
for possession of their present location. Whether this oral tradition 
can be pushed back as far as 1000 A.D. in debatable but Scully is not 
pessimistic.
It is difficult to place the Harmony sites in the scheme presented.
The A.D. 1260 date for the mine is a single date and susceptible to all 
the sources of error for single dates. The indeterminate date, Rl. 206, 
suggests a date cn. 1600 or earlier for tho sa't site. All three 
industrial sites by their nature could have been worked over a considerable 
time period, perhaps as much as two or three centuries of intermittent 
exploitation. The village 50/7^, however, docs not have the amount of 
surface indications that would suggest long occupation. Two possible 
models can be postulated from this:
1. That the sites wore in lact worked heavily for a short time period, 
perhaps 20 years, by the community inhabiting site 50/7^. When the 
copper mine wan exhausted the community moved away.
That the industrial sites were exploited more intermittently over a 
much longer time period, possibly measurable in centuries, but that the 
community exploiting them moved to new village sites close by now and 
again.
Neither hypothesis can at present bo proved and on the basis of 
purely archaeological evidence neither seems the more likely. However 
an old man, Aaron, about 65-70 years old, employed by the Kampvuur 
Vaknnnie-oorde Bpk,, told me that when his grandfather was a boy, Unit 22 
at the copper mine wan still open; he did not know whether mining was 
still done then. The above suggests that Unit 22 wan still open cn. 100 
yearn ago. The presence of timbers in tho stope ulro indicates no great 
age, perhaps a maximum of 200 years. This would mean the mine was still in 
production about 1750 A.D. If the 1260 A.D, date is even remotely correct 
(i e. to withir throe times the statistical error) this would mean 
production of copper lasted for cn. hOO years. All this is speculation but 
doom at 1 omit point towards tho second model being r.ore correct.
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impressively deep timencaXe for the Fhalaborwa tradition. The dote for 
the Eilnnd tradition at Silver Leaves requires comment in the light of the 
Fhalaborwa dates. Either the Fhalaborwa dates arc too early or there • as 
some considerable overlap between the two traditions lasting as much as 
. 1-200 years. On examining the oral tradition (van der Merwe and Scully 
3971« Krige 1937, Du Toit 19&7) on arrival the BaFhalaborwa had to fight 
for possession of their present location. Whether thin oral tradition 
can be pushed back as far as 1000 A.D. in debatable but Scully is not 
pessimistic.
It is difficult to place the Harmony cites in the scheme presented.
The A.D. 1260 date for the mine is a single date and susceptible to all 
the sources of error for single dates. The indeterminate date, RL 206, 
suggests a date ca. 1600 or earlier for the salt site. All three 
industrial sites by their nature could have been worked over a considerable 
time period, perhaps an much as two or three centuries of intermittent 
exploitation. Hie village 50/74, however, does not have the amount of 
surface indications that would suggest long occupation. Two possible 
modelo can be postulated from thin:
1. That the sites were in fact worked heavily for a short time period, 
perhaps 20 years, by the community inhabiting site 50/74. When the 
copper mine was exhausted the community moved away.
2. That the industrial sites were exploited more intermittently over a 
much longer time period, possibly measurable in centuries, but that the 
community exploiting them moved to new village siten close by now and 
again.
Neither hypothesis cun at present be proved nnd on the basic of 
purely archaeological evidence neither eeums the more likely. However 
an old rr.-in, Aaron, about 65-70 years old, employed by the Kampvuur 
Vaknnnic-oordf Bpk,, told me that when his grandfather was a boy, Unit 22 
at the copper mine wan still open; he did not know whether mining was 
still done then. The above suggests that Unit 22 was still open ca. 100 
yearn ago. The presence of timbers in the etope also indicates no great 
age, perhaps n maximum of 200 yearn. This would moan the mine was still In 
production about 1750 A.D. If the 1260 A.D, date i; even remotely correct 
(i.e. to within throe times the statistical error) this woulr mean 
production of copper laated for ca. 400 years. All this is speculation but 
does at least point towards the second model boing more correct.
Thr tern Trannvaa] Ercarp^ent nenr I yctenhurp;
Published archneolo^ical research has been confined almost 
exclusively to the area between Lydenburg, f'aclmdodorp and No 1 spruit 
(I>aidler 1952, van Hoe pen 19)9, Trevor 1912, Mason 1962, Hvcrs 197),
Inskeep 1971, von Razing and Inskeep 1966). Just outside the above 
mentioned area Aylw-ird (1886) unwittingly provided some archaeological 
information while reinforcing the fortifications of Purgorefort, and 
from n# arby Pearlovo (19)9) described pottery and skeletons.
So far only Early and Tate Iron Ago traditions have been identified.
The first is known from four localities, only one of which is excavated 
and in here referred to as the Sterknpruit tradition after the form where 
the first finds were made. The second is known from numerous sites, only 
three of which have been excavated, and is referred to here ms the 
Rndfontcin tradition after the farm Badfontein where excavations were first 
corricd out in 1971.
In both coses our knowledge in considerably more restricted than for 
those traditions ju;t described in too north-eastern Iowvcld.
(i) The gtorknmiit Tradition Pour sites ore known, two of them from two 
or three surface sherds, one from on extensive sheet erosion surface 
and the Innt from excavations. The first two sites arc known from the 
farm Friedenham 282 JT north of Nelspruit and from farm Klipopruit 89 JT 
in the Bat. . • in basin about 20 Kn. couth of Lydenburg, Tlie sheet 
eroded nito is that of Stcrkspruit ’cccribed by von Bezing and Inskeep
(1966); the excavated site is jur.t over the ridge from the Sterkspruit 
cite and is known at three localities 97/7), 98/7), 99/7) and was dug
in November 197) by my. elf with the help of !?. Wei bourne.
The Sterkspruit site produced pottery, ostrich egg nhell, copper 
and iron beads, .- lag, tuyeres, grinding stones and parts of seven 
terracotta heads, R. Tnnkecp showed me photographs of these in Oxford 
in July 197). The pottery according to T. Knggi (pers. comm, and 197))
hao very strong affinities with NC 5 pottery from Natal,
My excavation; at 57/73, 36/73 and 99/73 produced pottery in large 
quantities, much of which could be ren.ui.omblod to fom nearly complete 
vessels* A number of veoae1 chapes are prerent including necked pota, 
deep bowls, carinated bowl; , open dishes and come very small joro. 
Decoration generally consists of broad line incision in a wide variety 
of motifs including herring bone, triangles and hatched bands.
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A nunbf'r of motifs may be found on the same vessel. The pottery was 
found associated with hearth areas and with pits about 0,9 m. in diameter 
and at least 0,60 m. in depth. The only three bone fragments preserved 
were teeth belonging to cattle and sheep/goat. Locality $8/7) is a 
burial cite with Early iron Age pottery like that from 57/75 and 
Sterkspruit. This is to be excavated in September 197,«. Locality 59/73 
is another living site area probably connected with 57/75 though the two 
arc about 1000 m. np-irt; Early Iron Age sites arc known to be large, 
e.g. Rroederatroom (Mason 1975, 1974a, 1974b).
The stronger affinities are undoubtedly with NO 3 from Natal where 
similar motifs and vessel shapes arc found. A single radiocarbon date 
from Sterkspruit was done .on charcoal that may be associated with the 
heads; the reading gave 1460 50 B.L., A.I). 490 (J’to - 328) and io
probably a valid one. 
l.B. (ii) Tt e 1 id for'ein Trad i 11on Preliminary work was don* by laidler 
(1932) on pottery from near Machadodorp, van Hoepen (1959) and Mason 
(196?) on stone wall cites and Dearlove on skeletal material from near 
Burgers fort. Mason (I96R) conducted an aerial photography survey of 
part of the Transvaal including this area and counted en. 1800 stone 
wall sites. Re-examination of the pliotograjho confirms his impressions 
of large terraced Bites and puts the 1800 el tea into their proper 
perspective. Tnc figure represents homestead units within larger 
settlements and is undoubtedly a gross underestimate aa ouch. Repeated 
re-examination of the photographs in conjunction with field trij ;i r>ow^ 
that there ere at leant sixty large village sites averaging 4 - 1  Pm.'5 
in area in a belt eight mi)to wide between Lydcnburg and Machadodorp. 
Settlements consist of up to 140 homestead unitn, more usually ca. 50. 
Terraces are found between homestead* and trackways lined with stone 
walls lead through the terraces between homestead units and the outside 
of the settlement. Excavation: at Rsdfontein 45/71 and 44/71 produced 
no hut floors, but a quantity of pottery and metal objects was retrieved, 
in association with cattle, sheep/goat and acme wild animal bone foodwnste. 
Excavation 1 /it Lydcnburg sites 60/75, 61/73 produced good evidence 
of hut floors with additional metal, pottery and animal bone fooiwante.
The hut floor excavated at Cl/75 consisted of 0 circular inner coll 
paved with flat nlnbr, of baked rhale and an outer verandah with a daga 
floor, dug 1 kerbs and a hemispherical daga lined fire bowl. The inner
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cell presumably originally was also daga p/ivcd. Pottery and a grind­
stone were located close to the edge of the inner cell suggesting that 
they might have been kept outside under the eaves. The 61/73 site 
fortunately also has the ideal plan for stone walls which is reproduced 
with minor modifications at all other homesteads. It is composed of an 
inner circular enclosure with two opposite entrances, one joined with 
parallel walls to the outside of the unit, the other opens into the 
hut area. Round the central enclosure and contiguous to it are smaller 
enclosures whoso use is not yet known. Huts are found between these 
enclosures and an outer ring wall which surrounds the whole unit.
Pottery fells into three main types. Plain, small bowls generally 
fairly roughly made which by analogy with Pedi practice (Quin 1959) 
were probably used for cooking; large and small pots with low necks 
with i ither a row of punctntior. marks just below the rim on a matt vessel 
or the same decoration with a line of incised chevrons on the shoulder 
and colour burnish using graphite and rod ochre. This ware is identical 
to that described by Laidlor (1932) who felt that they belonged to two 
separate phases, now known not to be true, and by Deariovc (1935).
Dating evidence relics almost entirely on the single date obtained 
for Badfontein ‘♦5/71: RL 205 270 ♦ 90 B.P. (l68o A.D.). This is not on
unlikely date but metely moans that the settlement can be dated to any 
time within the last 500 years or so (Vogel, J.C. 1971)• An end date of 
ca. 1890 can be given for the Badfontein tradition. Kthnohistorically 
the Pedi appear to have arrived in the Eastern Transvaal in ca. 1650. A 
date previous to this is probable for the Later Iron Age, perhaps as early
as 1500. This la in broad a.roemont with Manon13 dating of the Later Iron
Ago in the Southern and Western Transvaal (1974a.).
Iron mining la known from Lydenburg where n -ine wan discovered by 
Cvern, van d m  Berg and Wei bourne in 1973 and from Knlrlnnc near Nelapruit
(Trevor 1912). Smelting evidence in present in the form of elng from
the lydenburg sites but at present no furnace has boon excavated. Petal 
tooln are varied including hoes, adzro/uxcn, pins and chisels of various 
sort.3. Gold mining is probably also associated with the Badfontein 
tradition with minm at Pilgrims Rent (alluvial, C. Poster, p-ra. comm.) 
Waterval-onder and Rood Cerckal (Trevor 101?) and Barberton (Thein 1974, 
Mylurgh 1949). At irecrton open slopes and shafts with driven are
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mentioned, elsewhere open otopes appear to have been used. Dearlov*
(1955) described skeletons and pottery from the farm Goudmyn J37 a few 
kilometers south west of Burgersfort. The pottery description fits 
that given above for sites at Lydenburg and Bndfcntein demonstrating 
cultural affinity possibly on the level of tradition (see section 2 below). 
The skeletons are 'Bantu1.
Pottery and settlecont pattern in very similar to that observed 
among modern Pedi (P on nig 196?, Quin 1959),
There are also sites relating to the nineteenth century which have been 
studied by Evers and Macon (1962). That studied by Mason is the site of 
Mupochstad where in ncnocia .ion with ntone walls Mason found glass beads, 
gun parts and imported pipes together with bangles of copper and an iron 
adze, typical Iron Ago artefacts. The nite wan destroyed in l88j 
(Mason 1962). The other sites are oil caves and include Slabbcrtn Cave, 
Skull Cave, Prooklands Cave near Sabie and Mbobo Mkulu near Nrodwuna.
All contain animal bones, generally cattle, some human bone, pottery, 
either plain or decorated like that from Rndfontein and in some cases, 
e.g. Slubborte Cave, grata matting. Rrooklands is unusual in having the 
main cavern full of stone walls, prcl ibly mainly stock jenc but others 
arc probably defensive, Chords come from both small and extre-cly large 
vessels (capacity up to 5uL) which suggests preparations against attack 
in troubled times like those that existed during the pifanuane and the 
rise to power of the Swazi during the nineteenth century. Copper was 
also associated with Iron Ago remains at Brookltmds Cave.
l.C ftur— iry arl n?r!. \ 1 1 evidence fnr Iron Are trade
l.C (i) r.pqurnre c 11 elation The two regions, the north-easter"! T owveld, and 
the Eastern Transvaal escarpment have provided regional sequences w ich cun 
be broadly correlated as net out in figure 87. The two Early Iron Age 
traditions can be correlated relatively on the presence of Sterknjruit 
tradition sherds in a Silver Leaves tradition assemblages at Harmony 
69/72 and id!land 2/74. The dates from Silver leaves and Sterkspruit ore 
also of the same magnitude. The date from Rndfontein falls into the 
Phalaborwa trodition period and must be contemporary with nt least the 
Inter part of the 1halubovwa tradition. By analogy with the sequence 
established at Ktland and that established by Mason (1974a) for the
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Magaliesborg valley there is probably a further Iron Age tradition to 
be discovered which will fit chronologically between the Stcrkspruit 
and Uudfontcin traditions. 
l.C (ii) Trade In sections 1A and IB of this chapter reference has been 
made on a number of occasions to trade and trade materials; the 
archaeological evidence for this may now be set out. Following the 
example of B. Fagan (1969) the evidence will be discussed by material; 
salt, copper, iron, soap:tone, imported exotic goods, other possible 
trade items.
l.C (ii) a. Solt The evidence for salt trade in largely circumstantial at 
present and relies unfortunately on negative circumstances. Our 
knowledge of Iron Age salt making is restricted archacologically 
to the north-eastern I,owe Id though no doubt other places in the 
Transvaal, e.g. salt pans at Zoutponoberg and Pretoria (Mason pero. 
comm,) and other thermal springs, were exploited. If one examines 
the distribution of known salt sites in the north-eastern Lowveld 
it becomes ob'ious that sites are JO-70 Km. apart. However, the 
Geological rap of South Africa (1970, 111 000 000) indicates a 
number of thermal springs in the Eastern Transvaal, at least some 
of which must have been exploited. Proof of this lies in the fact 
that the Eilurid, Snutini and Harmony salt works are located at 
thermal springs. The only tangible evidence so far for trade lies 
in the rlarly Iron Ago where Stcrkspruit tradition sherds have been 
found in Silver leaves tradition layern at salt sites. There are 
comparatively few thermal springs on the Escarpment and one can 
appreciate that Early Iron Ago colonisers might not have known the 
country no well am their Later Iron Age descendants. To date no 
anIt works io known from the Escarpment and one must at present 
conclude that salt was obtained largely by trade, pojitibly from the 
north-eastern lowveld.
l.C (ii) b. Coj^cr Kvid.ncv in the archaeological record for co;per trade in 
more tangible. The diocusuion of ml .ing above shown that copper 
mining io very common in the north-eastern lowveld and non-existent 
on the escarpment; and that it appeara to cover a considerable length 
of time.
The Stcrkspruit site hao copper beads associated with Karly 
Iron Apt artefacts and a mid first Millenium A.I), date. Our present
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knowledge suggests that the copper must have como from the 
Lowveld. That this is not impossible is shown by the presence of 
Sterkspruit sherds in the Lowveld in Silver Leaves tradition levels 
at Harmony (>5/7?. and Eiland 2/7^, and the date for Lclve (770 A.D.).
Copper was otherwise used for copper ornaments like those
associated with the Ellcrton burial (We.1 Is 1955) or was cast into 
ingot form called Lera]e (or Marnlc: plural). These arc rois of
copper with bulbous ends often with rod-like projections from the
bulb. Finds have been described from Fhalaborwa (Lindblom 1926, 
Thompson 1926, More 197'*) but have been found over a fairly wide 
area. Thompson (19''9) mentions 1 era 1 e from Cekororo's tribe 
near Trichnrdtsdal were obtainable in the l890's for the payment 
of one pound. He also mentions a mine on the Kakhutswi River 
(Mnkudzi in the text) which is almost undoubtedly the Harmony 
copper mine. Tn the collection of the Department of Archaeology, 
University of the Witwatersrand arc two morale from Northampton 
farm ca. 4o Km. south of Phalaborv/a and the some distance from 
Harmony. Lindblom (1926) also refers to another lerale from among 
the Balemba to the north of Phalaborwa. Morale are scarce and many 
must have been destroyed.
Other tangible sources are Mapochstad and Brooklnnds cave where 
copper or copper alloy ornaments hove been found. In both cases 
however two possible sources arc pootulable: the north-eastern
Lowveld and Delagoa Bay where historical sources indicate that 
English copper was in heavy demand (Smith 1969, 1970). The 
material from Mapochstad is more probably European owing to the 
late date (Mason pens. comm.). Copper production however lasted 
to at least 1869 in the north-eastern Lowveld (Baines 1968,
Paver 19^5, Thompson 1926).
l.C.(ii) c. Iron The large quantities of iron work found in the north­
eastern Lowveld (Klapwijk 197'+) and t) a cgulnri tie; displayed in 
hoe manufacture to set patterns (Klapwijk 197'f, Dirke 1126) bears 
out the importance of iron working in possible trade patterns in the 
region. The .Eiland smelting site 9/7'' has no known close ore body 
and the analysis of the slag (Kusel, roneoed sheet) shows n s'rong 
titanium content suggesting a source in the Murchison Range about
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40 Km. to the south. Klapvdjk (1974) also recognised three 
examples in his collection as coming from outside the district, 
purely on plan form. One is identical to some illustrated by 
Macon (196?, fig. 241) from Louis Trichardt district, the sources 
of two are so far untraccable. Evidence for iron trade is derived 
largely from the historical record (Dicke 1926, SchwelInus 1937).
l.C (ii) d. Soapstone Soapstone may have been traded over small distances 
in the north-eastern I,owe Id# It hoc so far not been found on the 
escarpment near Lydonburg. Soapstone objects from near 
Pieteroburg (Mason 196?, D. S. van dor Merwo 1937) are probably 
also made from locally available raw material, bates (1947) 
suggested that the soapstone vessels from Eilnnd may have been 
made at Harmony. This however is unlikely as there is a known 
worked soapstone outcrop at Kondowi (G, Catto, pcrs. comm.) only 
17 Km. from Liland as opposed to the distance of 80 Km. separating 
Eilnnd from Harmony.
l.C (ii) e. Imported exotic objects A number of artefacts may be categorized 
under thin heading. The cloth from the Kllerton burial (Wells 1935) 
in probably imported an the fibre is animal derived. Mason f1962) 
felt it might have been made locally as artefacts such as spindle 
whorls arc known from the Northern Transvaal. Despite the presence 
of spindle whorls from Harmony and Eiland I feel the Ellerton 
fabric was imported, an native spinning and weaving in Southern 
Africa appears to be exclusively associated with cotton (Welle 1935)• 
Glass beads have been found at e number of sites and ore all 
imported. Sites at 1 halnlorwa (van dcr Merwo and Scully 1971) and 
Harmony (9/7?A) have yielded beads. Heirloom beads arc recorded 
from among the Tcdi (Schofield 1938, 1958, Davison 1972), the 
Lovedu (Davison 197?), the Vend-- (nrhoftcld 19?8, 1958, 
van Riot I,own 1955, Davison 1972) and reveal n large number of 
varieties in colour, size and relative importance. Beads have 
also been found on Escarpment sites, at Mnpochstad (Mason 1962) 
and Badfontein 49/71 and further into the interior, e.g.
Robertr.drift (Dc-rricourt and Evers 1973) though in each example
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a case may be made out for their arriving relatively recently 
(i.e. late nineteenth century.
Kason (1962) has recorded Chinese ceramic ware from Kiddlcfcurg, 
west of Machadodorp, which undoubtedly reflects trade contacts with 
the East Coast.
Paver (1933) records a Portuguese or eastern Matchlock 
from the K.omati valley and finds of pistols from caves near 
Modjadji's kraal (Klapwijk, pern. comm.) suggest that Paver's 
example is rot isolated.
l.C (ii) f. Other materials An Fagan (19^91« b) points out, Iron Age trade
was not restricted to those articles listed above. Trade in poles,
thatching grass, food, drink and materials derived from animals - 
ivory rhinoceros horns and knrosseo are all attested from the 
historical record. They are all, however, with the possible 
exception of the ivory, unlikely to be preserved or recognisable 
as trade objects in the archaeological record.
l.C (ii) g. Tr.-i ip jr. the Eastern Transvaal / rchneolog!cn] record
and llnrrony
The Harmony sites provide two materials of especial importance 
in the Iron Age trade, copper and salt. No copper objects with 
the exception of that found at the salt works can be said to be 
made of Harmony copper. However, trace element analysis of 
Harmony ores and slags plus analysis of copper objects from the 
north-eastern I.owveld may provide an answer. Until that time any 
remarks on Harmony's position must be pure speculation. Historical 
sources will be discussed in sections 2 and 3*
For salt, trade can only be safely postulated for the Early 
Iron Age though it it; probable that salt was widely traded 
throughout th<' Iron Age.
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2. The Kthnohistoricnl background to the Iron Ago of the 
Eastern Trinrv.-i.il
Discussion of the ethnohistorical background will be divided into the 
regions discussed for archaeology for purposes of clarity and because to some 
extent the histories of the two areas are different.
2.A The north-eastern Lowveld
Studies of the ethnohistory have been made by Krigc (1937) who briefly 
describes the history of all tribes in the area, van Wartnelo (19,*£0 who 
examines those tribes along the Drakensberg foot hills and Du Toit (1967) 
and Scully (vn: der Mcrwo and Scully 1971) who discuss the Phalaborwa only. 
The tribes of the north-eastern Lowveld are all Sotho and are linked by a 
number of dialect features ouch as the- in place of se- in words like 
s(;ped; ; in the northern Lowveld thin becomes therodi (Krige 1937, 
van Warmelo 19^4). Any study of the tribes of the north-eastern Lowveld 
is hampered by the incredible complexity of the situation. Krige (1937, 
p. 327) writes;
"The Sotho of the Northern Tranr,van 1 are an enormously complex group 
of tribes. Very diverse os to ancestry, and lacking the homogeneity of 
the Vends, they are divided into numerous email independent tribes, which 
unlike the Venda usually have distinctive names. Each tribe consists of 
individuals of widely different ancestry, indicated by the tribal origin 
or foreign totem of the individual. These individuals make up various 
constituent groups which are attached to the nuclear ruling group, from 
which the tribe often takes its name and identity but which is usually 
greatly outnumbered by the other constituent groups except perhaps in the
district of the Chief..... . It is necessary to emphasise that the
little we know of these tribes is limited to the nuclear ruling groups. 
Sometimes accretions to the tribe readily assignable to such well known
tribes us the Kxatli, Vendn, Tokwa or Lobedu can be identified; ..... .
Thin complex; 4 .• and c< n fur, ton e v e rywhere  appears t i a nte d a te  the -i o r a t i o n s  
of the rlr -t' ^vth r, , tn:r ' wh i c h  have rvdo t' H r  c o n t r i b u t i on to  the  
inex  t r l c a i  ] e \ -v-rlt; and to the d i f f i c u l t y  o f n  ennr true t i nr b i v t o r t  o l 
i n t e r - r e l a t i or,. . ." (My u n d e r l i n i n g ) .
The history of the following tribes is of interest here; the 
Phalaborwa, the Mahlo section of the Narone, the Thnbin^, the Kori, the 
Kh/ihn.
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2.A (i) Th<- t'halabo-v.'.-) The two moot useful studies are those of Du Toit
(1967) and Scully (van der Merwc and Scully 1971). Ultimate origins 
appear to have been in UokVvlakhm (Rhodesia) from which they moved 
couth and cant settling in the Pilgrims Rest area or further south 
before retracing their steps north to their present location and area 
of influence which is roughly circumscribed by a 25 Km. radius from 
the town of Fhalaborwa. This occurred during the reign of 
Mnlnt.iic 7T who belongs in a group that foully refers to as, "A brief 
list of Mythological Ancestors." (van der Merwc and Scully 1971, 
p.187). The genealogy of the Fhalaborwa is divided into three groups 
of names: Seven names going back from Mokushanc 11 (died 1964) with
praise songs and n complexity of details; a second group of seven 
names probablj only recited by royal genealogists and which Scully 
feels is probably a telescoping of a much longer list. The reduction 
to seven or to a standard number, Scully states, is widespread in 
Africa. The third category includes the "mythical ancestors". The 
telescoping of the longer list is an important point that must be 
born in mind when one examines the archaeological evidence that 
suggests that the ancestors of the present day population must have 
been in the north-eastern Lowveld as long ago as A.1). 1000. An' 
point of interest and great importance is that accession to the 
chieftaincy was very often disputed and resulted in frequent 
displacement of settled groups# Which must have added greatly to 
the present complexity of tribes. Conflict with 1 obedu in ’early' 
times in also noted both from Lofcedu and Fhalaborwa sources.
2.A (ii) Thf Mnhlo section of the Nnrcne
The Thnblrw the Konl and the Khaha The sources for these tribes 
ore two (Krigc 1957, von Warmclo 1944). Conflicting reports are 
presented on origins but the consensus of opinion in Krlge's mind 
points to an origin to the south with the possibility of an ultimate 
origin in Rhodcr.in. (Tiokoni or Poloadi). Nor one chiefs all govern 
with the name Sekororo, though are given their private names in 
genealogies. The present location is in the foothills of the
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Drakcnebcrg ccuLh of Trichardtndal and north of the Olifants Tiivor, 
but thoir influence extends along the Makhutswi River towards Mica, 
including the area of the Harmony sites. The first of the nine 
chiefs listed by van Varmelo, Ramahlo, apparently lived on a hill 
called Thukatse on Solati Ranch, ca. 10 Km. from the Harmony sites. 
Without allowing for telescoping of the genealogy and by allowing 
a generous twenty-five years reign as average, Ramahlo may have lived 
ca. 1?G0. If one allows for telescoping of genealogies this date 
may be pushed back n bit further, perhaps to 1700. Another informant 
of mine, Jeremiah, who claimed to be a cousin of Sckororo, told me 
that hio (Jeremiah's) grandmother lived on the southern bank of the 
Makhutswi cloue to the Harmony salt works and exploited the salt 
occurrence. Bearing in mind also the tentative end date for the 
Harmony copper mine of ca. 17%) there is a distinct possibility that 
tribesmen under the chieftaincy of Ramahlo were exploiting the Harmony 
industrial cites. Whether they were the only people to do mo is 
another matter which is made extremely complex by the narratives of 
the Tluibina, the Koni and the Khahn all of whom at one time or another 
claim to have controlled the area round I eydndorp, only 20 Km. north 
of the Harmony sites and who appear to have displaced each other in 
that area, the Th-iblnu moving west to their present location in the 
Thabinn Fiver valley, the Koni to north of Traneen and the Khnha, 
more recently, west to the Drakensberg foot hills between the Th:.fcinn 
and the N-trene. It is quite possible that at the same time as these 
displacements the Nnronc displaced oth'r tribes exploiting Harmony 
resources, or took jurt in a similar succession of displacements. 
Difficulty lies in several areas: The archaeological material of
traditional typca (pottery, metal tool typology, etc.) la almost 
identical over the north-eastern Lowveld an far as it is known to 
date. Sophisticated analyses of ware, trace elements, etc. in 
pottery, slags, orro and metal products are in their infancy in South 
Africa and the results no far obtained are still difficult to 
interpret bccauuc of the lack of well dated archaeological esiten; 
Several hundred Cl4 dates are necessary. From the ethnoiiiotoricol
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side good dnta exist only for the nineteenth and possibly the last years 
of the eighteenth century. Beyond that are a few memories possibly 
chronologically inaccurate and certainly with great gaps between them, 
which are extremely difficult to fit into historical accounts based on 
European philosophy of history (cf. E. A. Ruch 1973). For those 
reasons ascribing archaeological material to any tribe is an 
extremely hazardous process and the suggestion that the Harmony sites 
may have been exploited by the Narene in merely an educated guess.
Van dor Merwe (van dor Morwe and Scully 1971) ascribes his 
archaeological sites to the ancestors of the present Fhalaborwa tribe 
on rather firmer grounds based on detailed slag and ore analyses.
The Musina tradition (van V/nrrolo 19^0) suggests they were not the only 
exploiters of the metals near Fhalaborwa.
2.R The 1 torn ir-u:sv.-tal Fscarrment
Ethnohintoricnl studies of the Eastern Transvaal escarpment 
again present problems; not least of which is the fact that the 
ethnohintorical sources deal with areas peripheral to the nrchaeologicolly 
studied area; that is they are about tribes who lived west of the 
Steelpoort River (the I’cdi) round Pilgrims Rest (the lulana and the Kutswe) 
or to the south east roun 1 Nelapruit (the Tai). In places Pcdi sources 
cover the arch'te.-ologically studied urea, but this in late in ledi history, 
about 1780 onwards.
The following nources are available: ledi history is based on
the tradition of Ra'lolo (Winter 1912) with additions by other workers 
(Hunt 19311 MonnJg 19&7, uin 1999)• Zicrvogel (1954) is the only source 
available for the huts*.', Pulunn and Pal and the evidence presented is 
meagre probably reflecting the tribal disturbances of 1820-1860 when first 
Mzilikazi and then the Swazi rampaged through the area.
2.B (1) The Pedl Prdi occupation of the Stcclpoort River valley, on the 
basin of the oral tradition, probably dates back to at leant 16%.
On arrival the Jodi found two groups of tribes, thj Roka and the 
Koni who lived to the north and to the cant of the Fedl settlement.
The Podi grew in power and wealth and during the reign of Moukanroe 
(1700?) overthrew the puramountcy of the Roka tribe, the Mongatana. 
Hampuru, regent for Moukangoe in his old age and for his grandson 
Moroamotnhe, initiated a series of raids on local Koni tribes
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subjugating them. One of these, at a place culled Kutoane by 
Hunt (1931)« is described us being beyond Lydenburg (1912). Hunt 
places it in the Badfontein volley but it is more likely to be at 
Ngodwana where equally large Iron Age settlements of this period arc 
known and where the name is the same (Ngodwana is the Swazi form). 
Horoamotchc (eighteenth century) built, a new village on the farm 
Goudmyn which must be the same site as that from which Dearlove's 
skeletons and pottery came (Dearlove 1935). Other references to the 
area east of the Steelpoort dool largely with the Ohrigotad area 
north of Lydenburg, in connection with succession to Moroamotshe 
which was disputed by Dikotopo and Thulure, two of his sons. Thulnre 
emerged as victor and set up the first of the two Pedi empires which 
lasted from sometime during the eighteenth century to his death just 
before Mzilikazi broke uway from Shako and destroyed the empire in 
the 1820's. Thulnre is Important for having had secret white visitors 
brought to his capital by his son Makgeru; those are reported to have 
been trade missions. The oral traditions mention extensive raiding 
towards the Wutcrberg but. make little mention of Fed! dominance of the 
escarpment rone around Pilgrims Rest where gold was undoubtedly being 
mined. This is especially important for any discussion of Icdi or 
Eastern Transvaal trade and shows nn important gap in our knowledge 
of Lantern Transvaal oral tradition.
2.it (11) Kutowc,Pal and Pulnna Zicrvogol is our only source for these 
tribes and all the historical information he gathered relates to 
the nineteenth century, more particularly to small movements of the 
trlbca during and after the i86011- when Gwur.i's were expanding their 
control of territory in the Eastern Transvaal end wore raiding along 
the escarpment as far north as Tzonecn, All these tribal groups 
originate in the south; the Kutr.wc and Pulva moved north to 
Pilgrims Rost and are still dominant in the area. Pulanu make a brief 
appearance in Podl history (Winter 1912b) nn ouxillinrics of Knbu a 
nephew and rival of Pokwati in the pont-Mzilikazi period. Quite what 
atatue they held (subjects, vonsnln, allies, etc.) in the 
prc-Mzilikazi era is unknown but knowledge of their status is of great
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importance. Perhaps the status of Kakopole, chief of the 
Tshianyana, a Koni trit>e at Lydenburg, and Mo'labini chief of the 
Maepa, a Koni tribe at Ohrigstad, who appear to have been independent 
politically but possibly occasionally paying tribute, is an indication 
of Palana status (Winter 1912a). The nature of Pedi hegemony 
is especially important to establish in view of I.egussick's suggestion 
that trade rr >y have played an important part in setting up the Pedi 
empires (Leg i; sick 19^9) •
2.C Kthnoh'it riral an i hi tori'-'il 'urc ; o< the Trnnfivnal 
Interior for Iron Age trade
Sources for trade cover a fairly wide area of the Transvaal (Wilson 
and Thompson 1969, Loganoick 1970) but are difficult to push back far into 
time. All our historical records in the Transvaal interior or the 
Northern Cape (Wilson and Thompson 19&9 summarise those that arc relevant 
to our problem) date to the nineteenth century with the exception of 
Wiknr (Wilson and Thompson 1969) who deals with the late eighteenth 
century and is concerned with trade between Khoi Khoi and Thlapiug. This 
account is important as it gives a list of materials traded: Thlaping
brought tobacco, ivory spoons, bracelets, copper and iron bends, glaoo 
beads, copper earrings and bracelets, knives, spoors, axes and awls and 
skins which they exchanged for livestock. All of these with the exception 
of glass beads are local products, the bends undoubtedly come from the 
cant or went coasts (Schofield 1^,8) whore they arc mentioned in 
historical sources or. being one of the major trade items (see section 3 
below). Wilson and Thompson provide other information on internal trade: 
Campbell felt that the Thlaping obtained raw iron and copper from the 
Hurutr.ho; the Bagamalete made iron implements which they bartered for 
cattle with the Holong, Thlaping, Ngwakrtei and Hurutshe after l843«
In the north-ea.> tern Low veld Varole and iron boon acorn to have been used 
extensively in exchange, particularly for marriage payments (fchwollnus 
1937, Lindblom 19:6, Dlcke 19"6, More 1974, Klapwijk 1974). These 
were apparently especially important in there areas where tsetse fly 
infestation prevented cuttle herding and the use of cattle for marriage 
payments.
1) There is however n possibility that Kakopole was a son of
ThuInre (Mansie 1909) which would indicate strong Pedi control 
of the w'ole escarpment.
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Beads appear to have been important in the Eastern Transvaal escarpment 
among the Fedi. Schofield (1938, 1958) shows that led! beads can be 
divided into two classes: Thnya beads worn only by the royal family 
and beads which could be worn by indunas and people of lesser rank but 
which were none the less highly prized. ] t is beads of the second class 
which appear to have been recovered from archaeological sites, e.g. 
Kupochstad (Mason 196?) though I noted on page <♦? that the beads from 
Harmony 9/7?A might possibly belong to Thar-i class. In the Fedi oral 
tradition beads go back to the time of Moukangoo, dating possibly as 
early as 17}0 (Winter 1912a) and beads appear on several occasions 
thereafter: A Mokoni gave Moroamotshe a bag of beads (date mid-late
eighteenth century) (Winter 191?<») 5 at the end of the cannibal period, 
about 1830 cannibals sent to Kabu two girls and many valuable beads to 
ask for jeace (Winter 1912a){ Sokwuti, on his return from the 
Zoutpansberg rent the Koni chief Mnrongrnng royal bends a# a gift (Hunt 
1931, Winter 1912b). Beads were therefore important ii diplomatic 
transactions, a factor which could signify several thingn: that besda
were rare and therefore highly prized or restricted to certain persons and 
highly prized as an indicator of status. Thin is 0 point which I will 
come back to. Still on the oubject of beads Schofield (1938 and 1958) 
constantly compares classes of beads found either in archaeological or 
ethnographic circumstances and suggests the same source of supply.
Beads were not the only exotic goods highly prized in Iron Age times 
and which wore used in historical or ethnohistorical sources for the 
Interior. Cloth is another article featured, unfortunately only from 
nineteenth century sources. Winter (1912b) describes how Fotgieter 
rsmC'ed all jieces of thin cloth from Sckwnti'o men while on a raid to 
the Zoutpanobvrg (lP.40*s) and further states that these pieces of cloth 
were brought by P ikonpa from Pelngoe Hay. Presumably at least some of 
theno clothes belonged to cormoners and illustrate the range of trade items 
in this part of the world. Arboui.ce t and pan mas (1965) and Legneaick (1969) 
state that Icdi visitors to the southern Sotho in 1837 wore bead collars 
and bracelets and that Cekwoti hud purchased a red scarf from Matleka 
middlemen plying the trade between delagoo Hay and the interior. The
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Koni of Mametea (van Warmelo mention black men coming from Delagoa
Bay with two typco of beads, Thuxn beads of all colours, Mahetlw.i or 
hexagonal blue beads and with blue and red cloth. The route crossed the 
Lebombo mountains rt Kophisane, a Portuguese who lived in one of the 
p a s s e r .
On the mechanisms of the trade there is much evidence from the 
interior, a knowledge that included too the source area of the exotic 
goods, heads and cloth, that reached the interior (Lcgassick (1969) 
mentions the case of Joseph Arend who, in l8l8, reached a Kwcna- 
Modimoaana nation in the Pilunsherg, Mngalieebcrg urea who gave him a 
description of trade at a place which must be Delagoa Pay. Pronkhorst 
(Chase 1969) while in the Zoutpansberg area on a reconnaissance trip with 
Potgieter writes:
•’We also spoke with the servants of the town's inhabitants who come 
there to barter elephants teeth for beads, linen and other wares; 
they alno informed us of there being ships waiting for elephants teeth. 
The people from that town spoke Portuguese". (Chase 1969, p. 73).
The Koni of V imetsn refer to the Mpfumo from Dolagoa Pay as the 
purveyors of trade items (van Warmelo 1944). Smith (1970) shows the 
Mpfumo to have undergone a severe etrugg? \n local politics about 1?60 
and that they were boosted by 1 ortugucoe subsequently. The oral 
tradition of the Koni of Mametea probably rcflee.a nineteenth century 
trade therefore. Dicko (1926) describes the importance of Tsonga 
middlemen in east coast trade both with reference to trade routes, for 
which he cites Louis Trigardt's journal as his source and to the 
establishment of the Maluleke Tboaga chieftainship in the Klein I.etaba 
erea, just north of the north-eastern lowveld an defined for the purpose 
of my discussion (:eo VI 1). The fighting and siting of the chieftainship 
waa apparently designed to control local trade routes and depots. If 
thin la indeed the case it shown how very well 1 on a traders knew the 
Eastern Transvaal and its trade potential. Ttronkhorot (Chare 1969) refers 
toTnongn (Knobno; <1 Kaffirs) an the traders; a fart alno mentioned by 
Arbounuct and Daun (1968) in connection with Fedi trade. Other tribca 
however do appear to have traded directly with Delagoa Bay without using 
Tnong.i na intermediaries. Hunt (1931 and Winter (l^l2u) both state that
8?
Thu1are sent hie con Makgczu to Dclagoa Bay, secretly, for trade purposes. 
There in also a tradition mentioned by both authors that Makfjem 
brought white men to see Thulure. Macon (1962, p. 4)1) states that, 
"Seknlelu, a Shnngaan man over 90 years of age now living near 
Chuniecpoort, told me that in his father's time Ropedi chiefs sent 
flge-grade rcgi mentn to barter with casL coast traders."
Here the problem of the definition of 'Raped!' arises; docs thio refer 
to the chiefs of the Karoteng clan who ruled the 1 cdi nation from ]6C0 
or co to the present? Or does it refer to any of the email cniefdorrs 
of Koni or Roka icscent who are nowadays collectively referred to as 
Pedi? If it does ir deed refer to Inc Maroteng clan why then is not trade 
mentioned more clearly in the oral tradition? A possible solution to the 
last question might bo that trade was too commonplace, apart from 
Thulare's which h is special significance, to have appeared in the oral 
record. Certainly Winter (1912b) states that Cehwati went on elephant 
hunting expeditions with Hendrik Potgioter, and that he sent him a pence 
offering cf elephant tusks which arrived days after Potgieter's death.
Ivory is n corr-odity that figures high in trade transactions in the 
interior (e.g. Chase 19&9, Ricke 1926) and at Dcla%oa Bay (Smith 1969,
1970, Axelson 1973). Pedi ivory nay well have been sent down towards the 
coast with age rcgirents for trade purpose. It in intcronting to note 
that these age regiments probably refer to initiation schools and that the 
heoda of these schools were always royal (Monnig 1967) thus keeping 
control of trade in royal hands. That tribesmen from the interior did 
come down to the const for direct trade la confirmed by historical sources 
from the coast (Smith 1970). Smith mentions the rine of the Kosae on the 
Komti river who successfully ; revested interior tribesmen from reaching 
the coast during the eighteenth century. Perhaps this last evidence rhows 
that Pedi age regiments did not reach the coast itself but had to deal 
with Kosae intermedinrien. The evidence is overwhelming that Tnor.r •, 
nt least some of whom were from Pelogon Bay, wore largely responsible 
for conducting the trade and purveying goods from the coast to the interior 
and vice versa.
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Delagoa Bay was certainly not the only coastal entrepot that dealt with 
the trade of the Transvaal Interior. Smith (1970) states that 
Inbnmbonc shared the Delagoa Bay hinterland and in many respects was the 
more important of the two. Ethnohistorical material really does not 
always relate strongly to either Inhnmbane or Delagoa Bay. A good 
example of this comes in Bronkhorst's account of a recconnaisancc trip 
to the Zoutpanoberg (Chase 1969) cited earlier (page 86 ). Smith also 
shows that there wnr, direct contact between Tonga from Inhambanc and 
from Delagoa Bay when he writes that, "During the Dutch period, for 
instance, it was observed that people from the Ronga chiefdom of Manhice 
went to Inhnmbane in the months of the dry season and returned with hoes, 
axes and assegais, which in turn were traded 'ith the other peoples of 
the bay. Portuguese traders, both black and white, were also allowed 
to pass along the coastal trade routes and thus direct the flow of goods 
towards a point of embarkation of their choice." (Smith 1970, p. 279) • 
Smith (1970) also points out that Taonga from Sofala were trading with 
•Machicosse* who in turn also traded with Delagoa Bay during the Dutch 
period (1721-1730). Evidence for the Delagoa Bay trade is however more 
readily available than that of Inhambnne owing to the work of A. Smith 
(1969, 1970). Mcnsinu and the area north of the Zoutpansberg appear to 
have cone under the greater influence of Inhambane and Sofala 
(van WarmeIn 1940, Diche 1926 ct al).
P.D rthnohirtoricil evidence for trnde and the Harmony s.tcs
Direct correlations along these lines are impossible. A few remarks 
can however be made. Firstly, Thompson (1949) clearly states that there 
was a copper mine near the Kakhutswi River in the control of Sckororo of 
the Narcno (Mahlo section) and that V.uralc could be bought from him as 
late as the l890,s. It is not unreasonable to suggest that the mine 
Thompson refers to is the Harmony mine. If so, how did Sekororo come to 
possess the Varalf ? Was it by virtue of owning the mine and that 
Karole were royal possessions as More (1974) suggests? Or did he obtain 
these as marriage payments for his daughters from nearby chiefs?
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In  which cuce  the copper source was probably not  the Harmony mine.
How far  copper from Harmony took  p a r t  in  the c o a s t a l  trade  can on ly  be 
d is c u s s e d  a f t e r  an exam ination  o f  the c o a s t a l  trade  has been made 
( s e c t i o n  .3)•
As fo r  s a l t ,  W ilson and Thompson ( iy b 9 )  in  one r e fe r e n c e  c l e a r l y  
show th a t  s a l t  was an Iron  Arc trade  commodity: among the Lobedu an
orphan u s u a l ly  h ir ed  ou t  h i s  s e r v i c e s  to  carry  s a l t  or iro n  ore from 
fa r  c o u n t r ie s  to  a c q u ir e  bride p r i c e .  The lobedu l i v e  im m ediate ly  
n orth  o f  the Groot Letaba River and may have o b ta in ed  s a l t  from works 
l i k e  th ose  o f  Harmony and E ilan d  fo r  Lobedu u s e .  'Whether o th er  Sotho  
t r i b e s  in  the  n o r t h -e a s te r n  Lowveld used the same mechanism o f  trad e  i s  
unrecorded and i s  probably not  im p ortan t .  S a l t  a s  u l o c a l  trad e  i s  
undoubtedly not concerned w ith  the c o a s t  or Tsonga middlemen e x c e p t  in  
so  fa r  a s  Tsonga middlemen may have c a r r i e d  s a l t  as  a trade a r t i c l e  
f o r  sh o r t  d i s t a n c e s .
That the Harmony s i t e s  wore con n ec ted  d i r e c t l y  or i n d i r e c t l y  with  
c o a s t a l  trad e  i s  in d ic a t e d  by the two beads from s i c  9 /72A . As 
m entioned b e fo r e  th e se  appear to  have a f f i n i t i e s  w ith  I‘e d i  Thaxa beads  
a s  d e sc r ib e d  by S c h o f ie ld  (1938$ 1958) and i t  i s  i n t e r e s t i n g  th a t  an 
o r a l  record  o f  the im portin g  o f  Thaxa beads i n t o  the n o r t h -e a s t e r n  
Lowveld e x i s t s  (van Warmelo 19 ^ 4 ) .  I t  would, however, be rash  on the  
b a s i s  o f  two beads and some s p e c u la t i o n  on copper t r a d in g  to  s t a t e  
th a t  th ese  bends reached  the Harmony community d i r e c t l y  from the c o a s t .
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3. The South  Coa-.t t.radi- of Af r i c a
The study of the exploitation of the south-eastern coast by non-African 
peoples is of importance for two reasons, first to try and give a fuller time 
dimension for long distance trade and to fill out details of trade commodities 
that reached the const during Iron Age times and which are not preserved in 
archaeological sites or not mentioned by ethnohistorical or historical sources 
of the interior.
3 . A Chronolory o f  rsirO',  ^ in nnd A.'. inn c o n t a c t s  '.'1th _the 
South f lnst  Co-ir.t o f  A f r i c a
Two peoples ore in the main concerned, the Portuguese and the Arabs. 
Portuguese exploitation can be given a very precise starting point owing 
to preserved records and can be regarded as having continued unbroken to 
the present day in general though at Delagoa Hay there were some breaks 
during the < ighteenth century. Arab trade according to Axelson's sources 
does not appear to have penetrated irunh further south than Sofuln as far 
as settlement on the erst coant is concerned. Establishment of an 
extensive Sofala trade can probably be linked with the rise of Kilwa 
which is dated to the first years of the fourteenth century (Chitticlt 1971) 
and which coincides with the most important period of Zimbabwe (Garlake 
1973* Huffman 1974, 1973)• The first Portuguese expedition to reach the 
eastern const was that of Vasco da Gama 1497-1498 (Axelson 1973)• Sofala 
was occupied in September 1505 and first attempts to bypass Muslim traders 
was in the following year. References to exploitation cf the coastline 
south of Sofala start with da Gama's first voyage when da Gama found black 
men with much copper which they wore on their legs, arms and hair at the 
mouth of a river between Delagoa Fny and Jnhambane (Wilson and Thompson 
1969* Axelson 1973)• This was not exploited however. In 1545 Joao dc Castro 
recorded that, sometime previously, Jorge Telo sent Lourcnco Marques from 
Sofala to discover two rivers south of Cape Correntcs (Inham)ano) which 
had rich foodstuffs, l.ourenco Marques found at the mouth of what in 
probably the Limpopo River, natives who showed him copper, who said they 
had mines and that they could sol1 him as much ub ho wanted. At the mouth 
of the Rio d„ lagoa he saw many el ej .ants and was offered ivory for 0 few 
beads (Axelson 1973* Smith 1970). Fo Cantro undertook to order that the 
vessel be sent to investigate the copper which whs in great demand in India 
and to explore the coastline further. Nothing in known of the further
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e x p lo r a t io n  but i t  i s  known th a t  n e a r ly  every  year  s h ip s  d id  v i s i t  
Delagoa Bay and Tnhambane to  trade fo r  iv o r y  (A xclson 1973)• Smith (1970) 
o u t l i n e s  fu r th e r  e x p l o i t a t i o n  a s  fo l lo w s :
Up to  1590 s h ip s  v i s i t e d  every  y e a r ;  a f t e r  t h i s  d ate  v i s i t s  were 
made on ly  a l t e r n a t e  y e a r s  with some gape . From 1597 and e s p e c i a l l y  from 
l6 8 o  E n g l i s h  t r a d e r s  v i s i t e d  the  Bay u n t i l  th e  e a r ly  e ig h t e e n t h  c en tu ry  
and in  f a c t  in  1703 t h e i r  c o m p et it io n  forced  the P ortuguese  to  d i s c o n t in u e  
t h e i r  v o y a g e s .  Between 17?1 and 1730 the Butch occupied  the Bay but the  
s t a t i o n  c lo s e d  down owing to  Dutch-Black h o s t i l i t y ,  d i s e a s e  and a c u t  down 
in  trade owing to  wars in  the i n t e r i o r .  Tnhambane was perm anently  occup ied  
by the P o r tu g ese  in  1731 and had been v i s i t e d  by Portuguese  s h ip s  between  
1703-1731. A fter  1750 Tnhambane was the most im portant t r a d in g  s t a t i o n  
so u th  o f  the  Zambesi though E n g l is h ,  French and Dutch tr a d e r s  found the  
Dolagoa Bay p r o f i t a b l e  during the m id -e ig h te e n th  c e n tu r y .  In 1777 the 
A ustr inno  t r i e d  to  s e t  vp a permanent tra d in g  depot a t  the  bay but were 
soon o u sted  by the  P or tu gu ese .  The P ortuguese  did not manage to  
m onopolize  the Delngoa Bay trade from 1782-1796 w h ile  they  were in  
o c c u p a t io n  and th e re  war. another  break 1796-1803 f o l l o w in g  the French  
d e s t r u c t io n  o f  the  f o r t  in  1796. In l803 the Portuguhse r e -o c c u p ie d  
Delugoa Bay and m ain ta ined  an a lm ost com plete  monopoly during  th e  n in e te e n th  
c e n tu r y .
B efore  P ortuguese  e x p l o i t a t i o n  o f  the sou th  cant c o a s t  Arab 
p e n e t r a t io n  south  o f  S o f o la  appears to  have been m inim al. Portuguese  
noted  no a tte m p ts  to  p r o s e l y t i z e  the Tonga round Inhnmbanc as  they  had 
found a t  S o fa la  (A xc lson  1973) and Axelr.on (1973) m entions Arab voyages  to  
a m in e r , i l l f c r o u s  zone a months journey sou th  west o f  S o f o la  which may be the  
Limpopo v a l l e y .  T h is  may e x p la in  why l.ourenco Marques found b la c k s  a t  the  
mouth o f  the Limpopo w i l l i n g  to  trade  in  copper .
3.B Tf-ndo articles r.t PcLima Pay; some dft-ij],-- of transactions
By far the mort important commodity obtained by European traders at 
Delngoa bay was ivory (Axclson 1973, Smith 1969, 1970) though other materials 
such as skins and rhinoceros horns were also important. Metals wore 
comparatively rare and were indeed imported from English traders from before 
1622 (Smith 1970), particularly brass and copjicr. Amber also appears to have 
been exported by Africans. 1rior to the eighteenth century there is no
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record that the Portuguese obtained copper, tin or gold at Delagoa Bay 
(Smith 1970). During the Dutch occupation the records of Jan van de Capelle 
provide a wealth of information (Smith 1970, Thcal 1888, 1902, Mason 1962). 
In 1722 the Dutch obtained 490 pounda (222,7 Kg.) copper and two tons of 
ivory. In 1725, 300 pounds (136,3 Kg.) of copper. Tin was bought in 
1723 and 17265 in the latter year 56 bars of tin wci e exchanged for 
103 pounds (46 Kg.) of beads. Tin undoubtedly came from the Roolherg 
workings (Baumann 1919, Mason 1962). Gold is mentioned at. available in 
very small quantities on two occasions. Smith (1970) mentions that iron 
tools were bartered at Inham bane a:id Delugoa Bay (see page 88).
European traders provided beads; Schofield (1958) mentions that 
beads of all colours were rent to Dclagoa Bay for trade, though Smith 
(1970)remarks that the type of bead was important as particular beads 
were useful inland for inter-tribal trade. This may well to reflected 
in the names given for Venda and 1'edi heirloom beads (Schofield 1938, 195"). 
Cloth was also sent into the interior from the coast, a fact picked up 
in the ethnohistoric record (see section 2.C). English brass and copper 
were very popular though Dutch copper was unacceptable (Smith 1970). Blue 
coral (Smith 1970) win a]00 traded by the English for ivory.
The trade situation between Europeans and the Transvnnl interior may 
be summed up by Arbounset and Daumas writing of Pedi visitors to the
southern Sotho: "Their ornaments consist of .....  collars and bracelets
of blue, red and yellow beads of Portuguese manufacture-, proving that they 
have communication with the traders at Delagon5 but this is only by means
of natives belonging to other triben, as they have assured us .....  the
Motlekas procure copper, ben dr. and stuffn at laurent Marques and go to 
exchange the. e for ivory, horns, cattle and furs in 'he Interior."
(Legassick 1969, p. 108, Arbouscet and Daumas 1968, p. l80).
Smith (1970) suggests that the lack of metal traded at Dclagoa Ray before 
1703 might it .icntc that the bay's hinterland did not 00 yet include the 
Eastern Transvaal. Certainly it is interesting to note that the earli--.t 
records for g)ass beads in the Eastern Transvaal are eighteenth century 
both ethnohistorically ('.Vinter 1912a) and orchieologically (van dor Merwe 
and Scully 1971).
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A very interesting historical and trade question now arises, 
unfortunately hampered by the lack of well published records for 
Inhambane. (Judging from AxeIson'a (1973) treatment, however, ivory was 
very much the major commodity the lortuguesc sought.) The questions raised 
arc: did the Portuguese deliberately omit references to transactions in
metals from their records in an effort to keep the trade secret as Summers 
(1969) suggests they did for gold? Or was copper a substance traded almost 
exclusively inland, as i;.:,rriage payments or in exchange for cattle, with a 
small amount reaching the coast for cloth or beads, as suggested by 
van War me 1 o's account of the copper miners of Musina (19^0)? per was 
certainly prized in the interior as the importing of English brass and cop 
suggests. Its occurrence in ingot form of relatively standard weight 
(Thompson 1926, llanisch 1974, Lindblom 1926) and as ornaments suggests tha 
it must have played an important part in local trade. The standard weight 
of the loralc or the mu.-.i’ku (the Messina ingot) would have been necessary 
for easy transactions in marriage payment just as much as it would have 
boon the commercial exchange. Copper also figures as a metal 
connected with ritual in the Southern African Iron Age for which witness 
is given by the finds of bronze weapons at Khnmi (Robinson 1959) and 
Zimbabwe (Gurlake 1973) in contexts suggesting ritual use, and in the fact 
that the rn.Miku (Raninch 1974, Thompson 192b) occurs in two forms, the
•commercial ingot* which is pure copper, and the ritual one which has a
core of sand or stone. The anomaly of a group of people importing copper 
In large quantities on one hand and exporting it on the other seems strange. 
The Dutch record of intermittent copper supplies reaching Pol agon Pay from 
the interior cannot bo ignored,
4. and r.umviry - Harmony, Iron Age archaeology,
ethnohistory and trade
In summary the F rmony archaeological record consists of four components: 
u habitation site, a copper mine, a soapstone bowl factory and a salt works, all 
of which appear to have been worked by a community. Dating of the sites is very 
difficult: archaeological correlations with Riland and Ihnlaborwa put them into
the Phalaborwa tradition which covers a period of rn. 1000 years. The individual 
dates for the cop)or mine and the salt works and some local oral tradition suggest 
that the sites were exploited over a period of ns much as four hundred years
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from about 1400 A.D. to sometime in the nineteenth century.
Within the Fhalaborwa tradition comparisons between the Harmony industrial 
sites and other industrial sites known surest that those at Harmony were small 
especially the salt works and copper mine as compared with Kiland and Fhalaborwa. 
Our lock of knowledge concerning other such sites however precludes stating 
whether in general the Harmony sites were of medium or small size. With regard 
to the soapstone bowl factory comparison between the main cite, the other sites 
on Harmony and the description given to me by 0. Catto (pern, comm.) sugrf' Vi 
that tho main site is an extremely large one, and that its size is a reflection 
of the geologically suitable stone. There is a possibility therefore that bowls 
made at the Harmony main bowl factory may be found at cites other than the 
Harmony salt works and habitation site.
From the ethnohistorieal point of view a case has b**on made out that at 
least during the Inter part of the exploitation of the Harmony cites the region 
including Harmony was in the control of the Nurcnc ruled by a line of chiefs 
with the title f.ekororo. How far back in time (beyond say 1780) Narene control 
of the sites can be pushed is impossible to cay without extremely detailed 
recordin', of oral traditions ir the area to supplement the work already done 
(Krigr 1937, von Wurmelo 1944, Du Toll 1967, van der Merwu and Scully 1971); 
and even then the extreme complexity and confu'ion of the Sotho tribes in the 
north-eastern 1 owveld di.*cussed by Frige (1957) io likely to obscure the picture, 
Van d.-r Kerwe and Scully (1971) on tho ba.,ls of oral tradition and archaeological 
features including pottery and cleg aralyces arc prepared to state that the 
1 hnlnborwa tribe exploited the sites near the modern town of Fhalaborwa for the 
whole period ICC® A.D. to the pn - ent. This in not an unlikely thing to have 
happened but extending their argument to other areas of the north-enr-tern 
I.owold in fraught with difficulty, not the least of which is the great 
similarity in pottery and other artefacts over the whole of ♦he north-eastern 
I.owveld. It may happen that when more excavations have been done at a large 
numb* r of sites covering tho whole area that small regional differences may be 
apparent. The present state of research however doer not per.'it any categoric 
association of tribe with archaeological site before l80C A.D.
The question of trade io perhaps tho most difficult to answer. Thin is 
largely due to the fact that archaeological, historical and cihnohintorlcel 
evidence for trade between the Eastern Transvaal and Europeans on the comt 
cannot at this stage be pushed back beyond 1700. The archaeological evidence 
rents on beads, the historical on reports of notala that can only have come
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from the Transvaal interior, the ethnohistorical on records like that of. the 
Koni of Momctsa.
There arc however one or two pointers which surfier;! contacts between coast 
and interior at a much earlier date. The first pointer is the evidence provided 
by Vasco da Gama in 14QR and l.ourenco Marques in 15M of copper being common on 
the coast just north of Dclagoa Ray. The source of thin copper is unknown, so 
far no mineo have been published from southern Mozambique and on the strength 
of this admittedly negative evidence it seems likely that the source was 
located in the Transvaal. Unfort ..atcly there ore two major sources of copper 
in the Transvaal which appear to have been exploited and which have had 
contact with the ces^t from the archaeological, ethnohistorical or historical 
record; Moanina and the north-eastern Lowveld. Of these in the latter area 
the I'hnlaborwa mines are reported by Trevor (191?) to have been larger or more 
extensive than those at Messina. We alno know from history and ethnohistory 
that trade routes criss-crossed the Northern end Eastern Transvaal and that 
several points of embarkation were used by native middlemen for selling their 
goods, according to their choice. On this basis both of the major sources, 
Phaloborwa and Messina must have nupplicd the const, and their products 
undoubtedly shared embarkation points in the post-1700 period. It la not
impossible that some copper from Harmony was token to the coast along with that
from ihalaborva and Mesainn, and equally not impossible that Harmony copper won
Included in the transactions recordc y de Cupelle (section 3«B).
Ore con equally well surmise that copper from the north-eastern lowveld, 
including that from Harmony, was used extensively in a more local inter-tribal 
trade much like that dlscusred by Wilson and Thompson (1969) between the 
Hurutnhe and the Rolong or that which may have taken place in Marly Iron Ago 
times to provide the occupants of the f-terkspruit fito with copper beads.
Copper certainly was worn an ornnmentn nu the F.llerton burial (Welle 1935) 
proves an do the beaded lobedu skirts in the collection of M. Klnpwljk 
(Klupwljk, j o r o ,  co m.) That t h in  was common in  Iron Ago t im es  is proved by 
burials a t  Mapungubwe (Mouoho 19.37* Gardiner 196.3) f i n d s  a t  0 1 .'fnntopoort 
(Mason 1973b) by similar f in d s  in the Rhodesian Iron Ago (e.g. Garlake 1973),
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and by Fngan'a (1969a, b) discussion of tradn significance of the Ir.gorrbe 
Ilede burials. The Sterknpruit and Droederstroom copper finds give a depth 
to a possible internal copper trade of ca. 1500 years.
Salt is more difficult to discuss an it leaves virtually no tangible 
record in archaeology. The only possible evidence of its trade archaeologically 
is derived from the finds at Harmony and Biland of Stcrkspruit tradition sherds
symbolising contact between two populations, at least one of which was
working a salt factory. Salt trade in otherwise based on modern otl.no/raphic 
reports referred to oy Wilson and Thompson (1969) for the Lobedu and by Witt 
(1966) for Shengnans at Sautini. All tht evidence however points to an 
internal possibly inter-tribal trade.
Insufficient is known about soapstone trade though it was noted in 
section 1.A (ill) f that at Biland bowln seem to have been carried as much as 
11 Km. to the salt works. A project is underway to analyse bowls and sources 
gcochemically to try and establish better evidence.
The two glass beads from 9/71?A provide the most direct evidence for co act
between Harmony and the coast. They appear to belong to the <hnr» class a
it has been noted (section ?.P, P.C) that the Koni of Mametaa state that thara 
beads were imported into the north-eastern I.owveld. Whether the exchange was 
directly vixh “’Vigu middlemen is unknown but probably likely. The subetan;e 
exchanged could be copper or salt but nr. the bulk of trade appears to have been 
in ivory, ivory is at least equally po sible.
In conclusion it may be r.toted that an attempt to place Harmony within the 
broader archaeological, cthnohistoricnl and historical background Itas produced 
largely negative results. The sites belong to the Phalaborwa tradition in 
general but are difficult to date within the tradition. The Narcne can probably 
be said to have exploited the sites during the nineteenth century and possibly 
a little earlier: Pefore that, for the greater part of the exploitation of the
Harmony r. ter., w» do not know exactly who was responsible, except that they 
belonged to the broad Northern .' otho group of tribes.
The Harmony Iron Age : i ter. undoubtedly provided matrrialn that were traded 
in Iron Age times but the ox < t nature of the trade is unknown^ except that it 
muct have formed p.rt of the trade patterns for the Eastern Tranevoal outlined 
from historical and ethnohi*. tor leal sources.
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THS GIJCLOC.Y OF PORTION OF HAHMONY 2 k , TZAN'^N DISTRICT
R. van den Berg, August, 197'-
E. R. P. M.
The area investigated consists of belts of sediments embedded in 
granitic rocks of early Prccambrian age. The lithologlcnl set up is 
essentially similar to thnt of the Messina formation.
An intricate drainage pattern is developed in the area and 
consequently outcrops are plentiful. The vegetation consists of 
relatively large trees with little undergrowth and sparse grace, 
making geological investigations relatively easy.
Litholony
The mctur,odiir.entr, have been granitised in varying degrees so that 
a transition from true granite, through granitic gneiraos to schistose 
metasedinicntc occurs.
Tho motamorphic rocks exported in the area consist of altered shales 
and groywackes, essentially similar to those found in the Rhodesian gold 
belts. Outcrops of soapstone, probably ropri .anting metamorphosed 
ultrubosic material, occurs over largo areas.
Structure
The urea has been subjected to several periods of tectonic octivity 
which has resulted in the highly folded nnd faulted nature of the strata. 
Tho major tectonic trend io roughly east-west although in places it is 
mocked by later disturbances with different trends. This """mhing is 
mor.t obvious on the soap tone outcropr. where two sets o. cleavage planes 
ere apparent. Quartz veins in the t.ume nron are displaced by recent 
faulting.
An ancient copper mine runr. parallel to the trend of tho major 
tectonic event, following a fault zone. In places the fault filling is 
up to 1,5 »• in width and conniato of brccciatcd shales or schists with 
large quantiti s of secondary quartz. Mineralization is considered to 
have been brought about by acid solutions percolating through the sheared 
zone. Graphic granite, books of mu..«.ovite and pegmatite natorinl arc 
cloaely associated with the fault zone. This indicates c< ncentrotion 
and deposition of copper by acid solutions.
The copper mineralization io in the form of disseminated malachite 
which occurs in tho country rod for u short distance on either ride of 
the fault rone. The fault v n< itself contain.; numerous geodee filled 
with quartz cry tala but in barren in other minerals.
Although the* structural pattern and the lithulogy are both 
favourable to gold mineralization, this mineral is conspicuous by 
its absence. Six samples taken us grab samples across the fault 
zone of the copper mine and from the tailings of the ancient 
workings all assayed at less than 0,5 g. per ton, four samples 
taken from quartz veins assayed at trace amounts.
It is considered that although the grade of the copper ore is 
extremely low the ancients must hive worked the area for this 
mineral.
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APPENDIX B
COPI KR CCNTF^T OF SUC! FK'M I,'URN\rK .1ITF CIII,
HARMONY 
by R. Fried*
December 1972
Determination by fusion with sodiumcnrbonatc and 
Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy % of cu. in slag - 0,39*
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FAUNAL REMAINS FNOli THE IIARNCNY 24 IRQ.j AGE SITES 
R. G. Melbourne 
February 1973
Introduction: During the 1972 season of excavation on the farm
Harmony 24, directed by Mr. T. M. Evers, a total sample of 11 524,4 grams 
of bone and other animal remains was recovered.
Site A yielded the largest sample, a total of 11 358,4 grams of 
bone being recovered from the test pits and grid excavation. Site B 
yielded only 31,0 g. oi bone, Site Cl,  113,5 g«, site C2, 3,0 g. and 
Site C4, 18,5 g. This material is discussed site by site below.
Site A: Of the material, 23% by weight could be identified to
species, 26% to a taxonomic group but not to species, and 51% could 
not be identified,
(i) The speci'j cal1\ i d e n t i f i e d  ma tcri al A total of 1 055 
fragments weighi .g 2 53p,5 g. could be identified to species.
The species identified and the number of items assigned to each 
art- tabulated below:
Species number of items a:ssigned
river mussel (species uncertain) 4 complete shells 5
fragments 131
giant land snail 4 complete shells 7
(Family Achatinidne) fragments 689
bored fragments 7
li..ard (speclee uncertain) 2
tortoise (Teatudo sp.) 
small bird (specie;, uncertain)
bones
shell
4
vlei rat (Otonyr. s p . ) 2
daeaie (Irocavia e a p e n s ie ) 1
zebra (Fquus c f. burchelli) 20
wart hog (phacocho. r . a f r ic a m  r.) 2
Kudu (S tropsicero .' i  s i r ,  p o icero .i ) 1
hurtcbeent or tsenaobo
(Alcelophur. bur.'flaphus or Dnmalir.cuf lu n a tu s ) 3
watcrbuck (Kobui, ell 51 ipyrmnur ) 3
reduncine, c f . recdburk (Iv’e linc.i c f ., nrundinun) 6
impalu (A; pycr-ror. nolampus) 1
1055
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(ii) The tcntiitively identified material This material 
i.icludes post-cranial bones and such cranial fragments as could 
not confidently be assigned to a species. These pieces
numbered 266, with a weight of 2 976,', g.
Taxa number of items assigned
microfauna 4
small mammal (dacsie size) 14
carnivore (small, approx. cat size) 1
(large, approx. leopard size) 1
equid 8
cf. cattle 7
cf. large antelope 107
cf. medium antelope 8j
cf. sheep 29
cf. email antelope 12
266
(i?i) The unidentified mit.ori.ii An accumulation of 2 288 fragments, 
113 of which were charred, could not be identified, the weight was
5 682,2 g.
Site B: Only 11 uncharred fragments of bone weighing 31,0 g.
wore recovered from this excavation. None could be identified.
Site Cl: Specifically identified material consisted of 10 giant
land snail shell fragments weighing 33,9 g. The tentatively 
identified material, weighting 10,5 g., included one bone assigned 
to cf. large antelope, two to cf. medium antelope and one to 
cf. email antelope. Two unidentified fragments, both uncharred, 
were recovered; the weight being 10,5 g. The total from the site is 
16 fragments.
Site 03: This site yielded only one bovid tooth fragment which
could not bo identified in any way. It weighed 3,0 g.
Site 04; The only item found was one giant land snail shell, 
shattered during excavation. The pieces weighed a total of 18,5 g. 
Estimation of Minimum Numbers of each species: As above, this has
been done separately, cite by site.
(i) r.i to A In order to make the estimate as true as possible,
tentatively identified material was used when there was no 
specifically identified material which may have cone from the same 
cpeciea.
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The inclusion of one small carnivore, one large carnivore and one 
small antelope in the list below was based on the evic cnce of such 
material.
Only one mandible specifically identified as be4 .g cf an impala 
was recovered, but three other mandibles, idcntifi i as "cf. medium 
antelope" agree well in shape and size with the first. As all were 
right mandibles, a minimum number estimate of 4 impalas was made.
In order to estimate the minimum number of molluscs, all shell 
fragments wore weighed and the total weight divided by an overage 
weight for undamaged shcllr. All other estimates were made on the 
basis of specifically idcntifiei teeth or jaws.
Specien or Uixa mini mint number estinite
river mur.nel 4
giant land snail 21
molluscs 5
lizard 1
small birds 2
vlei rots 2
doseie 1
carnivore - email 1
large 1
zebra (mature adult) 1
wart hog (juvenile) 1
kudu (baby) 1
htu tebecfit or tsoescbo
(2 juveniles, 1 young adult) 3
watcrbuck 1
cf. reedbuck (1 juvenile, 1 adult) 2
impala 4
(11) Si te B All that cun be raid is that rcm.iins of at least one 
vertebrate animal occur.
(ill) Sito rn A minimum of one giant lond snail can bo postulated. 
Tentatively identified bovid remains suggest n minimum of one large 
antelope, one medium antelope and one small antelope.
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(iv) Si to C3 The unidentified tooth fragment provides evidence for 
a possible minimum of one medium to large bovid.
(v) Site Remains of only one giant land snail were recovered, so 
the minimum is one snail.
Comments: The five sites mentioned here fall into two functional
groups (see T. M. Evers' report). Deposits at Sites A and B probably 
built up in or near a settlement of some kind, those at Sites Cl-4 
w re built up by behaviour patterns related to mining and smelting 
activities.
Animal remains at sites A and R ai o likely to have been discarded 
by people who hunted or collected the animals for food or other 
purposes. At sites Cl-4, the giant land snail shells may well be of 
snails accidentally buried during mining activities. The antelope bones 
may well represent cuts of meat taken to the sites to be eaten by the 
workm«n, but, due to the smallness of the samples, no statistically based 
statement can be made. Bones included are two metnjodial fragments, 
one cnlcnneun and ore vertebra.
Only the cample from site A is large enough for an attempt at 
analysis of animal food eating patter: ; to be made. An estimate of the 
total body weight of the estimated minimum number of animals from this 
cite is tabulated below.
The small snails, vlei rats, lizard and bird arc omitted, as these 
could have arrived fortuitously at the cite.
Species or tnxn Estimated weight
Kilograms percentage
river mussel 0,120 .
giant land snail 0,294 0,020
tortoise 5 (5 animals) 0,339
dassie 4 0,276
email carnivore 4 0,276
large carnivore 75 5,093
zebra 300 20,353
wart hog 50 (juvenile) 3,394
kudu 25 (baby) 1,697
hartcbeost or tsossobe 335 (2 juveniles 
1 adult)
22,730
wnterbjck 250 16,970
cf. rt-odbuck 130 (1 juvenile 
1 adult)
8,824
impaln 280 19,009
1 473,369 100,0(0 #
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Frcr. this list it would appear that all the animals consumed were 
wild animals. That may not be true. Two of the bones (third phalanges) 
identified as "cf. cattle" ore definitely bovine in shape, being too 
robust for an antelope. However, they may have come from a buffalo, 
rathf'T than frn cattle. Thus, the people here may have had cattle, or 
they may not.
The 29 "cf. sheep" bones may well have come from antelopes with 
bciv of a size similar to those of sheep and goat. At any rate, all 
four ci the terminal phalanges found were pointed us in antelopes 
rather than roundeu as occurs with cheep or goat.
Although probably no sheep or goat regains were recovered from the 
excavation, this does not menn that the people living here did not keen 
these animals. On the basis of material from this site, one cannot 
attempt to estimate the importance of domestic animal meat in the diet 
of the people living hero, or even to know whether such meat was 
consumed at all.
The proportional representation of vertebrate animals ic very 
similar to that found at other Iron Age sites in the Transvaal 
investigated by the writer. Tortoises, dansieo, lizards and other smaller 
game, sb well at; carnivores, appear to have been eaten in a proportionately 
small quantity. The largest portion of meat reams to have been supplied 
by ungulates - zebras, wart hogs and antelopes, with antelopes being the 
root important contributors.
In terms of weight, river mussele and giant land snails appear to have 
made an infiniteairrul contribution to the diet, if, indeed, they were 
eaten at all.
Possibly the mussel shelit. were collected for use in pottery smoothing, 
•s is still done today (van dor Morwe and Ccully, 1971, p. 193)« Of the 
1)6 shells or shell fragment• recovered the edge could be observed in 
only 29 instanceo. Twenty-fur of there pieces hud abraded edges, 5 had 
sharp ui: ibradcd eri^eo. Thu. e v id e n c e  for u:.o of theme shells on tools 
ic good,
Tho giant land snails ? ay hive been cotenj alternatively, the 
shells may have boon collected to serve an (e.g.) drinking vessels, 
or for use in bead manufacture. Seven bendo made of Achatinn shell were 
recovered.
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APPENDIX D
DATING OF 9/72. SITS A
The following determination for a sample of charcoal 
obtained from Ap, tipit 4, has been made by Dr. C. Tucek of 
Radiocarbon Ltd., New York.
R L / 206 £/Cl4 : > - 3 9  Cl4 age: > 320 B.P.
No eatimation of historical aRe could be Riven. Reference to 
VOftol's Cl4 calibration chart (in Mason 1971, p. 60) shown that several 
dates could be expected. It would appear, however, that the date of 
Site A is previous to A.D. 1630. Further samples will be submitted.
No date has an yet been determined for the copper mine, thouph 
samples have been nubmitted.
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THE MRUBA PANE 
by M. Lewie
The frame Vruba ic played, nccordi iif, to Junod, (Junod 1927)« 
throughout Sub-Saharan Africa. It has been recorded in the south 
of the U. S. A. having been carried across in the slave trade, A 
similar game is played in Ceylon and Polynesia and it io thought to
be found in a slightly different form in China and Japan. Thn game is
complex and great skill is required to play it well. Mo. t adult men 
among the pre ent day Fapedi play the game the favourite time,according 
to my informants, is about midday and towards sundown.
I'ruba is played by two play rs, though each is always assisted by 
suggestions from onlookers, who invariably take ciden. Two rows of 
holes are made ir front of each plnyer so that each player has two rows
of holes oppo ito the sjro of his opponent. The number of holes in each
line may vary f. m eight up to thirty, though always equal numbers.
Usually it in confined to 8, 1? or 16. The object of the game io to
remove all the opponent's r.tonus by arranging once own stones to fall
opposite hie atonen in th< attack linoo. (Dee figure Tl). We shall 
tal.o a typical rime and de.-.cribe the various mover.. Each hole is filled 
with two atones, a state called mar.o (Note 1), except thv la t hole on 
the left of each j layer's attack row, which ic left empty, Cl and I<8.
The hole next to this contains the leader atone or dokvi (Note 2) CP and 
P7.
Tlx game cor/rencen with the mnao at h6 taken up. One stone is left 
at H7 and llS, mo that there in a mi mo at D7 and ti8 contains a drkwa 
which takes the ; «■ o of C and L8 and any other of plnyer N'r. ciioice, 
in tills case D9.
The same move is performed by plnyer P moving a dokvn to Cl
removing A and HI and in thV cane H5 j m o ,
I'lnyer M moves dnhwn to Hh and tukeo C and D,« an well as C5 mi; o.
i liyrr H mov e 1 to C1* and taken A «nd iVi, as well na A5»
Muy.-r M moves A.5 r 10 leaves 1 each in Al, A2 and Bl, and takes Cl
ns well tm D7.
Mfi.yer P movi-o C7 rmr.o in the name way to C3, takes NJ and a6, 
llayrr M cannot move th.l . < without loning it, r.o by moving n r .o
in n verier, of woven from BP to JV? to a8 le.iving n-ji at A7 and dolvwp nt
AC, h« en ures that no r.tonon iy be taken from PI ycr I because he is not 
in the attack row.
10?
Player P now r.eeing possible attack at Cl and <?, escapes by 
taking C? ir iso, leaving nano at C3 nonr at C2 and dokwa at Cl and at 
each of 1)1-5 where the move ends, taking nothing from Player K.
Player H n<. / takes a 3 atone na.-m from A7, takes the move to a4
dokwa, where there is one stone, taken up ?. mano, drops one at A3, takes
up both at A2, leaves one at Al, takes up 2 at Bl, dropo one at B2 and one
at B3. Captures C' in.aoo as well no D5 kwa.
Player P now has no ra.-^  (p- irn of ctonen) and is more free to move. 
Player P moves from C6 to C5 takas B5 d o  well as Af>.
Mayer M in a long move taken n from B8 to A8 and A? to eocape 
Player P's potentially dangerous do lew, at 1)8. A from A3 ends the
y t ike,; Player P'o dokwa at 05 and D8#
A chano onyuon, Plil*2'.r_l! moving dokwa one hole at u time and 
capturing Player M*n dok..', but refraining from capturing the r mo because 
thesei due to thotr cumbersome moves, are a handicap to the other player. 
Kventunlly a situation in reached where Player r hao n dokwi at B3, B6 
•md B7, while Pi .yr P has dn' v.i st 1)8 and C5* • inro it in M ’i. move, he 
cannot move without being taken by player P at C8 and C5, thus ll-'w.-er M 
in stalemate.
It must be kept In mind that the above is n typical game between 
ordinary players and given no idea of the vast variety of rrovoo and 
strategics. The task of describing mruba is similar to describing the 
gnme o' chose, a work which would run to volumes. However, a few basic 
rules fray be discerned.
(.1) The aim of the attacking dokwa is to take an many strategically 
placed rtones while it in in the attack line,
(2) Kovcn are always in terms of taking up a r , to and moving 
nnti-clockwisc leaving "f n or dokwa behind until tnc last stone ends 
as a d ^  .
(3) When all ’ have boon taken, the dol-.w ■ move only one hole at
a time and are retained in the buck lino until they ran attack profitably.
Note l A jHiiWi » any two or move otoncu in one hole.
Note 2 A drikwi « in one stone in a hole.
Acknowledge- nt- : Kroddie, Frans and Peter, and J, Swan.
}'• lire: .lunod, II.A. (1927), life of n foulh Airirwi Tribe,
London.
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APPENDIX G
DATING OF 9/7?, T.ite C, Cow-nr Xine
Tho following dotprfinntion for a sample of charcoal 
obtained from all tpit levels of trench Cl at tho Copper Nine has 
been obtained.
RV207 S / C l 1*: - 82+ 10 Cl4 age: 690 + 90
Historical age in given 00 A.I). 1260 ♦_ 90 
Comment: Thin date in in line with datom obtained for
Phalaborwa mines by N. J. van der Nerwe (van dor Ncrwo and Scully. 
1971)• An tho mino may well have been worked from went to cant, 
thin dato from Unit 8 may indicate a middle to early period date 
for the mino. Further samples from Unite 4 and 22 are to be 
submitted to toot thiu hypothesis.
APPENDIX H
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Prubn boardn in the Iron Are of ^cuthern Africa
1 Mrviba1 io the led! word foi the game known as 1 lf.,ifuha1 in
Rhodesia and ♦mjuba* amon# the Shangaan people. Variants of the gome 
are known oil over Africa (M. D. W. Jefferies, pers. comm.). A name 
misapplied to the game by Cunmers (1961) and Ro1 inoon (1999) is tsoro. 
Troro in a game closely resembling the European fame of Jacks or 
knucklebones and has nothing to do with rruH.
A number of boards Inve boon found in Rhodesia and the Transvaal.
Mo. t reference.'! are, however, in passing; authors presumably preferring 
to regard them as recent owing to the immense popularity the gome 
enjoys today. (It in, for instance, one cf the favourite pastimes 
of African members of staff ut the University of the Vltweterorend during 
the lunch hour.) However, « number of examples have been found in 
contexts that demonstrate their obvious antiquity. Throe examples come 
from two major si tea in Rhodesia; Zimbabwe (Zummern, Robinson and 
Whitty, 1961) and Khir.t Ruinn (Robinson, 1999), end from Mapungubwe 
in the Northern Trnnnvial (Eouche, 1937). Oarlako’n dating of 
Zimbabwe ouggeets that the examples from that site are older than 
1990 A.D. (Gnrloke, 1979, 1972). An hio dating receives support from 
Huffman's pottery analysis (Huffman, 1972) this date seems to be 
reasonable. Known boards are tabulated in Table VIII. The picture 
these tablen pret.cnt undoubtedly does not present * true picture 
of the popularity of the game ir Iron Age times. Most boards 
were prohnMy dug into the nand for an afternoon session. Those 
used by Hall's labourers at Mebnbwe were of thin type (Hall, 1909)•
Junod (1927) describes similar sand boards among the Shangaans and 
Gurdi hua illuntruted one or a similar game in Went Africa. (Gardi,
1969, plate <4).
The pane in for man only and permanent stone boards were 
prumn ably cut in placn where r - n were wont to spend their leisure 
hours.
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Map showing distribution of sites at Harmony
1. Main soapstone bowl factory
2. Soapstone bowl factory
>. Soapstone howl factory
4. V?3: furnaces C VII A and B
5. Copper nine
6. Slag area 6/73
?. Soapstone bowl factory
8. Makhutswi River
9. Salt factory site 9/72A
10. Salt factory site 10/720
11. Salt factory site 6V72
12. Habitation site 50/7^
500
M A P  OF H A R M O N Y  IRON AGE S I T E S
Fig.i
Fig. 2 Plnn of mnin eonpntono howl factory nhowing 
the major «oupatone outcrops, quart? veins, 
the dvko nr-d the plotted areas ond points. 
Survey by R. P. van den Pern.
Oo
X.
w
u.
Fig.2
Fig. } Distribution of worked soapstone in relotion to 
outcrops, plot 11, soapstone bowl factor;.
S O A P S T O N E  B O W L  FACTORY
DISTRIBUTION OF W O R K E D  S O A P S T O N E  -  PLOT H
O '
o O
M N
5 M0
S O A P S T O N E  O U T C R O P
QUARRY
Ficj-3
Fig. '♦ Juxtfipo-,1 tlor of plot tod arcnw D, F, G, r.anpfitorio 
Bowl factory.
S O A P S T O N E  BOWL FACTORY
RELATIVE P O S IT IO N S  OF PLO T S D, F AND G
•e
IVIN
10 Mo
• ^  S O A P S T O N E  O U T C R O P
Q U A R R Y
Fig 4
t'ig. 5 Distribution of worked r.o^ ipator.e In relation to 
outcrops, plot D, soapntono > iwl factory.
S O A P S T O N E  B O W L FACTORY D ISTR IBU TIO N
OF W O R K E D  S O A P S T O N E  -  PLOT D
M N
o
o
O
O e
O
Metres
SOAPSTONE OUTCROP
Distribution of worked soapstone in relation to 
outcrops, plot F, soaoetone bowl factory. The 
paucity of worked soapstone may be due to the 
spotted nature of the outcrop wnich made it 
unsuitable.
S O A P S T O N E  B O W L  FACTORY D IS T R IB U T IO N
OF W O R K E D  S O A P S T O N E -  P L O T  F
o
Metres
SOAPSTONE OUTCROP  
Fig-6
Fig. 7 Distribution of workod sosrst-'ne in rolntior to
outcroj-, n r d  n qinrry, plot G, sonpntone bovl factory.
S O A P S T O N E  BO W L FACTORY D ISTR IBU TIO N
OF W ORKED S O A P S T O N E  -  PLOT G
O
o
o
5
Me t r e s
SOAPSTONE OUTCROP
nrr
QUARRY
Fifi. 8 fifnernl virw of plottnd ann G, soapntone bowl factory.
The quarried area is to the left or the sign. View
from the south-went.
Fig. 9 Plotted a r e a  v, soapstone bowl factory, showing
outcrops of spotty soapstone. The dyke may be seen 
in the background. View from the south-east.
Fig. 10 Plotted area H, soapstone bowl factory. The post is
standing in the middle of a depression which
probably rcprr, 'Mils the remains of a quarried outcrop. 
View from the north-east.
fi
Adro 'r.irkn on n remnant part of the outcrop 
at H, aoepntone bowl r-ictory. The view in from 
the mouth, flculc 10 cm.
Quarried outcrop at X, acapstone bowl factory. 
The method need in nuito cl»ar here: a ring warn
cut into the outcrop inolnt^.ig a large chunk of 
material. After cutting about two-thirds of the 
way through a lever was used to break off the 
Chunk leaving a broken sear in the centre of the 
worked area.

Fig. 13- 
Fig. 13
Fig. 14 
Fig. 15
Stages in bowl manufacture nc Gf.en at the soapstone 
bowl factory.
Preparatory chippinga in a stone at A, soapstone 
bowl factory. The stone was probably not worked 
further owing to the hardness of the material 
Scale 10 cm.
A piece of soapstone with the first stage in bowl 
manufacture completed, m apstone bowl factory plot 0. 
Here the final internal dimensions have been 
determined by cutting the ring seen on the stone.
This example appears to have been abandoned because a 
piece of the edge win knocked off. "calc 10 cm.
Two bowl a at point C, son pit tone bowl factory. The one 
on the right has had the preliminary ring cut deeper 
and port of the central portion ha.a b» on removed.
It is one of the rare examples of bowls with handles 
and wan abandoned because a crack developed along its 
length. The second bvwl has had the central portion 
removed but broke before the final smoothing of the 
interior could be carried out. Scale 50 cm.
Fig 13
Fig 14
Fig 15
Fift. 16-18 Fxnmplps of howls from the V,capstone 
Bowl Factory
FIr . 16 Partly completed howl nt X, soapstone howl
factory; also shown In the drilled stone d6
- scale 10 cm.
Fig. 17 Handled bowl fragment, plot D, soapstone howl
factory. Length of fragment 23 cm.
Fig. 18 Deep rectangular howl, plot D, soapstone howl
factory. Width of bowl 17 cm.

Kig. 19-21 F van pier, of bowls from the Soapstone Bowl
Factory
Fig. 19 Subrectungular whole bowl, broken in half,
plot H, soapstone bowl factory.
Length of bowl )8 cm.
Fig. 20 Triangular whole bowl with hole in the base,
plot II, soapstone bowl factory.
Length of bowl 4) cm.
Fig. 21 Sub-circular whole bowl with edge knocked
off, plot G, soapstone bowl factory.
Scale 10 cm.
M f o t i i
Drilled sonpnton* c6, sonpstonc bowl factory. 
Scale 10 cm.
Drilled soapstone c5» soapstone bowl factory. 
Scale 10 cm.
Drilled soapstone C7, soapstone bowl factory.
Fig 22
Fig 23
Fig* 25 Mnibn board at I , noap.-.tono bowl factory. 
Scale 10 cm.

ig. ?6 Pnr charts nhowirg distribution of classes of 
worked soapstone by plotted nroti and in totnl.
Key to clnooes:
1. Whole bowl broken half, th» halves lying 
next to one another
2. Whole bowl cracked
3. Whole bowl with hole in the bane
4. Rowl with nn edge broken off
5. Chips of undecided provenance
6. Foreign stones other than quartz and diabase
7. Adze tr irks on rtor.es - parts of bowls to
rock#, with 2-3 chip marks
8. Whole bowls, no reason ascertainable for 
their being abandoned
9. Holes in soapstone tcf. t'niba board or 
perforated atone)
10. Bottom or bane of a bowl with sides minsing
11. Bowl edge with handle
12. Bowl edge
WORKED SOAPSTONE SUMMARY
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W O R K E D  S O A P S T O N E
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FIr . 27 Sketch pi.m of west nectlon of copper rine 
flhowinR po«i tlono of trencher,. C II is 
between Cl and C TV. Distance between units 
10 and 11 is approximately 10 m. There may have 
been another unit in the road filled in when the 
rood w-iS made.
cm
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IVIN
CVI^r
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100
TAILINGS
road
Flg.27
Fig. 28 'ketch plan of thr r.ir,t section of the copper mine. 
Unit ?2 is the one partially cleared in January 1973.
road
COPPER MINE-EAST
TAILINGS
Fig.28
Fig. ?9-30 Photographs showing methods used to clear 
Unit 22, copper mine; scale - see human 
figures.
_  , .
Sketch plan of Unit ??. showing the shaft and 
underground workings. Details of the west 
stopo are conjectural. The timbers found in the 
rubble may have formed a stull as reconstructed 
in the drawing. Conjectural section A-fi through 
untl PP.. The presence of the central truncated 
cone of country rock is suggested by the angle 
of the timbers in the east stope; the cone 
would not have separated the two ntopes.
STULL?
PLAN
posts 2#
A
EAST STORE
v
\
COPPER MINE
B
UNIT 22
Metres
SECTION
A
*
B
Fig. 31
.Section B-A of unit ,'v phowinr r :b'ole removed, 
remaining fi] 1 nrul position of the timbers ns 
found. Three of these were still in .‘.itn us 
props.
w
TAILINGS
RUBBLE REMOVED 
JAN. 1973  --------------
POSTS
EXCAVATED S E C T IO N
UNIT 22
COPPER MINE
Metres
Fig 32
Kip. 3 
Kip.  34
F i g .  38
Detail of the opening into the east stope, 
unit 2?y copper mine, as seen behind log 1. 
Scale: Di'meter of log - 14 cm.
37 Progressive clearing of unit 22, copper mine. 
Scale: Distance between arrows 1,7 m. The
left-hand (west) arrow is on a ledge which may 
hove supported a main beam for a stull.
General view of unit ??, copper mine at final 
limit of clearing.
Seals: Distance between arrows 1,7 m.
> .  . ' v ; .
6w6r|
Fig. 39 
Fig. 40
Interior of the oust etope, unit ??, copper mine, 
from the burse. Font 3 in shown by the broken 
stump in the foreground. Fonts 2 and 1 are 
visible in the middle and background.
Scale: Dtntnnce between the arrows 73 cm.
Detail of contact between post 2 and the hanging 
wall, east atope, unit 22% copper mine. Mark is 
ntill preserved on the post.
Scale: Diameter of the poat 13 cm.
'Fig 39
- -
. F i g  40
F ig .  41 View o f  Trench Cl a t  u n i t  8 ,  copper mine
taken in J u l y  197?.  The west  face  was l e f t  
s l o p i n g  out  a t  c a .  7 0 - 8 0 °  to  preserve  the  
w a l l  o f  the trench i n t a c t ,  s o  th a t  i t  could  
be drawn a t  a l a t e r  d a t e .  No photographs  
were taken a f t e r  the f i n a l  c l e a n i n g  up for  
drawing the p r o f i l e .
F i g .  42 Composite s e c t i o n  o f  Trench Cl drawn in
October 1972.  The went face  o f  the trench  
was c le a n e d  v e r t i c a l l y  b e f o r e  the s e c t i o n  
way drawn.
Fig 41
U N IT  8 C O P P E R  M INE TRENCH C l
r* ’i
Ash
Ear \ Rubble  |__
S to n e  R ubble  L _
,r n i u u . i y ' . T T . " .  . . m r . f l l L i r i i . r  _
m e t r e s
Red E a r th
Root D is tu rb a n ce
Tousoil
fig. 42
KIr . 4) Went cection of trench C IV, unit 8, 
copper mine.
ASH
RED RUBBLE
EARTH RUBBLE
STONE RUBBLETRENCH CIV  WEST FACE.COPPER MINE UNITS
DISTURBANCE
METRES
Virw of trench C VIII unit 4, copper mine, 
horizontal ticale 1 m., vertical scale in 
feet.
Detail of loose rubble deposit west section, 
trench C VIII, unit 4, cojper mir.e.
Vertical scale in feet.

Went and north section of trench C VITT, 
unit 4, copper •nine.
1. white powdered rock
?. red enrthy rubble
3. greyish boulder rubble
4. dark brown earthy rubble
5. rod looae boulder rubble
6. light brown enrthy rubble
7. large boul icra

Ftfi. 47 Dimpl#* faced hammer8tones from the copper "ine. 
Six hn-mers are illustrated from different 
anp-.les.

Kig. 48-9 Excavation at CV nhowlnr dir l.ribt.vlon of clay, 
ntonoa with alar adhering and tuyere frnr^ents. 
The majority of tuyere frnr-'ontn are in the 
oottcm right-hand corner of figure 48, Fig. 48, 
depth 2 cm. Kig. 49, depth 5cm. Scale 1 m.
t319.VMNK
I
Fig. 50 Plan of excavations at Furnace C VI showing 
distribution of cla- clay and tuyere fragments 
around the furnace.
D I S T R I B U T I O N  OF CLAY S L A G  AN D T U Y E R E  
AT FURNACE CVI C O P P E R  MINE
M.N
• e
• •
\_J • •••
• •
FURNACE
0 c m  100
• clay
* slag 
^tuyere
Tig.50
%
Fig. 51 Plan of tXirnncc ? VI, copper mine. The
depreosion in front of the tuyere entrance 
and the irregular exterior r,urface of the 
wall tihow that the furnace must have been 
a hollow dug into the ground and lined with 
clay.
P L A N  OF FURNACE CVI COPPER MINE
DEPRESSION
TUYERE ENTRANCE
IVIN
WALL
FURNACE INTERIOR
3 *
0 c m  100
F i g . 51
F i g .  52 Furnncc C VTI R nn found, ficnle 50 cm.
View from south.
F i g .  55 Furnace C VII A as found. Sca le  50 ct.
View from slightly wi>r,t of south.
Fig. 5'' Juxtnposition of furnaces G VIT A and B.
Scale 50 cm. View from slightly west of south.
iS lae
Fig. *>5 F'l'inr. for furnace C VIT A ot 5 cm. nnd >*0 cm.
FURNACE CVIIA 
COPPER MINE
IVIN
dep th  5 c m
cm 100
d ep th  4 0 c m
TUYERE
WALL
PLAN AT BASE
Fig.55
Fifi. 56 View of fuvnnce C VII A. Mnximu'n intfrnel 
width of furnace cm. Tuyere entrance at
the top >f the photorrnph opens eouth-weot.

Plan of thr oxcrivationn at 9/7?A, nnlt f.ctory, 
nhowiny distribution of ash, r«d earth patches 
and amall finds na detailed on p.
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Kip. 58 Composite Rfctions Y-X end O-P across the 
excavated area, 9/7?A, salt factory.
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I
Fig. 59 View from north of Ad, Af*, Af nt 9/72,
site A, salt factory during excavation. 
Length of longer side of trench 4 m.
Fig. 60 General view of Aa - Ad from west of
north, cite 9/72A. length of shorter side 
of trench 3 m.
Fig. 61 Students at work in Ah and Ag, site 9/72A.
Width of excavated unit 3 m.
-
Fig. 6<? Ash occurronrro in A'i, r.Ur 9/7?>\, from went.
ocnlr: Dintnnce between iirrown ] ,?8 m.
Fig. 6? Fowl shaped hearth nhown by .-mb line in east
section of Ae, mite 9/7F. length of trowel 
blade cn. 10 cm.
Fig 62
F i g  63
Fig. 64 Distribution of finds in Ag spit 1, 9/7?A^
Salt factory
Fig. 65 Distribution of finds in Ag spit ?, 9/7?A,
Salt factory
Fig. 66 Distribution of finds in Ag spit 5, 9/7?A,
Salt factory
Fig. 6? Distribution of finds in Ag spit 4, 9/7?A,
Salt factory
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Fig. 68 Pottery from excavations site 9/72A.
All drawing at 1/1 scale.
1-2, Class 1 decoration; 3, Class 12 decoration,
4-8 Parly Iron Age - 4-6 cf. 65/72 and Eiland 
Early Iron Age, 7-8 cf. ^7/73 Lydenburg 
Early Iron Age.
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Fig 68
Kip. 69 Pottery from excnvntionn site 9/7?A. 
All drawings at 1/1 scale.
1-2, 4, Class 1 decoration; 3, Class 2 
decoration.
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Fig .69
WL
l o t t e r y  from excfivationr.  s i t e  9 /72A. 
A l l  drawings n t  1 / 1  s c a l e .
1-5, Class 2 decoration;
6 - 7  C lass  10 d e c o r a t i o n .
Fig. 70
lottery from oxcnvat lo nn  s i t e  9 / 7 2 A. 
All drnwinps nt 1/1 scale.
Class 2 d e c o r a t io n

l o t t e r y  from e x c a v a t i o n s  s i t e  9 /72A. 
A l l  drawings a t  1 /1  s c a l e .
Claso 2 decoration.
F i g .72
Pottery from excavations site 9/72A.
All drawings at 1/1 scale,
1-?, Class 10 decoration; 1-4, Class ?. 
decoration;
5, Class 4 decoration; 6, Class 6 
decoration.

Fig. 74 Pottery from excnvationR site 9/72A.
All drawings at 1/1 scale.
Clast, 5 decoration. Gb - graphite burnish.

Pottery from excavations site 9/72A. 
All drawings at 1/1 scale.
1-2, Class 4 decor tion; 3, mixture 
between Classen 5 and f> decoration.

Fifi. ?6 Pottery from excavations site 9/72A. 
All drawings at 1/1 scale.
1, Class 14 decoration; 2-3, Class 16
decoration,
4, Class 10 decoration; 5, Class 15 
decoration, 6, sherd with a line of 
graphite ournish.
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Fig.  76
Pottery fro-rt excavation* site 9/72A. 
All drawings at 1/1 scale.
1, Class 17 decoration; 2, Class 11 
decoration;
5-bi Class 8 decoration; 6, Class 7 
decoration.
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Fig. ?8 Small finds from excavations 9/7PA, salt factory.
1, honi bend, Ad spit J; 2, nchntina shell bend 
Ah spit 3i 3. nchntina shell bends, Ac spit 4;
4, glass bend An rpit Ij 5. glass bead Aj spit 1; 
6,copi 'T object Af spit 4; 7, bone spatula Af
spit 3#
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Fig. 78
firm 11 finds from excnvstlona 9/7PA, ralt factory. 
Soapstonr sjindlo whorl Aj aplt 4;
<*?, potnhcrd spindle whorl Ae spit -?;
J, sonpotono rtrainer An spit J.
Scale 1/2.

Soapstone bowls, 1-3 from site 10/72;
4, from point C, soapstone bowl factory 
Scale 12 ins.
Fig 80
Fig. 8l Soapstone bowls.
1, between 9/72A and resort pool;
2, 9/72A, Af spit 3;
3, 9/72A, Ah spit 1.

Bar diagram of pottery vmre usinR two samples from Ae 
and Af, 9/72A 
A - no grit
R - grit present, sherd firm
C - grit present, sherd crumbly
f - fine grit
m - medium grit
c - coarse grit
fm, me, B/C, etc. are combinations of the above symbols.
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Fig. 82
Par diagram ahowing distribution of sherdn into 
colour classes (two samples from Ac and Af),
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Kig. 84 Bar diagram showing distribution of sherd thickness 
frequencies (two sampli a from Ac and Af).
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Fig. 85 Map showing important archaeological sites in the 
Eastern Transvaal.
Key to sites:
1 Mapungubwe and Rambondyanalo
2 Messina copper mines
? Sautlni
4 Eiland l/?4 - 8/74
5 lAndraad
6 Phalahorwa sites
7 Sheila an! Phoda
8 Harmony
9 Silver Leaves
10 Slabberts Cave
11 Ooudnyn
12 Skull Cave
13 Lydenburg 57/73 - 62/73
14 Stcrkspruit
15 Sable
16 Brooklands Cave
17 Badfontein
18 Nelspruit
19 Froedcrstroom
20 Klipspruit
A Johannesburg
B Ohrigstnd
C Middelturg
D Iictcrsburg
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F i g .  86 Flan o f  a S a u t i n i  s a l t  works as  seen  in  
January ?r~'. .
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Fig. 87 C h ron o log ica l  chart c o r r e l a t i n g  Iron Age 
se quences  in  the Eastern  T ransvaa l .
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Kig. 88 Map showing sites or areas connected with trade in the 
Eastern Tran*-/nal and on the east coast of 
Southern Africa.
1 Eiland
2 Phalaborwa
3 Harmony
4 Tzaneen
5 Pilgrims Rest
6 Lydenburg
7 Sable
8 Barberton
a Limpopo River
b Groot I^tnba River
c Olifants River
d Steelpoort River
e Komati River
f Crocodile River
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Fig. E. 1 Plan of an Mrubn board
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